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Abstract
The overall goal of this Ph.D. research is to provide reference models, support me-
thods and tools that simulate change propagations in a Product Development (PD) pro-
ject to assist decision-makings. We establish a change analysis framework of modeling
the context of change occurrence and propagation by taking into account the multiple
knowledge areas of PD project simultaneously. Under this framework, we propose the
conceptual models that provide a qualitative method to identify change and change
propagation. We identify the main change propagation mechanisms. Relying on that,
we suggest the procedures of building up the change propagation networks.Within this
network, we propose the methodology to simulate change propagation mechanisms.
We present then the process of implementing these concepts in a software prototype
by using multi-agent based technology. A detailed illustrative case is provided to show
change propagation mechanisms.
Résumé
L’objectif de cette thèse est de fournir des modèles de référence, méthodes et outils
permettant de simuler loccurrence et la propagation de changements dans des projets
de développement de produit (PD). Nous avons établi un cadre d’analyse des chan-
gements afin de modéliser le contexte de loccurrence de ceux-ci en prenant en compte
les multiples domaines du projet PD, à savoir produit, projet, réseau de partenaires.
Nous proposons alors des modèles conceptuels du changement et définissons des mé-
thodes qui permettent leur détection suite à loccurrence des événements internes ou
externes. Ces modèles permettent également de caractériser la propagation des chan-
gements au sein dun domaine ou entre les trois domaines d’un projet PD. Ces résultats
nous permettent de modéliser les propagations de changements à travers dun réseau
de constructs. Après une caractérisation précise de ces mécanismes de propagation,
nous avons proposé la réalisation dun prototype de simulation basé sur la technologie
multi-agents. Ces concepts sont alors illustrés à travers un exemple détaillé.
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Introduction
B
“For want of a nail the shoe was lost for want of a shoe the horse was lost ; and for want
of a horse the rider was lost ; being overtaken and slain by the enemy, all for want of care
about a horse-shoe nail.”
(The Way to Wealth(1758) Benjamin Franklin)
Change and its propagation are key issues in product development projects, which can results in not only
chance but also risk. In this chapter, we firstly introduce the background of our research on change and
change propagation, which is followed by the problem statement. Then we present the research questions
and research approach. This chapter ends with the presentation of the thesis structure.
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1.1 Background
With the business context growing, companies are facing more and more challenges
from product production management and supply chain management simultaneously
during Product Development (PD) project. A PD project is defined as an endeavor of ac-
tivities beginning with the perception of a market opportunity and ending in the production,
sale, and delivery of a product (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2007). On one hand, products are ex-
pected to be designed and developed in a shorter period to satisfy the requirements
as far as possible, whereas on the other hand the concerned partners should establish
an effective and efficient communication to achieve their own objectives and take the
profit through the Product Development project. Considering these aspects, one of the
important issues is the management of changes. Generally, a change is an alteration in
attributes or parameters of a product, activities, and adjunct resources during the va-
rious phases of the life-cycle of product and PD project, see Huang et al. (2000). For
instance, “increasing the size of cylindre of an engine”, “Changing the colour of the
body of a hairdryer”, “replacing the Supplier A by the Supplier B of the tires”, or “pro-
longing the start date of the project/activity” are some examples of the changes we are
dealing with. Therefore, the changes could refer to products, to partners of the pro-
ject, or the project structure and attributes (time, delay, dependency, etc.). During a
PD project, changes reveal multiple senses. Changes could bring the opportunity to a
company for innovations. However, changes could also enhance the risk of failing to
release the final product within the constraints (lead time, requirements, cost, etc.). Cor-
respondingly, the influences from changes can be classified and described by the focal
company as positive and negative. Here the focal company refers to a company from
whose perspective the supply chain is analysed. The focal company plays a central role
of information and material flows exchanges (Hanf & Pall, 2009). Therefore, the change
management during the product development project generally aims at supporting the
focal company to cope with alterations through the PD project in order to achieve the
objectives.
Along the life-cycle of product, changes can occur at any time. Given the occurrence
of a change, the later it is coped with, the more expensive the corrective actions would
be, according to Rule of Ten (Clark & Fujimoto, 1991). In a stage-gateway process of
product development, there exists a set of freezes along the phases (Eger et al., 2005).
Considering this, the concerned objects (parts, activities or capacities etc.) during the
design phase are proposed to be frozen early to reduce the risk of rework (Zangwill,
1993). However, there also exists some argument that “early freezes” would lead to a
poor design (Bhattacharya et al., 1998). Therefore, the timing of freeze should be consi-
dered carefully to reduce and control changes during the process of product design
and development. Therefore, coping with changes is under various constraints which
implies a number of strategies and operations, such as preventing technical changes
through employing better communication and discipline (Clark & Fujimoto, 1991), de-
tecting emerging changes earlier, i.e., “front-loading” changes (Fricke et al., 2000) (Ni-
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chols, 1990), designing system “easy to change”, i.e., incorporating changeability into
system architecture (Fricke & Schulz, 2005).
Moreover, one change can cause the occurrence of other changes, and it is to say
that the change is propagated through the potential relations between the parts, roles,
activities and any other element involved in the product development project. Eckert
et al. (2004) pointed out that the link between the composition of a system (such as a
complex product) can reflect the relations of changes. For example, the geometric links
between a cylinder and a piston can be regarded as a change propagation channel in
which the effect of change could be transferred (see Figure 1.1).
1- Piston
2- Cylinder
2
1
FIGURE 1.1 – An example (source: http://www.wpclipart.com)
Considering the complexity of the product development project and the involved
aspects, the changes occurring on the involved elements and their inter-relations com-
pose a network where the nodes represent elements and their relations are modelled
by the edges. We specify this network as change propagation network and the edges as
potential change propagation channels. When a change occurs on a given node, it could
be coped with locally or transferred to other node(s) or both. Referring to the occurred
changes and the potential propagations brought by it, the focal company has multiple
choices, and we generally categorize them as inner-company and outer-company change
handlings. The former, i.e., inner-company change handling, indicates the focal com-
pany would cope with the changes all by itself and eliminate the influences of the
change, whereas the outer-company change handling means that the focal company
would spread the changes to its partners and/or cooperate with them to cope with the
change.
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1.2 Problem Statement
Due to the motivations of upgrading product or satisfying requirements from the
market, companies attempt to earn benefit through releasing a product with partial im-
provement or a totally new designed one. Changes could also lead in the occurrence of
some unexpected or unforeseen events during the PD project. Being unable to properly
manage changes can imperil entire projects.
Referring to the same occurred change, different companies would hold their dif-
ferent perspectives which may bring about different approaches of managing changes,
strategies of product development.When looking into the life-cycle of product, changes
can occur at any time in spite of they are foreseen or unforeseen. Furthermore, as men-
tioned before, a change can cause another one referring to the change propagation (cf.
(Eckert et al., 2004)). In a project, change could propagate, involving multiple aspects
of the project : the product and constituent components, project activities, and invol-
ved partners. The impact of the original change could either be amplified or reduced
through the propagation. Thus, changes are expected to be perceived, analyzed and
coped with or even controlled as soon as possible.
Considering the above issues, the overall goal of this Ph.D. research is to provide
support methods and tools that simulate change and change propagation in a PD pro-
ject to assist decision-makings. They can be used to identify, analyse and cope with
change and change propagation by taking the multiple domains of a PD project into ac-
count. We will make contributions to both academic and industrial sectors by achieving
the following goals :
Academic and industrial
1. Clarifyingwhat is change and change propagation through collecting information
and knowledge from academic and industrial sectors ;
Academic
1. Establishing a framework of perceiving change and change propagation that exist
either within or across product, project and partnership management knowledge
areas ;
2. Proposing methods/models to analyse and identify change and change propaga-
tion ;
3. Eliciting the future/further research in coping with change and change propaga-
tion in Product Development (PD) project.
Industrial
1. Designing a prototype to support making decision in product, project and/or
partnership domains ;
2. Providing guidelines for the design and development of the prototype ;
3. Offering change propagation simulation results to facilitate making decision of
handling changes during product, project and partnership management.
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FIGURE 1.2 – Goals of Change Propagation Simulation
1.3 Research Questions
After defining, in sections 1.1 and 1.2, why do we need to take account of changes in
the most efficient way, in this section we will describe precisely the questions we tried
to answer.
1.What exactly is meant by change and change propagation ?
Generally, change is considered as an act or process through which something be-
comes different while change propagation is considered as a phenomena that a change
leads to another change. But under different subjects and scenarios, they have more
specific definitions and meanings. Therefore, we turn to a literature exploration to cla-
rify what is change and change propagation in our research, and further to position our
research in the existing related literature work.
2.What is the context of change occurrence and propagation ?
A PD project refers simultaneously to several management domains that are named
as “knowledge areas” to underline the fact that the systematic influence of decisionsmade
in product development could be brought into the supply chain design/development
and vice versa. The considered knowledge areas in this thesis are :
– Product management knowledge area ;
– Project management knowledge area ;
– Partnership management knowledge area.
To analyze the context where change occurs and propagates, it is necessary to un-
derstand the knowledge areas of PD project. To achieve this purpose, we propose a
framework that models a PD project considering product management, project mana-
gement, and partnership management knowledge areas simultaneously as well as the
interrelations between them.
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3. How to identify change and change propagation ?
To identify change and its propagation, it is important to clarify what are the pro-
found causes of changes, under what conditions change propagates, and how change
propagates. To answer these questions, we propose a conceptual model of change and
change propagation under the framework we mentioned in question 2. It also provides
a qualitativemethod of perceiving and specifying change and change propagation. Fur-
thermore, it enables us to establish a change propagation network in which the propa-
gation patterns are studied.
4. How to simulate change propagation in an efficient way ?
Simulating change propagations involves two aspects : the methodology of simula-
tion and the techniques to implement the simulation. The methodology of simulating
change propagations states the procedures of identifying changes, determining actions
of coping with changes, planning change propagations as well as representing the out-
come. With the methodology, the behaviour of changes and the process of change pro-
pagation during PD project are simulated to present the various scenarios in which
change propagates in multiple possibilities. To do so, we select the agent-based tech-
niques. This technique enables us to abstract and model a complex system effectively
and efficiently. Meanwhile, with integrating the graphical user interface, the simulation
procedures could be displayed.
5. How to represent and verify the research results ?
In order to present our research results, we design and develop an agent-based soft-
ware prototype that implements the entire methodology and provides graphical repre-
sentations to demonstrate the research results. To assure the correctness of our methods
and prototype, on one hand, we use simple cases throughout the entire thesis to ex-
plain and verify the methods. On the other hand, we apply a more complex case to the
method and achieve the final verification. Meanwhile, we compare the outputs of the
prototype with our expectations to make sure it implements the method correctly and
produces the right results by introducing the case into the prototype.
1.4 Research Approach
Eckert & Stacey (2003) advocated “the spiral model of applied research” for a re-
search methodology, which consists of an eight-fold path of research, illustrated in Fi-
gure 1.3. The spiral model is a framework useful for outlining different aspects of re-
search. All of the activities in the eight segments generate information and insights that
can be used to formulate the requirements and hypotheses that guide the design of re-
search within any other step. A research can start with any segment or a priori analysis
of the problem at hand, and should carefully select the segments that fit the research
context. Considering the research routine of this thesis that is from the theory to me-
thods to implementation, the thesis follows the four segments of the spiral research
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methodology starting from “development of theory and integrated understanding” to
“evaluation of tools” with an additional fold “evidence collection”. Those segments
considered in this thesis are slightly adjusted to fit the specific research aims. The main
efforts are made in development of theory and development of tools which will be in-
troduced in chapter 3, chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6. The followings describe the
segments considered in our research :
Information 
Requirements 
Insights
Empirical studies of 
design behaviour
Development of 
theory and integrated 
understanding
Development of 
tools and procedures
Introduction of tools 
and procedures, 
dissemination
Evaluation of 
empirical studies
Evaluation of theoryEvaluation of tools
Evaluation of 
dissemination
Academic Dissemination
Industrial Dissemination
Entry 
point
Chapter 
7
Chapter 
3, 4, 5
Chapter 
6
Evidence 
collection
FIGURE 1.3 – The Spiral Research Methodology (adapted from (Eckert & Stacey, 2003))
Evidence collection
The segment “Evidence collection” elaborates the initial understanding of change
and change propagation. It includes literature and existing theories exploration em-
ploying a range of analysis, as well as related research subjects comparison (see chapter
2). This segment is an additional segment we add to the spiral model to show our priori
analysis of the research problems.
Development of theory
The segment “Development of theory” proposes methods to analyze the PD pro-
ject, builds models to identify change and change propagation, and develops the me-
thodology of simulation change propagations (see chapter 3, 4 and 5), based on the
information and analysis from the evidence collection.
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Evaluation of theory
In the segment “Evaluation of theory”, the developed models and methods are eva-
luated through applying them into simple cases (see chapter 4 and 5) and the illustra-
tive case (see chapter 7).
Development of tools The segment “Development of tools” makes effort to de-
sign and implementation of Agent-based solution to simulate change propagation (see
chapter 6). As providing tools for supporting the theories developed in the research is
essential, the thesis studies the development environment, finds out the proper soft-
ware techniques and carefully designs the prototype architecture.
Evaluation of tools
The segment “Evaluation of tools” is performed through an illustrative case (see
also chapter 7). The prototype with graphical user interfaces is tested by data from the
case and compared with expected results.
1.5 Research Roadmap and Thesis Structure
This Ph.D. thesis is organized as Figure 1.4.
Chapter 1 introduces the research background explaining why to manage change
is essential for focal company during the product development process. This chapter
points out the motivations of this thesis and briefly discusses the problems in previous
existing literature. The contributions of the thesis is also presented in this chapter. Fi-
nally, the research methodology is presented.
Chapter 2 discusses the relevant literature from various fields. Firstly, the main
concepts and contents of change management are explained, as well as the compari-
son with risk. Then it introduces the existing PD project modeling framework. it also
introduces the agent-based modeling paradigm including the concepts of agents, the
application fields and the advantages of this modeling praradigm. Finally, it discusses
the main existing computer-aided technique solutions.
Chapter 3 proposes an analysis methodology of change and change propagation in
PD project, named Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis (COCA) framework. Three
involved knowledge areas that specified the analysis background are introduced and
their interactions are explained. Then, it discusses how to structure the PD project in
order to find out the basic elements that are called “constructs” for the analysis metho-
dology.
Chapter 4 focuses on how to identify change occurrence and propagation. It esta-
blishes the conceptual models of change and change propagation. With the conceptual
models, the definitions and the key factors to identify and analyze changes and change
propagations are presented. Then it analyzes the phenomena of change occurrence and
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FIGURE 1.4 – Roadmap of the thesis
highlight a set of scenarios of change occurrence with investigating the direct parame-
ters which are led in the alterations.
Chapter 5 proposes a methodology of simulating change propagations and illus-
trates how to design and develop the agent-based simulation prototype. The prototy-
ped development environment is introduced, named Java Agent Development Frame-
work. Then it explains the basic items of the agent-based simulation system including
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agent life cycle, agent configuration, the communication between agents, the manage-
ment of agents and their external interactions. To transform the theoretical methods
into the Agent-based implementation, a methodology to design the multi-agent system
is proposed, which starts from the analysis of modeling process to the comparison with
other methodologies. How to design the multi-agent system for change and change
propagation is explained, which discusses the specification, architecture and the algo-
rithms of the systems. At the end of this chapter, the prototype is presented which
provides graphical user interfaces.
Chapter 6 suggests an illustrative case to verify this research and presents the ap-
plication of the methodologies. The simulation tool is applied through this illustrative
case.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, stating the main contributions. It ends with a dis-
cussion of future work that can be based on the contributions made by this thesis.

2
Literature Review
B In this chapter, we mainly identify and summarize the existing literature of change management
in Product Development (PD) project. We firstly introduce the objectives of Change Management. Then
the literature is sorted out according to a set of dimensions in terms of the characteristics of change
management, followed by a detailed discussion on the concepts of change and change propagation. We
also introduce a modeling method that provides a general view of PD projects. In addition, the agent-
based modeling techniques and computer-aided technical solution are introduced and discussed, which
provide the possible techniques for us to implement the suggested methods and models. C
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2.1 Objectives of Change Management
In this Ph.D. research, we introduce a set of attributes proposed by Fricke et al. (2000)
that indicates the tendency of better change management. The attributes are :
– Less : to have less changes ;
– Earlier : to front-load changes ;
– Effective : to select necessary changes more effectively ;
– Efficient : to perform the changes efficiently in terms of time, cost, and resources ;
– Better : to learn continuously from changes to do it better in the next project.
Then the corresponding strategies of coping with or improving the handling of
changes were also proposed within the same article as :
1. Prevention : This strategy aims to reduce and/or eliminate the avoidable changes
especially in the later phase of project.
During a project, some of requirements and specifications are too ambitious, and
they would lead to cost and time slips. Therefore, some changes could be preven-
ted by eliminating such unrealistic and/or undesirable requirements and specifi-
cation. According to this strategy, early freeze is introduced to prevent these kinds
of changes (Eger et al., 2005). However, freezing has poor performances in respon-
ding dynamic needs. This is specially the case when the initial specifications are
moving, unstable or vague (Smith & Reinertsen, 1997). Another way of preven-
ting change is improving the discipline in decision-making (Clark & Fujimoto,
1991) and employingmature an robust technology during project (Clausing, 1994;
Schulz et al., 1999). According to the studymade by Clark & Fujimoto (1991), up to
two-thirds of all technical changes could be prevented by better communication
and discipline.
2. Front-loading : This strategy derives from the consideration in “Rule of Ten” (Clark
& Fujimoto, 1991) and aims to detect emerging changes earlier.
With this strategy, the overall influence brought in by the detected change and the
cost of coping with the change could be limited due to the early detection. Based
on this strategy, “Design for X” provides a set of practices of front-loading changes
through verifying and validating concepts and designs in the early phases of pro-
ject. For example, Design for Manufacture (DfM) suggests a way to reduce costs
required to manufacture a product and improve the ease with which that pro-
duct can be made (Bralla, 1999; Korngold & Luscher, 2000). Especially, Fricke
et al. (2000) also proposed “Design for Changeability (DfC)” as a means to design
systems that can be changed without major impacts. Martin & Ishii (2002)pro-
posed “Design for Variety (DfV)” aiming at reducing design effort and decrease
time-to-market. In accordance with “Design for Variety”, some methods were
proposed to identify common and unique elements for designing product fa-
mily/platform toward maximum performance and/or profit.Then flexible desi-
gns are generated resulting in lowering future redesign cost (cf. (Li & Azarm,
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2002), (Gonzalez-Zugasti et al., 2000)). In further, De Weck & Suh (2006) propo-
sed a normative flexible product platform design process considering exogenous
uncertainties and incorporating the concept of flexible elements which were not
mentioned by the former two contributions.
3. Effectiveness : This strategy provides analysis of effective efforts and benefits a
change could bring.
Given that not all the changes are necessary and urgent to be coped with, it is
critical for focal company to assess the possible effects of changes and then deter-
mine a proper response to the change request. However, according to the research
proposed by Fricke et al. (2000), the quality of the assessment is closely related to
the experience and knowledge owned by the focal company. Eckert et al. (2004)
proposed a pair of factors to determine whether a change can be absorbed : the
initial specification of the part or system, and the margins included in the design
of the part or system.
4. Efficiency : This strategy states that the resources (such as time, cost) employed
for coping with changes should be used efficiently.
Riviere et al. (2002) proposed a set of indicators based on the experience from
the past engineering change management for measuring the performances or va-
riables of a process so as to control their discrepancies with some targeted objec-
tives and to plot their evolutions in time. The indicators concern measuring the
effectiveness and the efficiency of engineering change management respectively.
5. Learning : This strategy emphasises the importance of improving the maturity of
managing changes through learning from the past change process.
Lawrence &David (1999) proposed amethodology formanagement of the change
process, especial innovative change process, in terms of group management, stra-
tegic planning, empowerment, systems engineering and lifelong learning.Those
five factors are considered as key factors in developing a successful management
process for Innovative change, which can guide organizations towards achieving
performance goals.
Based on the above mentioned attributes, we propose the dimensions used to sort
out the reviewed literature. Then we will introduce the highlighted issues in details.
2.2 Dimensions of Reviewing Literature and Reference Tables
In our research, we sort out the literature with a set of dimensions in considering the
characteristics of change management (see Table A.1). As focusing on studying change
propagations in PD project, we firstly suggest “Involved knowledge areas” as one of the
dimensions (i.e., the second column of Table A.1 that is denoted as “IKA”). Correspon-
ding to our research scope, the involved knowledge areas includes : project management,
product management and partnership management.
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Given the contributions from the reviewed literature, we then pay attention to the
moment when those contributions focus during the change management as the second
dimension for our review (corresponding to the third column of Table A.1 that is de-
noted as “FM”). Corresponding to the time moment of change occurrence, we classify
the focus moment of the contributions as : “pre-occurrence”, “proceeding-occurrence” and
“post-occurrence”.
Through studying the contributed results from the reviewed literature, we mainly
highlight three aspects of them, i.e., “contributed research issue” (corresponding to the
fourth column of Table A.1), “key technology” (corresponding to the fifth column of
Table A.1) and “dissemination” (corresponding to the sixth column of Table A.1 that is
denoted as “Diss”). The contributed research issues refer to the prescribed change ma-
nagement issues, such as changes handling, change propagation prediction. For each
contributed research work, some key technology(s) is/are employed in order to resolve
the problem, in which the technology could refer to some framework (e.g., COCA fra-
mework in (Zhang et al., 2013)), approach (e.g., Design for Changeability : DfC in (Fricke
& Schulz, 2005)), algorithm (e.g., a change propagation algorithm in (Ma et al., 2008)).
Among the contributed research result, they are presented and disseminated in various
ways, for example academic articles, technical solutions, prototypes.
In appendix A, we will show these contributions in detail. By the end of this section,
these contributions are summed up to provide a general view of existing results and
possible niches for further research works.
2.3 Analysis of Reviewed Literature
Through our literature review work, we mainly focus on the research contributions
involved in product and project management knowledge areas (i.e., 56.5% and 26.2%).
Referring to the partnership management knowledge area, we prefer to investigate the
changes which are caused by the partnership related issues and then brought in the
other two knowledge areas. So we select the ones involved inmultiple knowledge areas
instead of only the partnership management knowledge area though there is only few
ones (i.e., 8.7%). With the literature, we then highlight the moment when the change
management solutions are deployed. More than half of the research contributions are
focusing on the pre-occurrence moment (i.e., 56.5%), whereas nearly one third of the
contributions are focusing on the proceeding-occurrence moment (i.e., 30.4%). Moreo-
ver, several contributions covers both the moments (i.e., 6.5%). In the reviewed litera-
ture, we do not cover the research contribution that only focuses on the post-occurrence
moment. There are only few onesmentioning learning from the occurred changes when
coping with them (i.e., 6.5%). Along with the reviewed research contributions, only one
quarter of them are implemented by technical solutions (i.e., 26.1%), such as software
prototypes (see Figure 2.1).
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2.3.1 Identified research entries
Given the literature reviewed in Table A.1, we categorize the reviewed literature
according to the involved knowledge areas and the focused moment when the research
work is introduced. In this way, we are enabled to discover several research entries to
change management exposed in the review literature.
As the global literature analysis illustrating in Figure 2.1, more than half of the re-
search works keep focusing on the product management knowledge area, and the re-
sults from them are mainly deployed during the pre-occurrence and the proceeding
moment. Along with that, a part of research offered the contributions within the project
management knowledge area and deployed their work during the pre-occurrence and
the proceeding moment. There also exist some other research works being proposed
as contribution to the inter-knowledge areas between/among the product, the project
and the partner management. Based on the above the scope division onto the gather
research works, we discover and identify the following research issues :
1. Handling and controlling changes : the research works are proposed to improve
the performance before and/or after accepting changes in consideration of va-
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rious constraints (such as time, budget, etc.). The research works, such as (Shiau
& Wee, 2008), (Huang et al., 2003), proposed their work to this research issue.
2. Modeling and improving change management process : the research works sup-
port to build up the model of change management process in order to deploy
change management solution effectively and efficiently. Meanwhile, these re-
search works also facilitate to discover the potential issues for incorporating fur-
ther improvement and handle the complexity of changemanagement process. For
example, (Riviere et al., 2002), (Kocar & Akgunduz, 2010) proposed their conside-
rations in this issue.
3. Identifying and modeling change propagations : the research works focus on pro-
posing the idea/knowledge/expertise in describing and prescribing the charac-
teristics of change propagations. Based on their works, the mechanism of change
propagations could be also identified and analyzed. (Eckert et al., 2004), (Fei et al.,
2011), (Tang et al., 2010), (Keller et al., 2005), (Hamraz et al., 2012) presented their
contribution to this issue.
4. Predicting, analyzing and evaluating change propagations : the research works
provide the methodologies of suggesting the qualitative and the quantitative esti-
mations to prescribe the probability of change propagations. Moreover, referring
to the perceived change propagations, some research works introduce their solu-
tions to analyze and evaluate change propagation for the further change mana-
gement work. (Clarkson et al., 2001), (Eckert et al., 2006), (Fricke & Schulz, 2005),
(Reddi & Moon, 2009), (Hamraz et al., 2013) proposed the contribution.
5. Designing and developing technical solutions to change management : the re-
search works mainly concrete in design and development computer-aid technical
solution to support changemanagement process. The representative works can be
found in (Huang et al., 2001), (Huang et al., 2003), (Huang & Mak, 1998), (Eckert
et al., 2006).
In the following sections, we present a detailed statement of the highlighted re-
search works involved in our research scope.
2.3.2 Occurrence of change and change propagation
Generally, change is defined as an act or process through which something becomes dif-
ferent. In the Ph.D. research, change is further described as an alteration led in an object
that causes some outputs shifting or varying from the expectation in which object refers
to a conceptual term. It can be a thing, being or basic concept that is presented as ob-
jective reality. For example, cylinder, piston, activity duration, partner’s delivery delay
can be considered as objects. In the later chapter, the details of object will be presented.
Changes could be generated by different sources such as a customer demand, an en-
gineering constraint (maximum thickness of a plate), etc. These changes can propagate
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from one object to another through the propagation channel (geometric dependency for
instance). Finally, during their propagations, changes could be amplified or not. Chan-
ging the requirement regarding the thickness of the plate could cause the change of
the material to use (switch from Aluminium to Composite) and finally to the change
of the supplier. Therefore, when considering the occurrence of changes some relevant
concepts should also be introduced. No matter whether changes are expected or not,
we prefer to perceive and control them to push the project evolving towards success
under the constraints of time, cost and scope.
Referring to the definition of change, most of the reviewed research works prefer
to quote the content from standards (e.g. US Military Standard 480B (Department of
Defense, 1988) and previous research (e.g. (Ibrahim, 2003; Riviere et al., 2002)). They are
used to emphasize the distinct scenarios where changes are considered. According to
the field or the background where changes occur, there are more specified definitions
about change such as design change and engineering change.
Eckert et al. (2005) indicated design change can be interpreted as the alterations
to design process for modifying to an existing design or recognising shortcomings in
a partially completed design. Lying at the heart of almost all the design processes,
change is identified as the improvement or even the innovation of design processes.
Furthermore, Eckert et al. (2004) presented the characteristics of change, and analyzed
the sources, the causes and the predictability of change. Two different sources of change
are differentiated as emergent change caused by the state of the design and initiated change
arising from an outside sources. Then through the interview to an industrial company,
the causes for change are summarized into different representation, insufficient com-
munication, no decisions or wrong decisions, insufficient clarification of the task and
inadequate processes.
Referring to engineering changes, they are highlighted as the alterations occurring
after an initial engineering decision has been made, which play an important role in
product development and contribute to improving products. Rouibah & Caskey (2003)
specified three kinds of engineering changes based on the design process : (1) enginee-
ring changes during initial design, (2) engineering changes after initial design, and (3)
the ones during major reconstruction of product. The authors also defined the strate-
gies used to minimise the impact of changes. While Riviere et al. (2002) discuss engi-
neering change from a business perspective instead of addressing a particular phase of
product life cycle. So the causes of engineering change in the automotive and aeronau-
tic industries are considered and summarized as changes in needs and requirements,
program or project interactions, need to fix deficiencies, technological changes, legisla-
tion changes and changes in project scheduling. Then authors attempted to qualify the
consequences of an engineering change. They specified the consequences into a series
of impacts : near term cost impacts, impact on program schedule, impacts on product
performances with respect to expectations, primary impacts on particular stakeholders
(suppliers, sub-contractors and work partners), impacts on other programs or projects,
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additional changes resulting from the same issue and life cycle phases impacts. To de-
cide whether an engineering change should be touched or studied further, Riviere et al.
(2002) quoted the concept of interchangeability, which is defined as the ability of an en-
tity to be used in place of another to fulfil the same requirements without modification.
Correspondingly, engineering changes are characterized intomodification, amendment
and correction.
Based on the understanding of change, change propagation means that a change
causes another one. In fact, a change rarely occurs alone and multiple changes can have
interacting effects with each other in the real business context. Eckert et al. (2004) sug-
gested that the network of changes with various connections is a more practical and
veracious representation of change propagation. They indicated that individual change
chains is not sufficient to illustrate the practical multiple changes having interacting
effects on other (sub-)systems, therefore the concept of complex change networks was
introduced to display the connections between (sub-)systems or parts.
In (Rouibah & Caskey, 2003), authors proposed a parameter-based methodology to
analyse change propagation in a collaborative scenario. A list of changes with short
descriptions, is prepared. Afterwards the relevant persons (or roles) are authorized
to maintain the content of the list. During the evolution of the parameters, the co-
ordinators and collaborators would discuss the change list to specify the states of the
parameters when arriving an agreement on the changes, and the states of parameters
will be set as either “in change” or “revised” consequently. According to the product
structure, the parameters linked to elements of product as well as to persons can com-
pose a network, which can also inform the relevant persons (or roles) whenever the
status of the value of a particular parameter changes. With the change approved on a
parameter, a serial of adjacent parameters might also be affected by the change, through
which the parameters subjected to change can be identified. In this way, the possible
change propagation between the changed and the neighbouring parameters in the pa-
rameter network can be discovered and notified to the co-ordinators and collaborators.
During the propagation, the parameter list is maintained and updated with the latest
status of the changes. Depending on the parameter network, the change propagation
can be tracked to its conclusion.
Distinguishing change from risk
During investigating changes in PD project, it becomes necessary to distinguish risk
management and change management because they are often interrelated with close
implications, and have some shared knowledge areas.
In general, risk is perceived as a negative concept, and it is often defined as a mea-
sure of the probability and consequence of not achieving a defined project goal in pro-
ject management (Kerzner, 2009). Thus, risks could be described as some unfavorble
events that is probable to occur in the future. Referring to the future events that are
favorable, they are usually described as opportunities. Compared with risks, changes
imply a wider scope of describing events that might bring either positive or negative
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consequence.
Even if risk management and change management could share and do share some
common concepts and methods, a risk refers mainly to an uncertain event that could
have an impact on the project objectives such as the deviation of a function or a service.
The risk of a valve failure, the risk of an empty tank, etc. are some of the examples of
risk management issues. Risks are characterised by their gravity and probability. Ho-
wever, the change is dealing with a kind of "what-if" scenario in which it is necessary
to think of the consequences on the PD project. For example, if a new customer require-
ment comes, what will happen on the functions or structure of a product. Once change
happens, the main issue is not only to assess the consequences (in terms of likelihood
and probability) but also to understand how the consequences can be propagated, whe-
ther the change can be coped with locally or should be transferred. Therefore, the main
goal of change management is to ensure the system resilience and robustness (for fu-
ture generation of products for instance) while in risk management, the analysts look
for assessing the potential impact of a failure in a component on the target service.
2.3.3 Change propagation analysis and prediction
Change propagation is one of the most important issues in change management,
because it reflects the phenomenon that other changes could be invoked from the ini-
tial change and that the change could be passed from one knowledge area to another.
Therefore, in this subsection, we will explore change propagation deeper in terms of its
analysis and prediction.
Chu & Trethewey (1998) proposed a dynamic structural design model for evalua-
tion based on Finite element analysis (FEA), which can be developed in a rapid fashion.
The model examines the effects of potential design changes, but it sacrifices a certain
level of detail in order to obtain rapid development time. In (Williams, 2000), the author
demonstrated the project dynamics, modeled the inter-relationships between factors to
quantify their combined effect based on System Dynamics. In the contributed work,
a conceptual framework is just only provided but no real calculation formulas or me-
thods of change are presented. Majeske et al. (1997) suggested a method for evaluating
product and process design changes by analyzing hazard plots of the random variable
time to first warranty claim. They mentioned that “this allows focusing on product
quality at time of sale by eliminating any possible changes due to replaced or repaired
components”. In the paper proposed by Rutka et al. (2006), a method for change propa-
gation analysis based on a dependency model considering 3 main aspects is suggested :
information that represents several viewpoints or domains of the engineering system,
dependency information that describes the links or relationships between two items,
the evolvement of overall design representation and the corresponding engineering or-
ganisation along the product lifecycle.
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Eckert et al. (2005) discussed the problems involved in predicting how changes pro-
pagate. They introduced two different change prediction strategies that originates from
(Jarratt & Clarkson, 2005) : Depth-first search and Experience based heuristic search.
Clarkson et al. (2001) proposed a change prediction method based on Design Structure
Matrix (DSM) that is composed with aggregated risk value according to treating im-
pact and likelihood. The method consists of three steps : creating the product model ;
completing the dependency matrices and computing the predictive matrices. In (Keller
et al., 2007), Keller et al. proposed two combined strategies for predicating changes in
complex products design, taking use of the Change Prediction Method (CPM) and the
Contact & Channel Model (C&CM). CPM is a technique for predicting change propaga-
tion risks based on product connectivity models (Clarkson et al., 2004) while C&CM is a
design model describing products on different levels of abstraction regarding functions
as well as shapes and connecting these levels of abstraction (Albers et al., 2003). The
two strategies proposed by René et al. are “Considering the Functional Information”
(strategy 1) and “Translation of C&CM Models into CPM models” (strategy 2). Stra-
tegy 1 starts from building CPMmodel to identifying high-risk connections and finally
to building C&CMmodel of high-risk connections. Strategy 2 firstly builds C&CMmo-
del, then translate C&CM model to CPM model and finally use CPM algorithms to
identify high-risk connections. According to (Fricke & Schulz, 2005), “a reduction of
unnecessary specifications and requirements also leads to a reduction of changes”.
Lawrence & David (1999) proposed a methodology for management of the change
process, especial innovative change process, in terms of group management, strategic
planning, empowerment, systems engineering and lifelong learning. Those five factors
are considered as key factors in developing a successful management process for In-
novative change, which can guide organizations towards achieving performance goals.
Contributing to reduce lead time, Christian et al. (?) outlined a process-based view of
Engineering Change Order (ECO) management. Five contributors to long ECO lead
times are identified. In this paper, the authors classified the strategies a development
organization can adopt to reduce the negative consequences of ECOs into four groups
in the form of “Four Principles of ECOManagement”. Ibbs et al. (2001) introduced a sys-
tematic approach for project change management, which is founded on five principles :
(1) promote a balanced change culture ; (2) recognize change ; (3) evaluate change ; (4)
implement change ; and (5) continuously improve from lessons learned. However, the
detailed methods such as how to recognize change or evaluate change were not provi-
ded in their work.
As an executive summary about change and change propagation, we can learn the
followings from these past sections :
1. Changemanagement issues are regarded from several points of view : less, earlier,
effective, efficient and better ;
2. Changes of various kinds are considered in a huge accumulated literature ;
3. Methods and tools are available to model and analyze changes ;
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4. Changes are propagated and there are propagation channels discussed in seve-
ral papers, for example, (Clarkson et al., 2001; Eckert et al., 2004, 2005; Jarratt &
Clarkson, 2005).
However, there are still some shortcomings that our research aims to address :
1. As far as we know, a formal model of change and change propagation is not pro-
vided ;
2. Changes are often considered and contained into one knowledge area, and the
propagations channels are often intra-domain ;
3. There are few computerized prototype or software provided to simulate change
and change propagation ;
4. There are very few literature that mention how to translate their methods or mo-
dels to computerized prototype or software.
2.3.4 Implemented technical solution
The research from IT provides strong supports in improving performance of me-
thodologies, resolving conflicts in executing process, treating complexity, visualising
data and integrating solutions. In this section, we introduce the possible aspects that
the computer-aided technical solutions can help during the change management.
Assistant treatment
Keller et al. (2007) proposed a set of visualisation methodologies for representing
change propagation data to assist designers to predict change in product design pro-
cess, in which the graphical interface displayed two kinds of networks of component
connectivity. They were illustrating the propagation path and the risk path respectively,
which are invoked from one component.
Enhancement function
Referring to the collaborative management environment, Huang et al. (2000) propo-
sed a web-based system developed for managing engineering changes, which reduces
the paper-based data exchange to a minimum level, and improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of communication and co-operations through allowing simultaneous access.
Solutions integration
A virtual environment named ADVICE integrating the approach for processing the
changes within a virtual collaborative design environment was proposed by Kocar &
Akgunduz (2010) to provide users with iterative support for predicting engineering
changes. Besides the methodology to model the engineering change management pro-
cess, a compact solution to combine parametric and graphical information was pro-
posed integrateing the functionalities of maintaining database, tracking engineering
change data and providing real-time manipulation of the shared three-dimension pro-
duct structure.
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A commercial software suite, CATIA, developed by the French company Dassault
Systemes also provides a software solution “CATIA ProgramChange Control” for com-
panies to define, plan, track and implement complex product changes 1. With CATIA
Program Change Control, the total impact, scope and cost of a proposed change to the
overall product development can be captured by establishing a change project plan. It
also provides complete visibility of all changes occurring throughout the product de-
velopment process.
2.3.5 Research gap to be filled
From the reviewed literature, we are enabled to identify the research gap and ap-
prove the research idea.
1. Only one of the knowledge areas (i.e., product, project, partnership management
knowledge areas) is highlighted in most of the research contributions (i.e., 82.6%),
and the change management research concerning multiple knowledge areas is
still in its infancy.
2. Most of the research contributions do not provide the softwares or prototypes that
implement their methods or models (i.e., 73.9%).
3. There seldom exists some simulation methodology to support analyzing the me-
chanism of change propagation in order to enhance the robustness of PD project
when facing an introduced change.
4. Multi-agent based technique has not beenmentioned nor used though it has quite
good performance in decision making support.
Meanwhile, we discover that more research contributions focus on the product ma-
nagement knowledge area. This inspires us to take this knowledge area as the main
clue to analyze the scope of change and change propagation, and then extend to the
other two knowledge areas.
Based on the above understanding, our research work will make contribution to fill
the research gap as :
1. Propose a framework of modeling and analyzing PD project by considering its
product, project and partnership management knowledge areas simultaneously.
2. Create a methodology of simulating change propagations in PD project within
the change propagation network built up by an innovative model approach.
3. Incorporating multi-agent based technique in designing and developing the tech-
nical solution in our research.
1. http ://www.3ds.com/fr/products/catia/portfolio/catia-version-6/overview/
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2.4 PD Project Modeling
Intuitively, one can understand that product development is firmly connected and
coupled with partners. As we want to show these links and use them as potential
change propagation channels, we focused on the methods and frameworks that consi-
der these couplings and look for modelling them. In this section we go through some
of the previous works performed with this target in mind.
Early Supplier Involvement (ESI) is the first research work in this area. ESI means
collaborating with the supplier in the design phase of the product development pro-
cess to create better designed components (Hölttä et al., 2009). It is a tactic used to assist
the company in design of products and to obtain more value from the supplier base.
The benefits of ESI are to reduce costs, improve quality, faster development, and shor-
ter time-to-market (Clark & Fujimoto, 1991; Dowlatshahi, 1997; Morgan & Liker, 2006).
Hartley et al. (1997) proposed a model of suppliers’ involvement in product develop-
ment (see Figure 2.2) and emphasized that early supplier involvement is greatly related
to success of new product development process in his model.
Timing of the 
Supplier' s 
Involvement
Control Variables
Degree of 
Component Change
Supplier's Perceived 
Contributions to 
Product 
Development
Overall Project 
Technical 
Success
Supplier' s 
Responsibility 
for Design
Frequent 
Communication
FIGURE 2.2 – Research model of suppliers’ involvement in product development (Hart-
ley et al., 1997)
Zolghadri et al. (2009) proposed a framework named Co-Engineering of Product
design and Supply Chain (hereafter CEPS) considering simultaneously the product de-
sign/development process and the associated network of partners along the process
of project, and meanwhile with the evolvement of project the systematic influence of
decisions made in product development on the supply chain design/development is
underlined and vice versa. In CEPS, both end products and enabling products are consi-
dered based on the observation that the product design and supply chain management
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are rarely regarded together. To introduce a final product into market, the process ac-
cording to CEPS is illustrated as the product in-house life cycle of four main phases :
development, production and sale, usage and recycling. Furthermore, the framework
highlights that not all partners have the same influence on the product. Supply chain
partners can be classified into four categories according to their activities during the
product life-cycle : risk and revenue sharing partners, design partners, manufacturing
partners and Standard part sellers.
This CEPS framework provides the clues to analyze the mutual relations between
product, partners and PD project. The product can be examined from three dimen-
sions : structure, linkages of constituent components, and the requirements and specifi-
cations.The network of partners can also be viewed from three aspects : the structure of
the network, the dependencies from demand-supply, and management of the network
including coordinating resources and maintaining relationship. These three aspects of
products and networks create couplings between product and partners. For instance,
the product structure could determine the dependency of the contributions of the part-
ners. Meanwhile, the product life-cycle and development processes are closely related
to the PD project phases. The PD project management activities monitor and control the
product development. On the other hand, the involvement and the roles of partners are
organized through project management but also set up the management activities. In
this case, by analyzing the couplings between product, partners and PD project, the
relation network between these there domains can be established, and as a result, the
propagation routine can be derived.
In general, to analyze change and change propagation in PD project, it is necessary
to understand the relations between PDproject, product and partners. Further, based on
this idea, we can deduce the relations between the three knowledge areas (i.e., project
management knowledge area, product management knowledge area and partnership
management knowledge area).
2.5 Agent-based Modeling
One of the main target of the Ph.D. research is to be able to simulate the change pro-
pagation within a network of interconnected objects. Later in chapter 3, the reader will
see that these objects or nodes are clearly identified by components, partners and acti-
vities. One of the most promising techniques that could allow us to simulate the change
propagation is the Agent-Based Modelling (ABM). In fact, if a node is considered as an
agent, once receiving an alteration, it will be justified whether a change occurs or not
(i.e., not all alternations are change) on this node. Further, once the node is impacted by
a change, it would be interesting to show how these changes are coped with internally
or transferred to the neighbour nodes. This means that each agent should have enough
“intelligence” to be able to assess if a change occurs and if it can be managed internally
or not. This intelligence refers to methods that we put inside each agent. These points
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will be clarified in chapter 5 and 6 when the Agent-based models are proposed. Consi-
dering this potential powerful way of modeling and simulating change propagation,
we will go through some of the main issues in the Agent-based modelling. This section
does not have any pretension to be complete. The main idea is to provide a kind of
sufficient-enough package of knowledge required for understanding the further deve-
lopment of the Ph.D.
Agent-based simulation is a modeling paradigm that abstracts and models a com-
plex system comprised of interacting autonomous agents (Kuhn Jr et al., 2010). It also
relates to the term “agent-based modeling”, “agent-based modeling and simulation”,
or “multi-agent simulation”. This modeling paradigm can simulate the simultaneous
operations and interactions of multiple agents, in an attempt to recreate and predict
the occurrence of complex phenomena. Generally speaking, an agent-based simulation
model, at least, consists of numerous agents and the relationships between them. In
the model, an agent is an autonomous entity, capable of independent actions in the
environments that are typically dynamic and unpredictable (Jennings & Sycara, 1998;
Kuhn Jr et al., 2001). It fulfills a specific role in order to achieve particular objectives
and solve problems. Each agent has a knowledge base that contains the essential data
and knowledge required by the agent to perform its planning activities (Huang et al.,
2000). The actions of an agent can be specified into two types (Bauer et al., 2001) : pro-
active and re-active. Pro-active actions are triggered by the agent itself, i.e., it is tested
on state changes of the agent if the pre-condition of the action evaluates to true. Re-
active actions are triggered by another agent, i.e., receiving somemessage from another
agent. However, agents do not only act in isolation but in cooperationwith other agents.
The communication between two neighbours agents is to transform a behaviour of one
neighbouring agent to another.
Agent-based simulation method can be applied to many fields, see table 2.1 (adapt
from (Macal &North, 2001)). The benefits of using agent-based simulationmethod over
other modeling techniques can be concluded in three aspects (Bonabeau, 2002) :
– The capture of emergent phenomena. Emergent phenomena result from the interac-
tions of individual entities. In the agent-based simulation model, emergent phe-
nomena is generated from a bottom-up way. In this case, one can model and si-
mulate the behavior of the agents and their interactions, capturing the emergence
from bottom up when the simulation is run.
– A natural description of a system. Because of the characteristics of agent-based si-
mulation method, it is quite natural to describe and simulate the behavior of the
components in a system.
– Flexibility. It is easy to add, delete and modify an agent.
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TABLE 2.1 – Agent-based Simulation Applications (Macal & North, 2001)
Subjects Application Field
Business and Organizations
Supply chains
Manufacturing Operations
Consumer markets
Insurance industry
Economics
Artificial financial markets
Trade networks
Infrastructure
Electric power markets
Transportation
Hydrogen infrastructure
Crowds
Pedestrian movement
Evacuation modeling
Society and Culture
Ancient civilizations
Civil disobedience
Social determinants of terrorism
Organizational networks Military
Command and control
Force-on-force
Biology
Population dynamics
Ecological networks
Animal group behavior
Cell behavior and sub cellular processes
2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a literature review on change and change propagation.
We firstly sort out the literature with a set of dimensions in considering the charac-
teristics of change management and also introduced basic concepts. Change and risk
are often apt to be confused, thus, the differences between these two terms was explai-
ned. Based on the analysis of the literature on change management, we found that few
research cover the three knowledge areas (project management, product management
and partnership management) at the same time. Meanwhile, there are some tools or
prototypes for change management in terms of data analysis, predication and impact
calculation, but few research provided simulation solutions for change management.
Therefore, our research aims to fill the gap on the existing literature, i.e., to provide a
simulation solution and prototype on change and change propagation considering the
three knowledge areas simultaneously.
Then in this chapter we introduced the Co-Evolution of Products and Partner Net-
work in Project that provided the basic framework for understanding product, part-
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ners and project. After, we catagorized the usage of computer-aided technical solution
of change management. The last part of this chapter presented the basic theories and
techniques for methodologies development and prototype design and implementation.
The agent-based simulationmethodwas the basis for our research to develop the agent-
based system and prototype for change and change propagation. In the agent-based
system, each individual agent is responsible for different behaviors such as determining
whether a change occurs, whether a change will be propagated and where to be propa-
gated. Those behaviors on individual agent result in collective behaviors that present
all the possible change propagation channels and impacted nodes. In the next chapter,
we will introduce how we understand and connect the three knowledge areas as well
as how to identify basic elements for constructing the simulation network.
3
Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis
Methodology
B
In this chapter, we will introduce our Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis (COCA) framework
that indicates this Ph.D. research scope. The framework provides a simultaneous modeling consideration
in product management, project management, and partnership management knowledge areas as well as
the interrelations between them. Under the framework, we propose hierarchical systems models to analyse
a Product Development project in its different knowledge areas and at different granularity levels. In the
framework, we also propose a product evolution model facilitating to recognize how the information/data
is aggregated to reflect the efforts contributed for obtaining the final product design solution along the
project progress. This enable us to identify the interactions between the three knowledge areas and further
to identify the change propagation channels.
C
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3.1 Key Concepts of Research Work
There is a number of key concepts mentioned and used in our research work. The-
refore, before presenting our work, we use a figure to state all the key concepts and the
relationships between them (see Figure 3.1). From the figure, the readers could also dis-
cover and get to know the research process that is started from analyzing a PD project
to specify our model of change propagation for the simulation. Moreover, each of the
key concepts can be looked up from Annex C for detailed explanation.
3.2 Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis (COCA) Framework
According to (Browning et al., 2006), Product Development (PD) project is defined as
“an endeavor comprised of the myriad, multi-functional activities done between defining a tech-
nology or market opportunity and starting production”. During the endeavor, the concerned
partners are engaged to create the final product, under various constraints. A PD pro-
ject is different from the conventional manufacturing project. Compared with the latter,
the former is with higher ambiguity, uncertainty and risk (Pich et al., 2002) since it is to
produce a novel product or with some innovative parts.
To manage a PD project efficiently, it is important to manage changes efficiently. In
last section it has been already noticed that : firstly, during the life-cycle of product,
changes can occur at any time no matter that they are foreseen or unforeseen. Secondly,
a change in a system would cause another change(s) occurring. Let us consider the
example of engine (firstly mentioned in the end of section 1.1). If the diameter of the
piston is changed, then the internal diameter of the cylinder has also to be changed. The
impact of the original change could either be amplified or reduced or kept unchanged
through being transferred to somewhere. Thirdly, change propagation involves mul-
tiple knowledge areas of project, i.e., the product and constituent components, project
activities, and involved partners. For instance, a modification to the design parameter
of a product component would force the concerned supplier to re-produce the com-
ponents, and then the project could be delayed because of the extra spent time in the
re-production. Thus, changes and change propagations are expected to be perceived,
analyzed and coped with or even controlled as soon as possible.
In consideration of the above issues, we propose a Co-evolution Oriented Change
Analysis (COCA) framework (see Figure 3.2) that simultaneously models (1) product
management, (2) project management, (3) partnership management knowledge areas
of a PD project and the interrelations between these areas. The COCA framework de-
picts our research scope and implies the approach of modeling a PD project in aim of
identifying change and change propagation.
The COCA framework enables to :
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FIGURE 3.1 – Key concepts in research
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– Model product design and development process by indicating how the product
evolves considering those three knowledge areas simultaneously ;
– Acquire the knowledge/information/data derived from the multiple knowledge
areas. The knowledge/information/data can be aggregated to reflect the product
functions ;
– Identify the dependencies between the knowledge/information/data belonging
to the same/different knowledge area(s) ;
– Identify the potential change propagation channels, and analyze the mechanism
of change propagations.
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FIGURE 3.2 – Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis (COCA) framework
3.3 Highlighted Knowledge Areas of COCA Framework
In the COCA framework, we observe and analyze a PD project from three aspects.
First, we adopt the six-phase generic product design and development process (we also
use “the generic process” for short in the following context) proposed by Ulrich & Eppin-
ger (2007) as the starting point to model the evolution of a PD project. Along the phases,
a serial of milestones are assigned between each two successive phases to indicate that
the upstream phase should have been completed and the downstream phase could be
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invoked. In this way, the generic process presents a “stage-gate” model and assembles
our consideration in project management issue. Then we propose a product evolution
model reflecting the evolving states of product along the PD project. The states capture
a set of Knowledge-Information-Data, KID in short, that define the product model at
a given level of maturity. The product evolution model presents our understanding in
how the KID is aggregated to reflect the efforts of generating the product design solu-
tion. Finally, we identify the partners from supply chains who offer their efforts during
the product evolution and categorize them according to their contributions.
Through considering the multiple aspects of the PD project simultaneously, we
highlight three knowledge areas in the COCA framework (also see Figure 3.2) :
1. Project management : this knowledge area manages product design and develop-
ment activities with a set of milestones and makes sure they are under the time,
quality and cost constraints ;
2. Product management : this knowledge area covers the process during which pro-
duct model evolves from customer needs to design solution, and then the product
solution is released to achieve the expected performance and expected needs ;
3. Partnership management : this knowledge area considers the activities and roles
of the partners participating in the PD project along the evolution of the product.
3.3.1 Project management knowledge area
As proposed by Ulrich et al. (2007), the generic product design and development
process consists of six phases between which there are milestones indicating a phase
has completed and another phase is upcoming :
1. Planning : this phase is started with studying the objectives from the market ana-
lysis and preparing the answer to the requests from some customers. Through
this phase, the whole project is approved to launch.
2. Concept development : during this phase, the needs from market and/or par-
ticular customized buyers are identified. Some alternative product concepts are
generated and evaluated, and some (or one) of them will be selected for further
development. Meanwhile, the industrial design concepts are developed as well
as the production feasibility is assessed, i.e., the product manufacturing begin to
be considered.
3. System level design : in this phase, the product architecture is defined and the
modules/subsystems composing the product are also recognized. The functional
specification of each module/subsystem is generated. The supply chain develop-
ment enables to identify the critical suppliers and perform make-buy analysis.
4. Detail design : in this phase, the specification of all the components are composed
concerning the parameters of geometric, materials, tolerances, etc. With the speci-
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fication, the standard components to be purchased from suppliers are identified,
and the process plan for further assembly is released.
5. Test and refinement : in this phase, the multiple pre-production versions of pro-
duct are assembled and evaluated.
6. Production ramp-up : in this phase, the products are made in aim of training work
force and working out any production process problem. The produced products
are evaluated to identify any remaining issue. The production transits gradually
from product ramp-up to ongoing production during this phase, during which
the product is formally launched.
The generic product design and development process stresses an endeavor from the
viewpoint of the project evolution, during which the six phases imply a serial of critical
activities that are executed to achieve the prescribed milestones. So the generic process
is modeled as the composition of stages and gates. Each stage (i.e., a phase) is a set of
activities performed either in sequential or parallel according to the project schedule,
while each gate (i.e. a milestone) indicates a decision point at which the previous stage
is reviewed to determine whether the stage should be completed through validation
and verification as well as the following stage is invoked. In our research, “activities”
are regarded as the higher level of work and they could be performed in various sche-
duling ways. In consideration of the complexity of activities, we use “tasks” to describe
the assignments which are assigned to some executors to do during the scheduled span
time. In this way, an activity is treated as a set of tasks.
Based on the above consideration, we propose a hierarchical model of project cor-
responding to the project management knowledge area. According to the hierarchical
model, a project is modeled as a set of phases, and each phase is modeled as a set of
tasks (see Figure 3.3).
During the above modeling procedures, the most elementary objects (i.e., the tasks)
are referred to as end elements. End elements are gathered or assembled to together in
order to formmore complex objects called building blocks. The composition of these buil-
ding blocks can be performed iteratively. To be noticed, the building blocks obtained
during our analyzing the project management knowledge area are named as “project
building block”, and they are also called “building blocks” in this section. In the further
sections, we will also introduce other types of building blocks, such as product buil-
ding blocks when analyzing the product management knowledge area. In this Ph.D.
research, end elements are considered to be the smallest bricks in knowledge areas ;
they are of minimum granularity.
As Figure 3.3 illustrated, the hierarchical system model of project implies three le-
vels of systems and they are :
– Project : it is the endeavor during which the product is designed and developed
with the constraints from time, cost, quality aspects. It is divided into several
phases.
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FIGURE 3.3 – Hierarchical model of systems in project
– Phase : it is a distinct period in the project process and contains a group of tasks
to be executed. At the end of a phase, one or more milestones are predefined to
validate and verify the phase.
– Task : it is the work arranged according to project definition (such as Work Break-
down Structure) and describes what needs to be completed by the participants in
the project. Each task has time, cost and quality constraints.
We identify a number of direct parameters characterizing the building blocks. Di-
rect parameter is a concept named by Andreasen & Hein (1987) and initially used to
define and express a product. In our research, we extend the definition of direct para-
meter (based on the definitions proposed in (Andreasen &Hein, 1987)) as a measure item
determining the response, the characteristics and/or the behaviour of a system obtained through
decomposing the knowledge areas, seen Table 3.1, Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 for the concreted
examples. To be noticed, the direct parameters are regarded as the entry through which
alterations are introduced into the PD project. In chapter 4, we will explain it in details.
Corresponding to the hierarchy of the above building blocks, we categorize the direct
parameters characterizing the building blocks into three groups : project, phase, task.
Each direct parameter is formulated by a pair of data items that are attribute name
and value. The former indicates the brief description of a feature regarded as the pro-
perty of a system (i.e., the involved building block), whereas the latter indicates the
value belonging to a prescribed domain (such as integer, boolean, etc.) as the measure-
ment and/or the presentation of the property.
In the COCA framework, we mainly analyze a project through investigating the
constraints concerning time, cost and quality/scope (Kerzner, 2009). These constraints are
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inherited through identifying the direct parameters in the multiple levels and specified
in various forms corresponding to the granularity of the building blocks. In Table 3.1,
we present an illustrative list of project direct parameters characterizing a project. In
the further illustrative case, we will extend this direct parameter list and then illustrate
the procedure of how to identify and collect parameters.
TABLE 3.1 – Direct parameters of project building block
Property Attribute name Description
Time
Start date The start date
End date The end date
Duration The duration implying margin time
Completed rate The general progress of project
Cost
Budget
The amount of money
spent during the project
Resource
The list of required human, software,
hardware resources
Quality
Final product The index of product specification
Supply chain The list of potential suppliers, customers
Department The list of internal participants
Document The list of project documents
Table 3.2 presents some examples of the direct parameters associated with phases.
TABLE 3.2 – Direct parameters of phase building block
Property Attribute name Description
Time
Planned start date The planned start date of phase
Deadline The planned end date of phase
Time limit
The planned duration of phase
that implies margin time
Actual start date The actual start date of phase
Actual end date The actual end date of phase
Duration The actual duration spent by the phase
Upstream phase The index of upstream phase
Downstream phase The index of upstream phase
Completed rate The progress of the current phase
Iteration
Whether the current phase
is executed iteratively
Cost
Hardware The list of hardware resource
Software The list of software resource
Quality
Supply chain The list of concerned suppliers, customers
Team The list of internal participants
Milestone The index of decision point specifications
Achivement
The index of the result obtained
through the current phase
Document
The list of document involved
in the current phase
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The direct parameters characterizing the task are presented in Table 3.3.
TABLE 3.3 – Level-3 direct parameters of task building block
Property Attribute name Description
Time
Planned start date The planned start date of task
Deadline The planned end date of task
Time limit
The planned duration of task
that implies margin time
Actual start date The actual start date of task
Actual end date The actual end date of task
Duration The actual duration spent by the task
Upstream task The index of upstream task
Link to upstream task The relations with the upstream task
Downstream task The index of upstream task
Link to downstream task The relations with the downstream task
Completed rate The progress of the current task
Iteration
Whether the current task
is executed iteratively
Item
The index of the product item
operated during the current task
Cost
Hardware The list of hardware resource
Software The list of software resource
Quality
Supply chain The list of concerned suppliers, customers
Document
The list of document involved
in the current task
In the above tables of the illustrative direct parameters, we classify the attri-
butes according to time, cost and quality/scope constraints. Corresponding to the
time constraint, the attributes concerning the temporal aspects of project are collected,
such as the time moments of project/phases/tasks, the deadline of the phases/tasks.
Meanwhile, the attributes concerning the arrangement of phases/tasks and the pro-
gress of project are also collected, for example, the relations between the phases/tasks.
Corresponding to the cost constraint, the attributes concerning the money cost, the
resource utilization and consumption during the project are collected. Referring to the
quality/scope constraint, the attributes concerning the objectives/achievements, the
participants, the workload distribution are collected, such as the partners, the team.
At the same time, the direct parameters used to manage quality of project should also
be collected. So we suggest to collect and maintain the various documents during
the project. The classification of the direct parameters according to the above three
constraints are not restricted, and some of the attributes could be categorized accor-
ding to the specific project practices. For example, the “completed rate of the project”
could be mentioned as either time-related attribute by highlighting the temporal aspect
or quality-related attribute by considering the risk of project risk. The similar condition
could also be found when classifying the “milestone” attribute.
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The procedure of identifying the direct parameters implies that the “values” of di-
rect parameters are of many possible data types corresponding to the various proper-
ties (described by the “attribute name”) they are measuring. For example, “integer”
data type can be used to measure “the number of employees in project” ; “float” data
type can be used to measure “the budget to execute a task”, etc.
In the above content, we elaborate our perspective of analyzing and modeling the
project management knowledge area with the COCA framework, and suggest the hie-
rarchical system model of project with the illustrative direct parameter lists organized
in three levels correspondingly. As following, we continue to introduce our perspective
of analyzing andmodeling the product management knowledge area, in which we pro-
pose a product evolution model reflecting the evolving states of product along the PD
project.
3.3.2 Product management knowledge area
Considering that the product model emerges in various forms along the process of
PD project, we propose a four-state product evolution model that reflects the proce-
dures of efforts to generate the product design solution (see the yellow coloured boxes
in Figure 3.2).
In the product evolution model, the four states refer to Needs (N), Requirements (R),
Logical solution (L) and Physical solution (P). These states capture a set of milestones in
the evolution of the product model. In what follows we will try to make correspond
these four states to the product development process made by those aforementioned
six phases. However, readers should keep in mind that the exact correspondence and
temporal synchronized are not the most important issue here. In fact, in our model, the
most important concept is the four-state model of N, R, L, P.
There would exist lots of back and forth between each couple of the adjacent states,
which reflects the possible iterations during the PD project and implies the mutual re-
lations between the states. In section 3.5.1, we will elaborate this issue in details.
3.3.2.1 Product evolution
During the period of achieving the states, four deliverables are composed and main-
tained one by one to document the KID generated during the product evolution (see
the bottom part of Figure 3.2). The deliverables are Needs Definition, Requirement Defini-
tion, Logical Solution Representation and Physical Solution Representation. Each deliverable
is a set of generated documents and indicates :
– The obtained results from aggregating the contributed efforts during achieving
one of the product evolution states, i.e., what the productmodel currently consists
of and how the product model is made up given the collected and generated KID.
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– The specified objectives of designing and developing the product, and the means
used to determine whether the objectives are achieved.
During the product evolution process, the product firstly emerges as the “needs”
that is forming from the beginning of the PD project. Along the project timeline indi-
cated by the generic product design and development process, the “needs” state will
evolve into the further state (i.e., the “requirements” state) during the “concept deve-
lopment”. Before evolving into the further state, there could exist a freezing period of
the “needs” state lasting an amount of time, and a freeze point (Eger et al., 2005) as the
end mark of the freeze period is prescribed. The freeze point describes the latest end
point before which the KID aggregated by the contributed effort must be generated
and collected completely. During the freezing period, the aggregated KID is, on one
hand, still allowed to be modified internally, and meanwhile the further state would,
on the other hand, bring in some iteration effect causing the KID to be changed exter-
nally (see Figure 3.4). During the product in “needs” state, the expectations, needs from
acquirer and stakeholders are transformed to specifications. These information as well
as some other derived technical requirements are contained in the deliverable “needs
definition”.
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FIGURE 3.4 – State relations
The “requirements” state is forming from the “needs” state. The freeze point of “re-
quirements” state is deployed during the “system-level design”. During the product
emerging as “requirements” state, the feasibility of the potential product concepts are
investigated and the industrial design concepts are developed. The deliverable docu-
menting the “requirements” state contains some system technical requirements, and
the design constraints concerning the performance and function of design solution. The
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constraints concerning production and the supply chain strategy as well as the require-
ments of enabling products could also be included in the deliverable.
The “logical solution” state is forming after the “requirements” state, and its freeze
point is deployed at the end of “system-level design”. During this state, the capability,
behaviour, and structure of the product are defined. The product functional architec-
tures, some derived technical requirements and a list of key suppliers or suppliers’
classes are generated and recorded in the logical solution representation deliverable.
The “physical solution” state is forming after the “logical solution” state, and the
freeze point is deployed at the end of “testing and refinement”. During this state, the
component is defined, and the tolerances of all the concerned parameters are identified
and assigned. Also the plans of validating and verifying the design solution are com-
posed. The make-buy analysis is executed according to the determined supply chain
strategy. The physical solution representation deliverable records the specification of
the subsystems and the design parameters. The design solution of the end product(s)
as well as the alternative ones are also included in this deliverable.
3.3.2.2 Modeling dimensions
The product evolution process enables to model the product data with investigating
the relations between the states and the relations between the building blocks belonging
to the same state. In other words, the COCA framework models the product manage-
ment knowledge area by solving two issues :
1. Reflecting the procedures of achieving one state from its previous one.
2. Presenting the interconnection model of the systems corresponding to the same
state as well as the relations between the systems corresponding to the different
states.
In this Ph.D. research, we model the product data with the four states emerging
from collecting the needs derived from identifying, analyzing the expectations at the
beginning of the PD project to releasing the design solution for the further manufactu-
ring phase(s) (see Figure 3.5).
As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the product model emerges the four states through
the iterative procedures of “need collection”, “requirement discovery”, “logical solu-
tion definition”, and “physical solution definition”. In other words, the above proce-
dures would be operated iteratively according to the specific product design metho-
dology (i.e., demonstrated by the cyclic arrows in Figure 3.5). Along the procedures,
there exists a number of methodologies enabling to drive the product model evolving
from one state to another one. Some methodologies are adopted during one of the pro-
cedures. For example, from the first state, i.e., “needs”, achieved through collecting
needs, expectations from stakeholders, the procedure of requirement discovery can
employ requirement prototyping, reverse engineering, requirement reusing methods
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FIGURE 3.5 – Four-state product evolution model
to drive the product model evolving to “requirements” state (Alexander & Beus-Dukic,
2009). There are also some other methods being used during more than one proce-
dures, such as the axiomatic design methodology, as a system design methodology,
guides the designers to analyze the transformation of needs into the functional requi-
rements, design parameters (Suh, 1990). Moreover, the functional modeling, such as
the Function Behaviour Structure (FBS) scheme proposed by Gero & Kannengiesser
(2004), could also help to analyze requirements, build up product architecture or even
define physical model (Hirtz et al., 2002).
With the states specifying, the product data is modeled systematically, i.e., the states
prescribe a set of systems equipped with the respective objectives correspondingly. In
this way, the product evolution model also exposes the interconnection model of these
systems. At the same time, the systems could be analyzed and modeled through being
decomposed into the subsystems in order to handle the complexity of the product data.
In further, the obtained subsystems could be decomposed iteratively in further if neces-
sary. In regarding that, we also use the concept of “product building block” to designate
the obtained subsystems during the iterations as we did when analyzing project mana-
gement knowledge area (see section 3.3.1). As illustrated in Figure 3.5, a set of building
blocks could be identified and modeled corresponding to each of the states, and the
building blocks are classified as need building blocks, requirement building blocks, functio-
nal building blocks and physical building blocks accordingly. Given each set of building
blocks, there is also a number of techniques/methods enabling to model their inter-
connections. We mention several representative ones of them for each set of building
blocks in Figure 3.5 briefly.
Among the product need building blocks, the building blocks are obtained through
the needs collection procedure from the expectations. The need building blocks and
their relations presents the preliminary description of the intentions made onto the fi-
nal product (Alexander & Beus-Dukic, 2009). As wementioned, goal modeling technique
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could be used to model the need building blocks and their relations. According to the
methods based on goal modeling technique, a goal is explained as something to be
achieved. During the needs expectation procedure, the expectations are identified and
modeled as goals which are not restricted to be completely achievable and neither are
measurable. In the further requirement discovery procedure, the goals would be analy-
zed into the targets that are measurable, and the possible conflicts between goals would
be resolved.
To assist the designers/engineers in understanding enough of the product system,
there are several models of systems being often used to present the different aspects of
requirements. For example, the OMG System Modeling Language (denoted as SysML) 1
could be used to capture the what is required during the product evolution process.
SysML provides a set of graphical objects to represent the requirements and reflect their
relations. At the same time, it also provides the linkage between the requirements ma-
nagement tools and the system models.
Given the product functional building blocks, there are some methods based on
functional representation techniques to reflect them, such as IDEF-0 2, Functional-
Behaviour-Structure (FBS) scheme (Gero & Kannengiesser, 2004). The functional buil-
ding blocks could be organized by hierarchical way or others. Referring to the product
physical building blocks, they could be modeled and analyzed by the system element
interactions. Bill-Of-Materials (i.e., BOM) is one of the method to reflect the elements
comprising the final product (Jiao et al., 2000).
During the product evolution process, we focus on highlighting the functional and
physical terms of the product based on the Function BehaviourStructure (FBS) scheme
proposed by Gero & Kannengiesser (2004) and identifying the product functional and
the physical building blocks for building up the base where the change propagations
will be identified and simulated in further.
The product functional building blocks (denoted as “functional building blocks” for
short) are “the individual operations and transformations that contribute to the ove-
rall performance of the product”, and the product physical building blocks (denoted as
“physical building blocks” for short) are “the parts, components, and subassemblies
that ultimately implement the product’s functions” (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2007). During
the product design, the functional building blocks describe the effects exposed by the
physical building blocks (Wie et al., 2005).
We mainly study two design methodologies to implement the functional building
blocks with the physical ones (see Figure 3.6). Along the product evolution process, the
overall functional system is identified through investigating and analyzing the custo-
mer expectations, market opportunity and/or project mission as the overall product
1. Version 1.3 of SysML has now been released as a formal specification by OMG, and it is accessed by
the website : http ://www.omgsysml.org
2. i.e., Icam DEFinition for Function Modeling, where ’ICAM’ is an acronym for Integrated Computer
Aided Manufacturing
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design problem (i.e., the need building blocks, the requirement building blocks), and it
is then more and more specified, branching into the functional building blocks. Along
with the functional system evolving into the smaller functional building blocks, the
overall physical system of the product (i.e., the designed artefact) is designed to be
complete by either of the highlighted designmethodologies (Chakrabarti & Bligh, 2001;
Suh, 1990; Umeda & Tomiyama, 1997). Throughout the procedures of acquiring the
complete overall physical system, the physical building blocks also emerge a hierarchi-
cal structure as that of the functional system evolution though they could be treated
in either the top-down scheme (illustrated by 1 according to (Chakrabarti & Bligh,
2001; Umeda & Tomiyama, 1997)) or the bottom-up scheme (illustrated by 2 according
to (Suh, 1990)). Meanwhile, as the hierarchical structure of the physical product sug-
gesting, the overall physical product is decomposed into a set of modules, and each
module is decomposed into the smaller physical elements. Then all the product buil-
ding blocks are correspondingly classified into the product-related, the module-related
and the component-related ones (see Figure 3.6). Although there is no clear restriction
of determining the minimum granularity of the physical building blocks, the physical
building blocks should not be decomposed any further when all the functional buil-
ding blocks have been fully implemented and no more functional building blocks are
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elicited. We identify these final physical building blocks as the components of product.
With the building blocks modeled and classified, the corresponding direct para-
meters are also identified corresponding to the hierarchical structures of the overall
physical system and the overall functional system.
We provide an illustrative list of the three levels of direct parameters in the current
section to demonstrate how the physical system of product is parameterized with the
FBS scheme (see Table 3.4). In the further illustrative case, we will provide a completed
illustrative lists corresponding to the specific final product.
TABLE 3.4 – Direct parameters (product, module, component) of product management
knowledge area
Property Attribute name Description
Function
Product/Module/Component
function
The overall performance of
product/module/component
Architecture Emerged with the informal representations
Behaviour Expected behaviour The expected property of entire product
Structure
Geometric specifications
The geometric layout, interfaces, and any other
parameters for characterizing product dimensions
Outlook The appearance of product
Materials What the product is made in/from
Cost the cost spent to the product design
Referring to the detailed procedures of defining functional and physical building
blocks, we will not cover this issue in this Ph.D. thesis considered as out of scope.
In the product evolution process, both the functional and the physical systems are
documented in the deliverables.
As follows, we introduce our perspective of analyzing and modeling the partner-
ship management knowledge area.
3.3.3 Partnership management knowledge area
During the product evolution process, the supply chain partners participate in the
project, and contribute their efforts to the product evolution. According to the inten-
tions of their supplied products, we categorize the partners into two classes, i.e., end
product suppliers and enabling product suppliers.
– End product suppliers are the companies or strategic business units supplying the end
product(s) to the focal company ;
– Enabling product suppliers are the companies simply providing enabling products to
the focal company.
One focal company is a company from whose perspective the product evolution and the
network of partners are to be analyzed, and it is a central role of information and material
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flows (Hanf, 2009). The supplied products mentioned in the partner types, i.e., end pro-
ducts and enabling products, originate from the EIA-632 standard (1999). According to
the standard :
– End product refers to the portion of a system (i.e., final product) that performs the
operational functions and is delivered to the focal company ;
– Enabling product is the item that provides the means of enabling the end product(s) to
get into service, keep in service or terminate from service.
The above categorized partners participate in the project at different time moments
and are involved in different activities according to their supplied products. The time
and activities are the two aspects we care about in the partnership in our research.
When considering the partnership management knowledge area, all the partners
are firstly divided into the classes (i.e., end product suppliers, enabling product sup-
pliers) by the criterion that what objectives of the products (i.e., end product, enabling
product) they provide to the focal company are. We then identify the partner indivi-
duals (the companies or business units) in each class according to their own specific
business scopes. During the product evolution process, the partners participate in the
project with performing their responsibilities, such as delivering the components to the
focal company when a particular task is started. In our research, we identify those res-
ponsibilities as the elementary building blocks in partnership management knowledge
area. One partner can play multiple responsibilities according to the objective of the
activity it is involved and the items (i.e., the product) it provides (see Figure 3.7).
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FIGURE 3.7 – Hierarchical model of partnership
With the specified building blocks in Figure 3.7, we identify the corresponding di-
rect parameters from two aspects, i.e., the time of involvement, and the performance. The
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former enables us to consider the behaviour of partners during the collaboration with
the focal company (such as joining in, quit project), and the latter allows to identify the
potential influences led by the partners. For example, a partner would bring some delay
into the project and cause the focal company re-arrange activities. We suggest an illus-
trative list of the three levels of direct parameters to demonstrate characterizing the
building blocks in the consideration in the time of involvement and the performance
(see Table 3.5).
TABLE 3.5 – Direct parameters (partner class, partner individual, responsibility) of part-
nership management knowledge area
Property Attribute name Description
Time of
involvement
History of collaboration
(partner individual)
The list of past collaboration(s)
Involved phase/task
(responsibility)
The index of the phase/task
participated in by the partner class/partner
Performance
Due time
The constrained time at which
a partner should execute some task
Specifications of supplied product
(partner class)
The specification document of
the supplied product
Geographic information
The location of partner’s
company/plant/any other business unit
Description
The general statement of
partner class/partner/responsibility
Through the above three sections, we introduced the three highlighted knowledge
areas in the COCA framework, and presented the hierarchical system models corres-
pondingly that supports to acquire the information/data for the further change ana-
lysis. During each hierarchical modeling procedure, we suggest a set of modeling di-
mensions as the guideline to identify the direct parameters characterizing the building
blocks. In the following section, we introduce the simultaneous consideration in the
three knowledge areas and analyze the interactions between them.
3.4 A Simple Example
In this section, we create a simple example and will keep mentioning it in throu-
ghout this Ph.D. thesis to facilitate the readers to understand the further developments.
The final product in this example is an assembly of three parts illustrated in Figure 3.8,
and it is named as “ASE” (i.e., the abbreviation of “A Simple Example”).
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FIGURE 3.8 – An example final product
The product is specified based on our own expectation for the demonstration. The
general function is described as “a square-shape artefact in which a circular part is
mounted in the center”. The product is divided into two modules as a circular part, i.e.,
a component named as “B”, and a square part composed with two components, i.e.,
“A” and “C”. The square part is with a circular hole in the center which is mounted by
Component B. The Bill-Of-Materials (BOM) of the product is illustrated as Figure 3.9.
ASE
(final product)
Square part
(1)
Component C
(1)
Component B
(1)
Component A
(1)
Module/Component
(amount)
FIGURE 3.9 – Bill-Of-Materials (BOM) of final product
The geometric specifications of the components are illustrated in Figure 3.10.
In Figure 3.10, we label each of vertexes with a letter in order to specify all the geo-
metric parameters. The parameters in Figure 3.10 only display an idealized parameter
value, but they are allowed to vary within a small interval.
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FIGURE 3.10 – Geometric specifications
Concerning the project management issues, we arrange a set of tasks to demonstrate
the procedures of acquiring the product design solution (see Figure 3.11).
Task 1
identify project mission
Task 3
establish target 
specifications
Task 2
identify suppliers
Task 4
check matching of 
quotes to specifications
Task 5
select critical suppliers
Task 6
establish final 
specifications
Task 7
establish design solution 
to the requirements
Task 8
authorise to freeze the 
design solution
Task 9
establish prototype
Task 10
validate the design 
solution
Task 11
deliver design solution
FIGURE 3.11 – Task arrangement
The arranged tasks are described as following :
– Task 1 : identify project mission. The focal company (FC) 3 begins a PD project
under the preset objectives. In this example, the project mission is described as
“design a square-shape artefact in which a circular part is mounted in the center”.
After the project mission is identified, the further tasks of identifying suppliers
and establishing target specifications are started.
3. Although it is referring us, we will still keep using “focal company” in the context.
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– Task 2 : identify the potential suppliers offering the services to test and evaluate
the product performance. The focal company identifies some of potential sup-
pliers for building up the further collaboration in the project.
– Task 3 : establish target specifications.With the project mission, the focal company
creates the target specifications as the preliminary answer to the product objective
in the project mission. However, the target specifications might be too arbitrary
to be technically feasible.
– Task 4 : check matching of quotes to specifications. Through communication with
the suppliers who could offering testing and evaluating services, the focal com-
pany checks matching of quotes by the suppliers by considering the time cost and
the price of the service. The obtained result would support the focal company to
select the critical suppliers.
– Task 5 : select critical suppliers. From the identified suppliers, the focal company
selects one or more critical suppliers. The critical suppliers refers the ones par-
ticipate in the project since an early time and share risk/revenue with the focal
company, and meanwhile their effort would affect the progress of project
In the example, we only have one critical supplier named as “ASP company”.
This supplier offers the evaluation and test service since Task 6, and it shares the
market risk and revenue with the focal company.
– Task 6 : establish final specifications. After approving the project plan and de-
termining the critical supplier, the focal company re-considers the specifications
according to the various trade-offs (such as the technological constraints, pro-
duction costs, and the evaluation from the supplier) and then finalize the target
specifications into the final specifications.
In the example, we specify the direct parameters of this task and the supplier
participating in the task. The direct parameters are :
(1) Planned task start date : 15th of August ;
(2) Earliest task start date : 10th of August ;
(3) Latest task start date : 17th of August ;
(4) Freeze of task start date : 21st of August ;
(5) Planned task finish date : 25th of August ;
(6) Latest task finish date : 29th of August ;
(7) Freeze of task finish date : 31st of August ;
(8) Planned due time of delivering service : 23th of August ;
(9) Latest due time of delivery : 24th of August ;
(10) Freeze of due time of delivery : 24th of August.
– Task 7 : establish design solution to the requirements. Referring to the approved
requirements, the focal company establishes the corresponding design solutions
that is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
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Through executing this task, the geometric parameters are all specified. During
this task, the supplier provides the service of computing the gap width between
all the components.
– Task 8 : authorise that the design solution is frozen. Through reviewing the de-
sign solution in the cooperation with the supplier, the focal company makes the
decision to declare whether the design solution is accepted or not. If accepted, the
focal company authorizes the design solution to freeze which implies that any
change to the design would be rejected. If the authorization could not be made,
then the project plan would be adjusted correspondingly.
The focal company designs all the three components, and the supplier (i.e., ASP
company) provides the service of testing the gap width between the components
which enables the focal company to evaluate the performance of the design solu-
tion.
– Task 9 : establish prototype. Based on the test tool and the test plan, the focal com-
pany establishes the prototype in advanced which would be used to test, validate
and verify the design solution.
– Task 10 : validate the design solution. Through adopting the prototype(s), the
focal company validates the design solution of the product.
– Task 11 : deliver design solution. After validating the design solution, it is delive-
red to the next process for manufacturing.
3.5 Interactions between Knowledge Areas
When analyzing the three knowledge areas simultaneously, we take use of product
evolution process (product management knowledge area) as the main clue to connect
the other two knowledge areas. This is because the product evolution process demons-
trates the main target of a PD project, i.e. to provide the final product. All the other
activities and participants are organized around this target. Therefore, we follow a gui-
deline to connect the three knowledge areas :
To make the product evolves towards the design solution under the determined design me-
thodology (product), what activities/tasks will be executed under what constraints (project),
and is there any partner involved in and what are their responsibilities (partner) ?
If putting this guideline to the whole process of product evolution, we can find out
the interactions between the three knowledge areas throughout the whole duration of
the PD project. In this case, it is necessary to understand how different states of the
product relate with each other, because the relations between the product states also
reveals the potential relations of activities/tasks and the indirect relations of partners.
This section will introduce the relations between deliverables which reflect the relations
between product states as well as the building blocks. The relations are categorized into
the effort-based and the non-effort-based ones.
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The effort-based relation refers to the relationship between two objects reflecting
that the KID is aggregated by the exertion from human and/or nonhuman resource.
One of the two objects is taken as the basis, whereas the other one as the objective and
achievement. The non-effort-based relation refers to the rest relationship between two
objects.
3.5.1 Effort-based relations : generation and contribution
As we mentioned in section 3.3.2, the product manifests itself with a serial of
states during the evolution process. Corresponding to the product evolution states,
four deliverables document the results obtained during the product being emerging
each of states, and each two adjacent deliverables (denoted as upstream deliverable
and downstream deliverable respectively) are interrelated through effort-based rela-
tions. The upstream deliverable indicates the goal to be achieved and therefore gene-
rates the downstream deliverable, whereas the downstream deliverable indicates the
plan/solution contributing to achieve the goal. The mutual effort-based relation bet-
ween the deliverables refers to the following two relationships (see Figure 3.12).
– Generation : Given the goal in the upstream deliverable, the corresponding
plan(s)/solution(s) is/are created or produced in the downstream deliverable.
– Contribution : The plan/solution in the downstream deliverable contributes in
achieving the corresponding goal created in the upstream deliverable through
supplying the produced effort.
Upstream
deliverable
Downstream
deliverable
Generate
Contribute
Goal
Generate
Contribute
Goal Plan/Solution
Plan/Solution
role
shifting
FIGURE 3.12 – Mutual relations between deliverables in a chain
Based on the above statement, the four deliverables in the product evolution process
and the mutual relations between them compose a chain. In this chain, one deliverable
is either the goal of its following deliverable or the plan/solution of its previous delive-
rable (see Figure3.12). To be noticed that, the freezing periods of the product evolution
state reserve the possibility in which the iterations are allowed through the contribution
relations (see Figure 3.4).
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Focusing on the four states (i.e., Needs denoted as N, Requirements denoted as
R, Logical solution denoted as L and Physical solution denoted as P) reflected by the
deliverables, there are techniques to go from one state to the other (see section 3.3.2.2).
By acting in this way, the states are interrelated in terms of the generation rela-
tions. The generation relations reflect the effort of making the product evolve from one
state to another. Along the generation relations, the KID is produced, aggregated and
developed and the project is progressing. Associating with each of the generation re-
lations, a contribution relation is identified and it traces the effort contributed during
the evolution procedures. Therefore, the mutual relation (generation and contribution)
is classified as the effort-based relation.
In considering the systems exposed and modeled from the deliverables during the
product evolution process, i.e., the product need building blocks, the requirement buil-
ding blocks, the functional building blocks and the physical building blocks correspon-
ding to their belonging states, the mutual effort-based relations between the delive-
rables are embodied by the relationships between their eliciting building blocks (see
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5). In further, a number of effort-based relation chains of buil-
ding blocks could be identified through the four deliverables (see Figure 3.13).
Through analyzing the characteristics of the building blocks belonging to the dif-
ferent deliverables as well as the evolution along the corresponding states (see Figure
3.5), we suggest a set of generation situations between each two related building blocks
along the effort-based relation chains(see Figure 3.13).
1. One-To-Multiple mapping : Along the generation relation, one building block as
the goal in the upstream deliverable maps to more than one building blocks as
the plan/solution in the downstream deliverable. For instance, within the high-
lighted chain in Figure 3.13, l1 has two generation relations with p1 and p2.
2. Multiple-To-One mapping : Along the generation relation, more than one buil-
ding blocks as the goal in the upstream deliverable map to one building block as
the plan/solution in the downstream deliverable. For example, within the high-
lighted chain in Figure 3.13, a Many-To-One mapping can be discovered from n3,
n4 to r3.
3. One-To-One mapping : Along the generation relation, one building blocks as the
goal in the upstream deliverable maps to one building block as the plan/solution
in the downstream deliverable.
The effort-based relations between the deliverables are not only representing the
states transformation during the product evolution but also could transfer the impact
of occurred changes as change propagation channels. In other words, the change occur-
ring in the goal deliverable could cause another change in the adjacent plan/solution
deliverable through their mutual relations. The four deliverables and their mutual re-
lations contribute to compose a change propagation network, in which change pro-
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Logical solution
representation (L)
Physical solution
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functional 
building 
blocks
physical 
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blocks
FIGURE 3.13 – Relation chains of building blocks through deliverables
pagations are along either generation or contribution direction between the adjacent
deliverables.
In the simple example (cf. section 3.4), the project mission as the goal deliverable
could generate the target specification as the plan/solution deliverable. We can find
that the specification of “the shape of Component B” is generated by the statement that
“a circular part is mounted in the center” in the mission. If there comes a change that
“a square-shape component is mounted in the center”, then “the shape of Component
B” would be also changed accordingly. Thus, a change could be propagated from a goal
deliverable to the adjacent plan/solution deliverable.
3.5.2 Non-effort-based relations : Dependencies between Direct Parameters
Besides the effort-based relations, there are other relations between the building
blocks, i.e., the non-effort-based relations. Compared with the building blocks inter-
related with the effort-based relation, both of the building blocks with the non-effort-
based relation can not be qualified neither goal nor plan/solution. Depending on that,
we then identify and model non-effort-based relations by studying the dependencies
between the direct parameters characterizing the building blocks.
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Referring to the direct parameters, we discover there exist various dependencies bet-
ween them. In our research, a dependency between two direct parameters is defined as
the effect of the change in one direct parameter’s value on another according to the definition
proposed in (Andrew & Juite, 1995). These direct parameters could belong to either
the same knowledge area or the different one. Referring to the former condition, the
dependencies between the direct parameters could be identified and modeled corres-
ponding to the characteristics of the knowledge area, such as the activity-based matrix
for the project management knowledge area and the component-based matrix for the
product management knowledge area (Browning, 2001). Referring to the latter condi-
tion, the dependencies could be identified and modeled by the guideline of identifying
the interactions between the knowledge areas (cf. section 3.5), and the Domain Map-
ping Matrix (DMM) could be adopted (Mike & Browning, 2007) to reflect, such as, the
components are treated during executing the particular tasks.
In Table 3.6, we present six cases of dependencies between direct parameters cor-
responding to the combination in Figure 3.14 4. With the dependencies, we also present
some representative research contributions. These contributions proposed the methods
of modeling the dependencies under the different cases.
4. use the data from the simple example in section 3.4
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FIGURE 3.14 – Dependency situations
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TABLE 3.6 – Classification of dependencies
Mapping Case N Methods and example references
ProjectProject N1
– Six modelling “primitives” (Carley & Krackhardt, 1999) ;
– Activity-Based Design Structure Matrix*(Browning, 2001) ;
– Activity dependencies (Browning et al., 2006).
ProductProduct N2
– Dependency structure matrix, Component-Based Design Structure
Matrix*(Browning, 2001) ;
– Dual-domain analyses of product issues (Mike & Browning, 2007) ;
– Dependency at creation/modification, consistency, redundancy
(Ouertani & Gzara, 2008).
PartnerPartner N3
– Team-Based Design Structure Matrix*(Browning, 2001) ;
– Partners dependency modeling (Zouggar et al., 2009) ;
– Mutual dependencies between partners (Zolghadri et al., 2010).
ProductProject N4
– Domain Mapping Matrix*(Mike & Browning, 2007)
– Generalized Bill-Of-Materials and Operations (Zolghadri et al., 2010) ;
ProductPartner N5
– Dependencies between multiple domains (Danilovic & Börjesson,
2001) ;
– Incidence matrix mapping activity to design parameters* (Zouggar
et al., 2009).
ProjectPartner N6
– Hidden dependency between partners (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2007) ;
– Incidence matrix mapping activity to design parameters* (Zouggar
et al., 2009) ;
– Generalized Bill-Of-Materials and Operations (Zolghadri et al., 2010).
* used to model dependencies in the Ph.D. research
In the Ph.D. research, the dependencies between the direct parameters are mainly
measured from two aspects : the direction and the dependent rate, which are proposed
by Andrew & Juite (1995). The former implies the direction of the modification of one
parameter that is affected by another ; the latter implies the rate of modification of a
parameter that is affected by another.
Moreover, according to the definition of dependency, the dependencies between
two building blocks could also transfer the effect of modification from one block to
another. In our research, the dependencies also imply the change propagation chan-
nels. The details of how dependencies work as propagation channels are explained in
Chapter 4 (readers can refer to section 4.1.2).
Relying on the deliverables corresponding to the product evolution states, we
mainly modeled the mutual relations between the building blocks in accordance with
the project timeline. Meanwhile, within each of the deliverables, the dependencies re-
flected by the coupled direct parameters within the same knowledge area and from
the different knowledge areas were considered. Let us consider the simple example (cf.
section 3.4). In the “logical solution representation” deliverable, there is a dependency
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between the diameter parameter of Component B and the arc length of inner surface
of Component A which belong to the product management knowledge area. The ef-
fect of modifying the former parameter (such as increasing the parameter value) can be
identified in the latter parameter, i.e., causing the latter parameter value to be increa-
sed. Moreover, there also exists another dependency between the geometric parameter
of Component B and the responsibility of the partner (i.e., ASP Company), and this
dependency involves in two different knowledge areas.
As taking the product evolution evolution process as the main clue to analyze the
knowledge areas simultaneously, we are enabled to model the relationships between
the building blocks within one of the knowledge areas and from different ones.
3.6 Structuring Product Development (PD) Project
Through highlighting the multiple knowledge areas and analyzing the interactions
between them as well as between the building blocks, we are enabled to model the PD
project progress and the product evolution process with considering the participation
of the partners at the same time (see Figure 3.15).
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FIGURE 3.15 – Relations among building blocks
In Figure 3.15, the building blocks belonging to the three knowledge areas are mo-
deled in the hierarchical models (see section 3.3). Corresponding to the building blocks
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belonging to the same knowledge area or the different knowledge areas, their relations
are classified as intra-knowledge area and inter-knowledge area relations.
As Figure 3.15 illustrating, we combine the considerations in modeling the three
knowledge areas together with analyzing the inter-knowledge area relations between
them. For the product management knowledge area, the product evolution model is
proposed and it enables us to obtain the product building blocks which are related
through the generation and contribution relations in terms of the project timeline. These
building blocks are categorized into four deliverables that reflect the product evolution
states along the project progress. So the intra-knowledge area relations can be categori-
zed into intra-knowledge area effort-based and intra-knowledge area non-effort-based relations
in the product management knowledge area. In other words, the intra-knowledge area
effort-based relations can only identified between the building blocks belonging to the
productmanagement knowledge area. Referring to the project management knowledge
area, the project building blocks are obtained through a hierarchical modeling method,
by which a project is decomposed into a set of phases and each phase is decomposed
into a set of tasks. For the partnership management knowledge area, we mainly consi-
der the contributed effort and the participations of partners to identify the partnership
building blocks in the knowledge area. In the high level, we consider partners based on
the effort they would contributed to the PD project and proposed two partner classes,
i.e., end product suppliers and enabling product suppliers. We then concrete to identify
the partner individuals corresponding to the two classes. The partner individuals refer
to the specific organizations. Afterwards, we concrete to model the responsibilities that
the partner individuals could take during their participation in the project (See Table
3.7).
TABLE 3.7 – Relations between building blocks
Effort-based Non-effort-based
Intra-knowledge area
intra-knowledge area
effort-based relation
(only belonging to
product management
knowledge area)
intra-knowledge area
non-effort-based relation
(reflecting dependencies
between direct parameters)
Inter-knowledge area -
inter-knowledge area
non-effort-based relation
(used to create constructs)
With the building blocks obtained through the above procedures as well as the rela-
tions between them, we create an entity named as construct through aggregating every
three building blocks according to the guideline of modeling the interactions between
the knowledge areas (cf. section 3.5). These three building blocks are from the three
knowledge areas respectively, and they are related through inter-knowledge area rela-
tions. In this way, we are enabled to analyze change propagations within and between
the three knowledge area simultaneously.
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3.6.1 Constructs : structured representations in PD project
A construct is specified as the “artefact” through aggregating the building blocks
from the three knowledge areas respectively. Each construct is identified and determi-
ned by the following procedures.
– Each product building block is firstly selected as the identity of the construct.
– Given the selected product building block, each of its dependent project building
block is then selected as the secondary identification of the construct.
This means we use product building block first to differentiate constructs. If the two
constructs contains the same product building block, we will turn to project building
block.
Let us consider the simple example (cf. section 3.4) in Figure 3.15. l3 represents a
product functional building block documented in the logical solution representation
deliverable, i.e., the functional specification of Component B in the simple example. ta1
represents a task, i.e., Task 6, and ta2 represents Task 7. pai2 represents the partner, i.e.,
ASP company. Accordingly, two constructs can be identified as follows.
– Construct 1 : it is aggregated by “l3”, “ta1” and “pai2” and indicates that the final
functional specification of Component B is established in Task 6 with cooperating
with ASP company. The company supports to determine the specification with
the knowledge and know-how.
– Construct 2 : it is aggregated by “l3”, “ta2” and “pai2” and indicates that the geo-
metric parameter of Component B answering its functional specification is esta-
blished in Task 7 with cooperating with ASP company. The company provides
the service of computing the gap width between Component B with the others.
When distinguishing these two constructs, we find both having the same product
building block “l3”, therefore, we continue to look up their project building blocks and
learn that the project building blocks are different by which the two constructs are dif-
ferentiated.
Particularly, there might exist a situation that two constructs have the same product
building block, the same project building but different partner building blocks. In this
case, we combine the two constructs into one construct that has two partner building
blocks.
Here we continue with using the simple example created in section 3.4 to demons-
trate the procedures of acquiring the constructs in details. At the earlier phase of the
project (see Figure 3.11), the project mission is identified (i.e., Task 1) and the tasks
of identifying suppliers and establish target specifications are to be launched. At this
moment, since the information/data is still little, and it can only describe the product
as a “block box”, i.e., a square-shape artefact in which a circular part is mounted in
the center. From the statement, we can identified two physical building blocks as “a
square-shape artefact with a circular-shape hole in the center” and “a circular -shape
artefact”. Therefore, two constructs are identified as illustrated in Figure 3.16.
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FIGURE 3.16 – Examples of construct
The above identified constructs as well as the mutual relations between the building
blocks and the dependencies between the direct parameters enable us to build up a
network, in which the phenomena of change occurrence and change propagation can
be analyzed. In the following chapter, we begin to depict our research in identifying
change occurring within a construct and change propagation.
3.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced the Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis (COCA) fra-
mework. The main contributions were :
– Considering themultiple aspects of a PD project simultaneously, i.e. modeling the
product management, project management and partnership management know-
ledge areas simultaneously.
– Revealing the change propagation channels by analyzing the interactions bet-
ween the three knowledge areas.
– Proposing a way of aggregating information and data from different knowledge
areas and further to help the analysis on change occurrence and change propaga-
tion.
It also described a simple example that will be used to explain the complex models
and ideas in the further chapters.

4
Identifying Change Occurrence and
Propagation
B In general understanding, change is described as “an act or process through which something
becomes different” according to The Oxford Dictionary. To describe the “act/process” in a concreted
manner for computing and simulating change propagation, we firstly propose a conceptual model of
change occurrence and change propagation based on the structuring model of PD project in the previous
chapter. The conceptual model describes the procedure of perceiving the occurrence of change and change
propagation. Then we turn to the analysis of the direct parameters that are used to improve the conceptual
model. At the end of this chapter, we present a hierarchical method to identify and analyze the change
propagations patterns. C
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4.1 Conceptual Specification of Change Occurrence and Propaga-
tion
In our research, we introduce an innovative concept called “alteration”. An altera-
tion generally specifies the shifting effect that “makes something different” and it is led
into the parameters involved in the PD project as the precondition of identifying change
occurrence. Through analyzing the consequence due to introducing the alteration, we
prescribe a procedure of perceiving the occurrence of change. As elaborated in the pre-
vious chapter, the Knowledge/Information/Data (KID) of the PD project is aggregated
as the structured representations, i.e., the constructs. Corresponding to the highlighted
knowledge areas in the COCA framework, each construct is composed of three respec-
tive building blocks which are the data entities generated and educed according to the
design methodology along the product evolution process. A building block emerges a
set of attributes which are characterized by the direct parameters. Alterations will be
introduced into these direct parameters. Therefore, we present the conceptual model
through investigating the direct parameters.
4.1.1 Change occurrence conceptual model
Referring to a direct parameter, it measures the response, the characteristics and/or
the behaviour of a system (or mentioned as a building block) by its exposed value (i.e.,
the parameter value) and emerges a prescribed attribute. In practice, the direct para-
meter is assigned and restricted with not a particular fixed value but an interval within
which the parameter value is always valid and acceptable during the product design.
The mentioned interval is denoted as “tolerance domain” and the specific values located
at the upper bound and the lower bound are denoted as “maximum boundary value” and
“minimum boundary value” respectively. When the parameter value varies within the
tolerance, the performance of the direct parameter attribute is correspondingly accep-
table. We denote the interval composed with all the acceptable attribute emergences as
“reference domain”. We are then enabled to investigate the potential consequence due to
introducing alterations into the parameter value. (see Figure 4.1)
In the conceptual model illustrated in Figure 4.1, the horizontal axis of the coordi-
nate system refers to the parameter value of the involved direct parameter, whereas the
vertical axis refers to the attribute charcterized by the direct parameter. In the coordi-
nate system, the curve indicates all the possible performance given the valid assigned
parameters. Then two alterations are introduced to the direct parameter value respec-
tively (denoted as “alteration1” and “alteration2”). Due to the shifting effect brought
by the alterations, one current valid direct parameter (illustrated as the node of white
colour in the curve) is assigned with a new value in two conditions. In the condition
where alteration1 is introduced, the current valid parameter is assigned with another
value that is still within the tolerance domain and the educed attribute still emerges
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FIGURE 4.1 – Change conceptual model
within the reference domain. In a second condition where alteration2 is introduced, the
current valid parameter is assigned with a value that is out of the tolerance and makes
the attribute emerge out of the reference domain. With the above two conditions, we
identify the change occurrence from the second condition (in which alteration2 is iden-
tified as a change) while there is no change being perceived due to alteration1.
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FIGURE 4.2 – Direct parameter : Radius of Component B
To make the above conceptual model more understandable, we turn to the simple
example suggested in the previous chapter and select one of direct parameters (i.e.,
“Radius of Component B” formalized by variable “R”, also see Figure 4.5) to investigate
change occurrence (see Figure 4.2). The selected direct parameter is used to characterize
the attribute of “Cross-sectional area of Component B” (formalized by variable “SB”,
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i.e., the shadow area of Component B in Figure 4.5), which is expressed by a function
as :
SB = pR2
In the example, the value of the selected direct parameter is with the tolerance do-
main [7.2cm, 7.8cm] and the reference domain of the attribute is [162.9cm2, 191.1cm2]
correspondingly. With introducing an alteration, the valid value of the parameter is
shifted to 7.025cm that make the attribute with the value of 155cm2. According to the
conceptual model of change occurrence, we identify that a change occurs in the direct
parameter (see Figure 4.3).
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FIGURE 4.3 – Introducing alteration into direct parameter of Component B
Still in the simple example, Task 6 is planned to start on 15th of August and finish
on 25th of August (see section 3.4), and the task is also arranged with the earliest/latest
start and the latest finish date as 10th/17th and 29th of August. With the the earliest
and the latest start dates, the start time margin of task is present. During the margin,
the task could be started on any one day without causing any change occurrence. If the
task is started later than the latest start date (i.e., 17th of August) but still earlier than
the freeze of start date (i.e., 21st of August) for some reason, then a change occurrence
would be identified. Referring to the phenomenon that the task is started later than the
freeze of start date, we will explain it in further content.
4.1.2 Change propagation conceptual model
Based on the model of change occurrence, we extend to observe on change propa-
gation that is a phenomenon that a change cause another one. We take two building
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blocks whose owned parameters are with some relation, such as dependency between
the direct parameters (the building blocks are denoted as “Building Block_1” and “Buil-
ding Block_2” respectively).
Building Block_2
Parameter Set
< PS2 >
Attribute Set
< AS2 >
Parameter Set
< PS1 >
Attribute Set
< AS1 >
Relation
Characterize Characterize
Building Block_1
Initial Change Propagation Propagated Change
FIGURE 4.4 – Change propagation conceptual model
In Figure4.4, each build block has a set of direct parameters (i.e., parameter sets de-
noted as “PS1” and “PS2” respectively) characterizing its attributes (i.e., attribute sets
denoted as “AS1” and “AS2” respectively). Between the two sets of direct parameters
owned by the building blocks, there is some relations, such as the dependency between
the direct parameters characterizing the geometric attributes. Through the relation bet-
ween the involved direct parameters, some alteration led in the direct parameter owned
by Building Block_1 could cause another alteration to the corresponding direct parame-
ter owned by Building Block_2 (cf. the statement of dependency mentioned in section
3.5.2). Then the phenomenon of change propagation is specified as that an alteration
introduced into Building Block_1 causes a change to occur (i.e., initial change) and leads
a second alteration in Building Block_2 through the relation. The second alteration, if
it is out of the tolerance domain, will cause another change (i.e., propagated change) in
Building Block_2.
In the above change propagation conceptual model, we select two related building
blocks to analyze and present the phenomenon. In the same principle, change propaga-
tions can also be modeled between two related direct parameters, constructs (cf. section
3.6.1). In the further section, we will extend this point in details.
We still use the simple example to explain the change propagation conceptual mo-
del. From the example, we select Component A and Component B as the two building
blocks where to investigate change propagation (see Figure 4.5).
For Component A, we highlight its attribute of “Cross-sectional area of Component
A” (formalized as “SA”, i.e., the shadow area of Component A in Figure 4.5) characteri-
zed by the parameter value of “Arc length of inner surface” (fomalized as “L”, i.e., the
bold dash line of Component A in Figure 4.5) with the function as :
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SA = 675  L
2
3p
The above function is illustrated by the coordinate system in Figure 4.6 :
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FIGURE 4.6 – Direct parameter : Arc length of inner surface of Component A
As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the parameter value is with the tolerance domain
[34cm, 37cm], where as the reference domain of the attribute emergence is [552.3cm2
, 529.7cm2] corresponding to the tolerance domain.
For Component B, we still highlight its “Cross-sectional area of Component B” (for-
malized as “SB”, i.e., the shadow area of Component B in Figure 4.5) by the parameter
value of “Radius” with the functional as (formalized as “R”, i.e., the bold dash arrow
line of Component B in Figure 4.5, also see Figure 4.2) :
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SB = pR2
Between the above two direct parameters (i.e., R and L), one dependency is identi-
fied as :
L =
3pR
2
or R =
2L
3p
The above dependency is illustrated in Figure 4.7 :
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FIGURE 4.7 – Dependency between Radius of Component B (i.e., Parameter 1) and Arc
length of inner surface of Component A (i.e., Parameter 2)
With introducing the alteration shifting the parameter value to 7.025cm into the
above direct parameter of Radius of Component B, we identify a change (i.e., the initial
change) occurs in Component B (also see Figure 4.3). Meanwhile, due to the depen-
dency between the parameters, another alteration is introduced to the direct parameter
of Arc length of inner surface of Component A and shifts the parameter value to 33.1cm
(see Figure 4.8).
Given the above alteration into the direct parameter of Arc length of inner surface,
a change (i.e., the propagated change) is identified in Component A (see Figure 4.9).
Through the above procedures, we identify a phenomenon of change propagation
between the direct parameters belong to Component A and Component B.
In the following section, we extend to investigate the characteristics of the direct
parameters involved in analyzing change occurrence and propagation.
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FIGURE 4.8 – Alterations to direct parameters
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FIGURE 4.9 – Introducing alteration into direct parameter of Component A
4.2 Involved Direct Parameters
As the change conceptual model specifies, a change can be identified and perceived
when the two following qualifications are met simultaneously :
– Alteration is introduced into a direct parameter that is characterizing a building
block ;
– Due to the alteration, the emergence of the involved attribute of the building
block is out of its prescribed reference domain.
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To identify the characteristics of the direct parameters, we turn to identify and ana-
lyze the real data used by the focal company to analyze the data format and type of
the direct parameters which are operated during the business. The perceived data are
analyzed and specified in a number of parameter types in Table 4.1 according to the
following consideration.
1. The information exchanged internally and externally during the focal companies’
business is collected.
2. Through analyzing the data presented in all kinds of forms, the functionalities of
various types of data are identified.
3. According to the functionalities of data, the formats of the data are investigated.
TABLE 4.1 – Parameter Types
Name Data Format Function
plain text string stating content of plain text
financial data float with two decimals stating numeric valuesfor financial usage
geometry
representation graphical shapes
stating figures for graphical
demonstration
quantity value integer stating amount
precise numerical
value real number stating precise value
date value numeric char stating date
time value numeric char stating timing
terminology string stating terms inparticular subjects
symbol mark and/or char stating conventionalrepresentations
code mark and/or char representing other implications
unit mark and/or string stating a standard formeasurement
4.2.1 Characteristic value of direct parameters
Through investigating the parameters of the above types illustrated in Table 4.1,
we suggest six parameter characteristic values during the PD project inspired by the
contribution by Kerzner (2009).
– PERFECTION : It refers to the optimal value of the involved parameter according
to the focal objective of design irrespective of any trade-off and/or obstacle.
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– BASE : It refers to the particular value of the involved parameter within the tole-
rance domain and the value is the furthest one away from the optimal value (i.e.,
PERFECTION value) of the parameter.
– TARGET : It refers to the preset target value of the involved parameter established
in an arbitrary manner.
– ACHIEVABLE : It refers to the extreme boundary value of the parameter educed
based on the past experience, and the value and is the closest one to the PERFEC-
TION value.
– PLANNED : It refers to the final specified value of the involved parameter in
considering the various constraints/rules, the trade-off, etc.
– ACTUAL : It refers to the latest value of the involved parameter.
According to the above description of the characteristic values, the following state-
ment is implied (cf. Table 4.2 as example) :
1. BASE and PLANNED value specify the tolerance domain of the involved direct
parameter, and any alteration only shifting the parameter value within this do-
main would not cause any change.
2. The offset between TARGET and PLANNED value implies some possible trade-
off and/or reserved margin maintained during product design.
3. If an ACTUAL value is out of the domain specified by BASE and PLANNED
values, then the phenomenon of change occurrence would be perceived.
Based on the above specified direct parameter characteristic values, we educe five
expectations made onto the parameters during the PD project.
1. Monotonic increasing expectation : “The larger, the better”
2. Monotonic decreasing expectation : “The smaller, the better”
3. Approaching extreme expectation : “The closer, the better”
4. Leaving extreme expectation : “The farther, the better”
5. Enumeration expectation : “Membership or not”
With respect to the conceptual model of change occurrence, the ACTUAL chararc-
teristic value is probable to be found within any one of the domains specified by the
other characteristic values due to some alterations. Then we extend to consider the
above mentioned expectations in the conceptual model and suggest five corresponding
scenarios (see Figure 4.10).
In Figure 4.10, we describe each scenario with a separated coordinate system, in
which the horizontal axis refers to the parameter value as the same as that in the concep-
tual model of change occurrence and the vertical axis refers to the expectation degree
to the parameter value. In the horizontal axis, the parameter value turns higher and hi-
gher along the direct of the axis, and so does the expectation degree in the vertical axis.
Comparing with the coordination system of the conceptual model of change occur-
rence, the coordination system illustrated in Figure 4.10 indicates the relation between
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FIGURE 4.10 – Parameter states under five expectations
the product design behaviours and the direct parameters whereas the former reflects
the mechanism in which the direct parameter values characterize the attributes. These
two types of coordination systems are compatible.
In Figure 4.10, the trends of each curve represents the expected evolution of the ac-
tual parameter value, which plays an important role in prescribing change occurrence.
Although the forms of the curves also have some influence, we decided to not tackle
this issue.
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Readers should keep in mind that the curves in Figure 4.10, representing expected
evolution of the actual parameter value, have an important role to play in prescribing
change occurrence.
Under the scenarios illustrated in Figure 4.10, some complement could be made
through studying the characteristic values :
1. The various expectations of parameter values imply the ways of affecting the
performance of the involved attribute (i.e., the higher expectation degree). For
example, under the monotonic increasing expectation (see Figure 4.10(a)), a lar-
ger parameter value (i.e., evolving closer to PERFECTION value) is regarded as
better performance of the corresponding attribute.
2. Under the various expectations, there exist several solutions to shift the parame-
ter value in order to affect the performance of the involved attribute. For example,
under the monotonic increasing and deceasing expectations (see Figure 4.10(a)
and Figure 4.10(b)), the better performance of the involved attribute could be per-
ceived through deploying a larger and a smaller parameter values respectively.
However, under the approaching extreme and the leaving extreme expectations
(see Figure 4.10(c) and Figure 4.10(d)), either increasing or decreasing the parame-
ter value to get closer to PERFECTION value could be the solutions to improve
the performance of the involved attribute.
3. Given the various expectations, the data format of parameter value could also res-
trict the way of affecting the performance of the involved attribute. For example,
under the enumeration expectation (see Figure 4.10(e)), the data of the parameter
value are of enumeration. In this case, if ACTUAL value is not equal to any other
characteristic values, then it is hardly possible to identify that ACTUAL value
calls forth better performance of the corresponding attribute.
The characteristic values of parameter values and the educed statement do not only
present the basic situations of assigning values to the direct parameters, but they also
elicit some practices of predicting and controlling changes. In further chapters, we will
adopt these practices to facilitate the decision making procedures during simulating
change propagations.
Referring to the scenarios, we suggest a set of examples with the specific parameter
values and especially highlight the ACTUAL values due to introducing some altera-
tions of causing change occurrence (see Table 4.2).
4.2.2 Domains of direct parameter value
The above characteristics of direct parameters imply that an encountered parame-
ter value could not only qualified as either valid or not in practice by comparing the
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TABLE 4.2 – Examples of parameter values under the expectations
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5
Budget margin Delivery delay Weight, size Sympathetic vibration color
PERFECTION 200 euros zero day 1 kg 6Hz dark blue
PLANNED 70 euros four day 1 0.25 kg 15Hz dark blue
ACHIEVABLE 150 euros two day 1  0.05 kg 18Hz dark blue
TARGET 80 euros three day 1  0.2 kg 17Hz dark blue
ACTUAL 90 euros five day 1  0.3 kg 14Hz light blue
Expectations The larger,the better
The smaller,
the better
The closer,
the better
The farther,
the better
Membership
or not
value with the boundary ones of the tolerance but it should be also evaluated in consi-
dering the various constraints, trade-off(s) and any other requirements from the design
process. Therefore, we propose to refine the tolerance in further. Based on the identified
characteristic values of direct parameters, the whole parameter value definition domain
is divided into three parts (see Figure 4.11).
Min.
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Direct parameter
Invalid
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FIGURE 4.11 – Domains of direct parameter value
As illustrated in Figure 4.11, two pairs of characteristic boundary values are pres-
cribed.
1. Minimum/Maximum Tolerance Boundary Values (i.e., denoted as Min.TBV and
Max.TBV) : they refer to the minimum and maximum values the direct para-
meters could be assigned with. These values as well as the ones between them is
designated in advance.
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2. Absolute Minimum/Maximum Tolerance Boundary Values (i.e., denoted as Abs.Min.-
TBV andAbs.Max.TBV) : they refer to the specificminimum andmaximum values
the direct parameter could be assigned with though some values between them
might not be designated or expected. However, these unexpected values are still
valid and are able to make the corresponding attributes emerge correctly.
With the above pairs of characteristic boundary values, the direct parameter defini-
tion domain is divided into three parts as :
– Tolerance : it refers to the designated domain defined by the Minimum/Maximum
Tolerance Boundary Values (i.e., Min.TBV and Max.TBV) in which the direct pa-
rameter values are allowed to vary without causing any change occurring. This
domain is specified with respect to the various constraints, trade-off and any
other requirements designated from the design process.
– Robustness : it refers to the domain defined by the Absolute Minimum/Maximum
Tolerance Boundary Values (i.e., Abs.Min.TBV and Abs.Max.TBV) and it is either
equal to or larger than the tolerance domain. All the parameter values from this
domain are valid to perform the corresponding attributes correctly as designed.
However, in the case that this domain is larger than the tolerance domain, the
offset between this domain and the tolerance domain represents some trade-off
and/or extra capacity and/or any other reserved margin though the contained
direct parameter values are still valid. Thus, the domain between Absolute Tole-
rance and Tolerance is specified as robustness domain.
– Invalid : it refers to the domain that is out of the robustness domain and specified
as invalid domain. The direct parameter values from this domain are invalid with
regard to the design process. The corresponding attributes by the direct parame-
ter values from this domain will never be guaranteed as correct or even are not
existent.
When introducing alterations into the direct parameter values, the parameter va-
lue is probable to be shifted into any one of the above domains. Corresponding to the
arrived domain after shifting the parameter value by the alteration, we identify three
consequences (see Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12).
1. Regular alteration (illustrated by arrow A1) : the alteration only causes the direct
parameter value shifted within the tolerance which indicates the preset variation
allowance of the involved direct parameter value, and no change occurs. We des-
cribe this consequence as a regular alteration.
For example, the length parameter value 1 of a pencil is specified as 190mm by
standard, but the acceptable length parameter value might be varied around the
above standard value. So the allowed variation domain, i.e., the tolerance, set as
[ 0.5mm, 0.5mm] is reasonable. In this case, if an alteration shifting the length pa-
rameter value shifted within the domain as [189.5mm, 190.5mm], then the conse-
1. learned from http ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pencil
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quence is perceived as “regular alteration”. The regular alteration indicates that
the introduced alteration only causes the preset variation, and it could not make
the involved direct parameter become different. So the regular alteration can be
understood as regular variation preserved for the involved direct parameter.
2. Change occurrence (illustrated by arrow A2) : the alteration causes the direct pa-
rameter value shifted out of the tolerance but still within the robustness domain,
i.e., the direct parameter value is still valid. In this condition, the consequence is
described as a change occurrence.
For example, the start date of a task along a PD project could be taken as a direct
parameter (mentioned in Table 3.3), which is assign with a date type value. If the
time arrangement of the task preserves some margin, then the start date could be
associated with the “earliest start date” and the “latest start date” which enable
the start date to be varied with causing some regular alteration occurrence, i.e.,
the tolerance domain. Due to an alteration, the start date could be shifted out of
the tolerance domain, such as the task would be started only one day later than
the latest start date. In this condition, the consequence from the alteration could
be identified as a change occurrence if the one-day delay could still be handled
and accepted under the capability of time management.
3. Dysfunctional change occurrence (illustrated by arrow A3) : the alteration causes the
direct parameter value shifted out of the robustness domain, i.e., the direct para-
meter value is invalid and then can not be treated by any further treatment. The
consequence in this condition is described as some dysfunctional change occur-
rence.
For example, a partner individual is required to deliver the supplied items at the
due time (mentioned in Table 3.5). After an alteration is introduced, the due time
would be delayed by quite a long time, such as the nature disease, due to which
the project would never be completed. So a dysfunctional change occurrence is
identified since the alteration would make the direct parameter not valid any fur-
ther.
In Figure 4.12, we use the simple example mentioned in section 4.1.2 to explain the
consequences of introducing alterations into the different domains of the parameter va-
lue. As the simple example specifying, the tolerance domain of the parameter value (i.e.,
the arc length of inner surface of Component A) is [34cm, 37cm], and the robustness do-
main is specified as [33cm, 34cm] and [37cm, 37.5cm]. The rest is the invalid domain. In
the figure, three alterations are introduced and labeled with 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
Then three consequences are identified according to the conceptual model of change
occurrence. The alteration labeled with 1 only shifts the default value to another one
that is still within the tolerance domain, and the consequence is identified as regular
alteration. The alteration with 2 causes the default value out of the tolerance domain
and still within the robustness domain, and the consequence is identified as change
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FIGURE 4.12 – Consequences of introducing alterations into the domains
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occurrence. The alteration with 3 causes a dysfunctional change occurred due to the
default value is shifted into the invalid domain.
Based on the above identified consequences from introducing the alterations shif-
ting the direct parameter values to different domains, we then integrate them into the
change propagation conceptual model in order to facilitate identifying and analyzing
the corresponding change propagation patterns.
4.3 Change Propagation Patterns
According to the change propagation conceptual model, the phenomena of change
propagation can be perceived between two related direct parameters, building blocks,
and constructs. In accordance with the characteristics of the focused objects (i.e., direct
parameters, building blocks, constructs) in change propagations, we propose a hierar-
chical method of identifying and analyzing change propagations patterns.
1. Data : When identifying and analyzing change propagations between two rela-
ted direct parameters, the alterations is probable to shift the parameter value to
any one of the prescribed domains (i.e., tolerance, robustness, invalid domains)
and then cause several possible consequences (i.e., regular alteration, change and
dysfunction occurrences). Meanwhile, the relations between the direct parame-
ters are embodied with the data dependencies which could all be formalized as
“the effect that one direct parameter value is changed onto the other” (cf. sec-
tion 3.5.2). With the above mentioned consequences from introducing alterations
and the dependencies highlighted between the direct parameters, the change pro-
pagation patterns with respect to the characteristics of direct parameter data are
identified.
2. Effort : The building blocks as well as their relations identified in the Ph.D. re-
search reflect the effort contributed to generate the KID along the PD project (cf.
section 3.5.1). Two building blocks are identified as related since there exists the
mutual relation reflecting the effort trajectories as generation and contribution
between them. Through the mutual relation, the alteration introduced into one
building block by shifting its owned direct parameter(s) could cause another al-
teration(s) into the related one. In consideration of that, the change propagation
patterns are extended. In section 4.3.2, we will explore these patterns.
3. Temporal : The constructs are composed through aggregating the building blocks
from the three knowledge areas respectively. When identifying and analyzing
change propagations between two constructs, we begin to consider the timing
moment when alterations are introduced and thus adopt the concept of “freeze”
from (Eger et al., 2005) to specify an end point of a procedure, after which any
alteration can not be introduced. Or if it has to be introduced, it will cost a huge
amount of money and time to cope with. Often, this effort is too big to make it
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acceptable. Relying on that, we also consider the constraints from temporal as-
pects of the PD project when identifying and analyzing the change propagation
patterns.
4.3.1 Direct parameter oriented change propagation patterns
Through the relations between two related direct parameters (denoted as “Ups-
tream Direct Parameter” and “Downstream Direct Parameter”), the impact of the al-
teration introduced into Upstream Direct Parameter can be transferred into Downs-
tream Direct Parameter in form of an alteration according to the conceptual model.
Depending on the distribution of the three parameter value domains (i.e., tolerance,
robustness and invalid domains), the above identified consequences are combined and
suggest a set of conditions which are described in Figure 4.13.
1. Upstream Alteration Downstream Alteration (UADA)
2. Upstream Alteration Downstream Change (UADC)
3. Upstream Alteration Downstream Dysfunction (UADD)
4. Upstream Change Downstream Alteration (UCDA)
5. Upstream Change Downstream Change (UCDC)
6. Upstream Change Downstream Dysfunction (UCDD)
7. Upstream Dysfunction Downstream Alteration (UDDA)
8. Upstream Dysfunction Downstream Change (UDDC)
9. Upstream Dysfunction Downstream Dysfunction (UDDD)
The above nine conditions of the consequence from introducing alterations into di-
rect parameters directly suggest six change propagation patterns between the involved
direct parameters except the conditions (UDDA, UDDC and UDDD) in which the dys-
functional changes occur in the upstream direct parameters. As introduced in section
4.2.2, the dysfunctional change occurrence infer that the shifted parameter value has
been invalid and can not be treated any further, and thus it is irrational that the dys-
functional change should be taken account of in the further change propagations and
they are eliminated (highlighted by the grey shadow in Figure 4.13) when educing the
further change propagation in our research.
4.3.2 Building block oriented change propagation patterns
Based on the above six change propagation patterns, we extend to analyze the
change propagations between building blocks with taking the effort-based relations (i.e.,
generation and contribution relations) into account. As we introduced in section 3.5.1,
the mutual relations exist between the building blocks from the same knowledge area
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FIGURE 4.13 – Conditions of combining consequences
besides the non-effort relations between the direct parameters belonging to the building
blocks from the same knowledge area or the different ones. These two types of relations
are specified as change propagation channels in our research. To identify the change propa-
gation channels (effort-based mutual relations, and non-effort-based relations between
the direct parameters belonging to building blocks) between the building blocks, we
propose two indicators :
– Trajectory : According to the product evolution model in section 3.3.2 and the in-
teractions between the knowledge areas mentioned in section 3.5, the relations
(mutual relations, dependencies) between any pair of involved building blocks
(denoted as upstream building block and downstream building block) are speci-
fied as directed and identified with the direction as forward, feedback and vertical.
The first two directions are reflected by the mutual generation and contribution
relations between the building blocks, whereas the third direction is reflected by
the non-effort-based relations, such as the dependency between two geometric
parameters (cf. the example mentioned in section 4.1.2). In further, we are enabled
to categorize change propagations by investigating the trajectory as effort-based
change propagation and non-effort-based change propagation. The former refers to the
change propagations transferred through effort-based relations in either forward
or feedback direction, and the latter refers to those through non-effort-based rela-
tions in vertical direction.
– Involved building block : Given the various directions and multiple types of the
relations between building blocks, we investigate all the potential involved re-
lations of one building block and categorize them as inward and outward. With
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respect to the relation chains mentioned in section 3.5.1, we identify four scena-
rios where a building block could be connected by change propagation channels,
i.e., One-in-One-out (OO), One-in-Many-out (OM), Many-in-One-out (MO) and
Many-in-Many-out (MM) scenarios.
With the above indicators, we then identify the building block oriented change pro-
pagation patterns based on the direct parameter oriented ones, duringwhich we extend
to investigate both the effort-based and the non-effort-based relations reflected along
the PD project. The building block oriented change propagation patterns are categori-
zed into two group corresponding to the trajectory, and in each group the four scenarios
are used to specify each pattern.
Among the building blocks, the one where the change propagation starts is identi-
fied as the initial building block and denoted as BBi, i.e., the start point of change propa-
gation, and the building block where the change propagation ends is identified as the
final one and denoted as BB f . Referring to the other building blocks along the change
propagation, we identify them as the intermediate building blocks with denoting them
as BBm.
BBi
BBf
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BBf
BB'i BBi
BBf BB'f
BBi BBf BBi
BBf
BB'f
(1) (2) (3)
(4) (5)
non-effort-based relation
effort-based relation
building block
BBi
BB'i
BBf
(6)
FIGURE 4.14 – Effort-based change propagation patterns (1, 2, 3) and non-effort-based
change propagation patterns (4, 5, 6)
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In Figure 4.14, we present both effort-based and non-effort-based change propaga-
tion patterns by illustrating the initial building block (denoted as BBi), the final building
block (denoted as BB f ) and the dependencies/relations between them. The (1) and (4)
patterns in Figure 4.14 illustrate the meta building block oriented change propagation
patterns since they represent the effort-based and the non-effort-based change propaga-
tions respectively. With combining the above two meta patterns, the rest patterns (i.e.,
(2), (3), (5), (6) patterns in Figure 4.14) are educed which cover the other more complex
effort-based and non-effort-based change propagation scenarios.
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BBfBBm BBi
BBf
BBm
BBi BBfBBm
BB'i
BBi
BBf
BBm
BB'i
(7) (8)
(9) (10)
non-effort-based relation
effort-based relation
building block
FIGURE 4.15 – Hybrid-channel change propagation patterns (7, 8, 9, 10)
Then we mix the effort-based and the non-effort-based change propagation chan-
nels and educe the hybrid change propagation patterns.
In Figure 4.15, the change propagation patterns consist of initial building block (de-
noted as BBi), the intermediate building block (denoted as BBm), the final ones (deno-
ted as BB f ) and the simultaneous effort-based and non-effort-based change propaga-
tion channels between them. In the (7) and (8) patterns, the basic situations of hybrid-
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channel change propagation patterns are illustrated, and then the more complex situa-
tions are introduced by the rest patterns (i.e., (9), (10) patterns).
Given the above ten patterns, we educe the following practices supporting to re-
cognize the mechanism of change propagation and establish the change process. The
practices are composed relying on the five attributes proposed by (Fricke et al., 2000)
for indicating the tendency of better change management.
1. Range : change propagation should be controlled within a smaller range, i.e.,
the fewer building blocks and direct parameters are involved, the better. Given
a change propagation channel, the final and intermediate building blocks along
it should be paid more attention to for handling changes in order to eliminate the
further propagated changes.
2. Timing : along the project timeline, the building blocks (i.e., initial and interme-
diate building blocks) in which changes occur earlier should be prepared with
some plans of coping with change to prevent the potential change propagation
and limit the further cost.
3. Critical building block : An intermediate building block that is propagated with
the changes from both effort-based relation and non-effort-based relation is consi-
dered as a critical building block (see BBm in pattern 9 and 10 of Figure 4.15).
Within the given change propagation, those critical building block require more
efforts in order to handle the difficulty and cost of coping with change.
4. Multiple mapping : given the multiple mapping in change propagation, the buil-
ding block which either receives or transform multiple dependencies/relations
should be given with the priority of coping with changes. According to the
patterns stating multiple mapping, the building blocks connecting with others
through multiple mapping relations should be given the priority of coping with
changes.
5. Change propagation pattern : the perceived change propagations can be treated
and converted into the combination of the patterns.
4.3.3 Construct network
According to the COCA framework, the mutual effort-based relations enable us to
track and trace constructs in accordance with PD project timeline. As the change propa-
gation channels, the generation relations enable us to discover and predict some poten-
tial changes caused by change propagation in the later phase(s) along the evolvement
of PD project. Meanwhile, the contribution relations enable us to investigate some ini-
tial change(s) occurring in the earlier phase(s) of project and causing the current change
through the change propagation.
In our research, a construct is specified as the “artefact” through aggregating the
building blocks from the three knowledge areas respectively, and each building block
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is characterized by a set of direct parameters. Therefore, the connections between
constructs are embodied by the relations between their owned building blocks. Ta-
king the connections between the constructs as edges and the constructs themselves as
nodes, we are enabled to build up a construct network in which change propagations
are investigated and analyzed.
In Figure 4.16, a construct network structured by aligning to the product evolution
process is illustrated. In the network, three types of change propagations are identi-
fied corresponding to the categorized change propagation channels. Then we extend to
consider the constraints from temporal aspect, i.e., the freeze specifying the end point
after which any alteration can not introduced.
4.4 Chapter Summary
Corresponding to the highlighted knowledge areas in the COCA framework in
Chapter 3, each construct is composed of three respective building blocks. Each buil-
ding block emerges a set of attributes which are characterized by the direct parameters.
It is the direct parameter that the alterations fire the shifting effect to. Based on those
considerations, we proposed the conceptual model through investigating the direct pa-
rameters, which is used to identify change and change propagation. In order to improve
the conceptual model, we discussed the direct parameters by identifying their charac-
teristics and the domains of their values. To achieve this purpose, we turned to identify
and analyze the real data used by the focal company, i.e., the data format and type of the
direct parameters. Furthermore, we considered boundary values of the direct parame-
ters by taking the five types of expectations into account. According to the conceptual
model of change propagation, the phenomena of change propagation can be perceived
between two related direct parameters, building blocks and constructs. In this case,
we proposed a hierarchical method of identifying and analyzing change propagations
patterns. In another word, we described the patterns at three different levels, i.e., di-
rect parameter oriented change propagation patterns, building block oriented change
propagation patterns, and construct network of change propagation.
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5
Simulating Change Propagations
B In this chapter, we propose the methodology of simulating change propagations including the
objectives, coping strategies and representations. We build up a network in which the constructs are trea-
ted as nodes and the relations between them as edges. In the network, we identify and analyze changes
and change propagations according to a proposed conceptual models of change occurrence and change
propagation. Then we discuss the agent-based technical solution used to simulate change propagations
implemented on a computer. The system architecture is first proposed, which is followed by an introduc-
tion to agent-based system framework named JADE. JADE is an open source environment enabling us to
develop agent-based system by Java language. Then we explain how to configure the agent by introducing
the life-cycle of an agent, communications between agents and the agents of different roles. At last, we
present the data structures that serialize the agents. C
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With the modeled constructs and their relationships (i.e., the effort-based, the
non-effort-based relations), a change propagation network is established, in which
constructs are designated as the nodes and their relationships are the edges. By adop-
ting the conceptual models of change occurrence and change propagation, an alteration
introduced into one construct can be identified and analyzed to determine whether a
change is occurring or not. If a change occurs, its influence can be transferred to
other node(s) (i.e., other construct(s)) through the edge(s) (i.e., the relation(s) between
constructs).
5.1 Architecture of construct network
As we have proposed in the previous chapter, the relationships between the
constructs are embodied and categorized into the effort-based and the non-effort-based
relations. Referring to the effort-based relations, their directions are classified as for-
ward and feedback corresponding to the product evolution directions (i.e., generation
and contribution). Compared with that, the non-effort-based relations are all of verti-
cal direction. The relations as well as the linked constructs compose a network, i.e., the
construct network, and reflect a global model of the PD project. In the network, the pro-
ject progress reflected by the product evolution, the project execution and the partner
participation are represented by the effort-based relations and their linked constructs.
Meanwhile, the other parameter couplings are represented by the non-effort-based
relations. All the above relations work as the change propagation channels between the
constructs. Along the change propagation channels, the involved constructs, on one
hand, receive the alterations causing the change occurrence from some of the connec-
ted channels, and on the other hand they propagate the influence of the occurred
change to the other related ones through other channels.
We then analyze the nodes and the edges in order to identify and study the charac-
teristics of the change propagations in it. Relying on that, we elaborate the rationale of
simulation.
5.1.1 Nodes of construct network
As we mentioned in section 3.6, a construct is an artefact obtained through aggre-
gating the building blocks from the three knowledge areas respectively. Moreover, each
building block is characterized by a set of direct parameters. In other words, the KID of
each construct is organized in a hierarchical way (see Figure 5.1).
Relying on the hierarchical structure of constructs, we are enabled to treat the
change propagations among the constructs as the multi-layer communication. Accor-
ding to the construct structure, we build up three communication layers through en-
capsulating their internal behaviours respectively. During simulating change propaga-
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FIGURE 5.1 – Hierarchical structure of construct
tions, each layer is able to either provide services to the others or call support from the
others (also see Figure 5.1).
The layers are described as follows :
1. Construct layer : this is the scope within which the constructs receive alterations,
forward the alterations to other procedures and determine the response according
to the preset plans. The introduced alterations into one construct would be treated
in local to be qualified as causing the consequences (i.e., regular alteration, change
occurrence, dysfunctional change occurrence), and they are quantified to invoke
the change propagations to other constructs.
2. Building block layer : this layer is the scope within which the building blocks search
the involved direct parameters in term of the query from their located construct(s)
and look up the relations (cf. Table 3.7 in section 3.6) for supporting to execute the
potential change propagations.
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3. Parameter layer : this layer is the scopewhere the alterations introduced into the in-
volved direct parameters are treated according to the conceptual model of change
occurrence and propagation. In this layer, the relations between building blocks
are embodied as the dependencies between the direct parameters.
During the simulation of change propagations in the construct network, each of the
multiple layers is responsible for its own tasks.
The constructs are the portals which the alterations are introduced into, and they
are incorporated with the plans of treating the alteration to determine the correspon-
ding actions and communicate with each other in the various conditions during the
simulation.
The building blocks of the constructs are corresponding to the three knowledge
areas, and each of them preserve and maintain the relations with others (cf. Table 3.7
in section 3.6). According to the communication specifications given by the constructs,
the involved building blocks select the right relations and call for the concerned direct
parameters in which the alterations are treated.
The direct parameters are incorporated with the procedures of perceiving the conse-
quence (i.e., change occurrence) due to the alterations, treating the change, and compu-
ting the influence of the changes during the simulation. From the viewpoint of the direct
parameters, all the relations are the couplings that are formalized as the dependencies
(cf. section 3.5.2).
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With the multiple layers, a construct is initially listening to any alteration within the
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construct network. For an incoming alteration, the construct makes query to the corres-
pondence building block. Then the latter identifies the referred direct parameter speci-
fied in the alteration. The concerned direct parameter analyzes the alteration with the
conceptual model of change occurrence and propagation and reports the consequence
to the building block which also sends the outcome back to the construct. According
to the preset plans, the construct determines the procedures of coping with the conse-
quence from the introduced alteration. As one of the response actions, the construct
invokes the change propagations to the other ones. The construct asks the involved
building block to search and select the concerned relation(s) for the change propaga-
tion, and it composes another alteration to be propagated based on the computation
by the direct parameter(s) at the same time. Through the found relations, the construct
sends the propagated alteration to the destination ones (see Figure 5.2).
In the construct network, the constructs, as the nodes of the network, are intercon-
nected by the connections for their communication during the simulation of change
propagations. Corresponding to the multi-layer structure of constructs, their connec-
tions, i.e., the edges of the network, manifest themselves with the various functions.
5.1.2 Edges of construct network
The connections among the constructs, i.e., the edges of the construct network, pro-
vide the channels in which the influence of the occurred change are transferred and the
messages are exchanged among the constructs. Corresponding to the multi-layer struc-
ture of the constructs, the connections between them are reflected by relations among
the building blocks and are in further implemented by the dependencies among the
direct parameters (see Figure 5.3).
In the Ph.D. research, we specially designate connections as the linkages among the
constructs, relations among the building blocks and dependencies among the direct para-
meters.
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, between each pair of the building blocks of the same
knowledge area but belonging to the different constructs, there exists either an effort-
based or a non-effort-based relation (i.e., the external building block relation in Figure 5.3).
The former relation can only be between the building blocks belonging to the product
management knowledge area, whereas the latter relation can be between the ones be-
longing to any of the three knowledge areas (cf. section 3.6). At the same time, between
the building blocks within the same building block, only non-effort-based relations (i.e.,
the internal building block relations) can be identified, and they reflect the aggregation of
the KID along the PD project. The relations between the building blocks are ultima-
tely implemented by the internal and external direct parameter dependencies between their
owned direct parameters, during which the characteristics of the dependencies and the
method of treating them are configured and determined in accordance with the types of
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FIGURE 5.3 – Construct connections
building block relations (i.e., intra-knowledge area effort-based, intra-knowledge area
non-effort-based, inter-knowledge area non-effort-based relations, also cf. section 3.6).
On one hand, the connections among the constructs encapsulate the characteristic
data and functions with respect to the multiple layers which supports to handle the
complexity of change propagation. On the other hand, the connections as well as the
structure of the constructs are also used to define the structure of the messages exchan-
ged among the constructs during the simulation.
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5.2 Rationale of Simulation
So far, we have prepared and reached the prerequisites for the simulation of change
propagations. The prerequisites are mainly described as follows :
1. Identify and model the PD project in which the simulation is proposed to imitate
change propagations.
2. Describe and model the phenomena of change occurrence and change propaga-
tions.
3. Propose the method of identifying and analyzing change occurrence and change
propagations.
4. Investigate the factors involved in analyzing change propagations, such as the
characteristics of direct parameters.
Relying on the architecture of the construct network, we then consider simulating
change propagations within the network. In our research, we propose to distinguish
the alteration from the occurred change (see section 4.1). In this way, we are enabled
to identify the particular event (i.e., an occurred change) out of the parameter tole-
rance. Therefore, our simulation solution is started with introducing the alterations.
Through analyzing the alterations, the normal variations are filtered from the change
occurrence. Referring to the occurred change, the impact due to it should be formulated
according to the prescribed change management strategy and then be composed into
another alteration(s) to invoke the change propagation. Meanwhile, the involved direct
parameter(s) during the change occurrence is/are adjusted to represent accepting the
consequence from the occurred change within the construct.
5.2.1 Introducing alteration
By studying the involved direct parameters where the alteration would be introdu-
ced (see section 4.2), we identify four potential effects the alteration could bring in the
direct parameter values :
1. Retain : After introducing the alteration, the direct parameter value is not modi-
fied, i.e., the alteration does not shift the parameter value.
2. Increase : Given a direct parameter is assigned with the default quantitative value,
if the alteration shifts the direct parameter value evolving towards the maximum
boundary value, then the alteration is qualified as executing increasing behaviour.
3. Decrease : Oppositely, if the alteration shifts the direct parameter quantitative va-
lue evolving towards the minimum boundary value, then it is qualified as execu-
ting decreasing behaviour.
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4. Replace : Specially, if the direct parameter is assigned with the value of enumera-
tion data type and it is shifted to another enumeration value due to the alteration,
then the alteration is qualified as executing replacing behaviour.
With the introduced alteration, the direct parameter value is shifted towards its pre-
set boundary values (cf. section 4.2.2). If some dysfunctional change occurs, then it is
unnecessary to continue with tracking the further consequence since the involved buil-
ding block and even the construct can not be treated as the valid one. Thus, the cor-
responding building block as well as the construct are flagged for further treatment.
However, at the very first attempt we do not analyze them. In other words, one change
propagation path would be identified as finish when a dysfunctional change is occurring. Let us
consider the simple example (cf. 3.4), the direct parameter of radius of Component B is
designed as 7.5cm ideally. In the current example, it allows the variations around the
ideal value, and both its tolerance and absolute domains are configured as [5cm, 16cm].
When an alteration that the radius parameter is increased by 7.5cm is introduced, i.e.,
the radius parameter is assigned with 15cm, the alteration is identified as a regular
alteration according to the conceptual model of change occurrence. Then through the
change propagation from Component B to Component A, we could learn that there is
an obvious dysfunctional change occurring in Component A since the Component A
is not valid any further, i.e, it would not be around Component B as a whole one. In
this case, it is unnecessary to consider any change propagation from the dysfunctional
change within Component A.
In the construct network, a particular phenomenon that more than one alteration is
introduced into one construct at the same time and cause the change occurrences can
be perceived. We specify these specific alterations as the simultaneous alterations and the
changes due to them as the simultaneous changes.
5.2.1.1 Simultaneous changes
The simultaneous alterations introduced into one construct could cause simulta-
neous changes that bring in the various possible consequences given the construct
structure and the orders of treating the alterations.
The construct structure exposes the multiple direct parameters belonging to the
multiple building blocks. According to the conceptual model of change occurrence, the
simultaneous changes are caused by the simultaneous alterations are finally identified
within the direct parameter(s). With the simultaneous changes and the direct parame-
ter(s) they are occurring, we identify three basic conditions of change occurrence in
which each alteration do cause one change occurring. Associating with the conditions,
we will use the simple example in section 3.4 to strengthen the explanation. For conve-
nience, we re-present the geometric specifications of the product as follows.
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1. Multiple changes occurring in one direct parameter (denoted as C1)
In this condition, multiple alterations are introduced into one direct parameter
and cause the simultaneous changes at the same time. The order of introducing
the alterations could cause the different consequences (see Figure 5.5).
Direct 
parameter
Alteration1
Alteration2
Alteration3
FIGURE 5.5 –Multiple alterations causing simultaneous changes in one direct parameter
In the simple example, there are two alterations being introduced into a direct
parameter of Component A, i.e., the length of edge < g, f > and causing two
simultaneous changes. One change (denoted as change1 due to alteration1) makes
the edge < g, f > increased by 5cm, and the other one (denoted as change2 due to
alteration2) makes the edge< g, f > decreased by 7.6cm. Depending on the order
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of introducing the alterations, two consequences are presented. If alteration1 is in-
troduced first, then the consequence from the simultaneous changes would make
the parameter value of the edge < g, f > shifted to 12.5cm and then to 4.9cm. Ho-
wever, if alteration2 is introduced first, then the first caused change would make
the parameter of the edge < g, f > invalid, i.e., a dysfunctional change occurs.
To be noticed, although there are several possible orders of introducing the al-
terations, the consequences due to the simultaneous change could be the same.
In the above example, if alteration2 only make the edge < g, f > decreased by
6cm, i.e, it would not cause dysfunctional change, then the two possible orders of
introducing the alterations could cause the same final consequence.
2. Multiple changes occurring in multiple independent direct parameters (denoted as C2)
Each of the multiple alterations is introduced into each of the direct parameters
which do not have any dependency. The consequence from the occurred changes
due to introducing the alterations is unique, i.e., the order of treating the altera-
tions does not affect the consequence (see Figure 5.6).
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FIGURE 5.6 – Multiple alterations causing simultaneous changes in multiple inde-
pendent direct parameters
Still in the simple example, the edge < a, b > and the edge < b, c > are with
the independent length parameters. The order of introducing the two respective
alterations to these two parameters would have the same consequence.
3. Multiple changes occurring in multiple dependent direct parameters (denoted as C3)
Each of the multiple alterations is introduced into each of the direct parameters
which are related by the dependencies organized as a acyclic graph. In this condi-
tion, the order of treating the alterations as the changes as well as the dependency
specifications would affect the consequences (see Figure 5.7), i.e, the dependency
would bring in another alteration to the destination direct parameter. The reasons
for eliminating the loops in the dependency graph is that any loop in the graph
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might cause a resonance-like effect. The effect could amplify the influence of oc-
curred changes during the change propagations and also reflect some too-high
couplings existing the elements of the PD project.
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parameter
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FIGURE 5.7 – Multiple alterations causing simultaneous changes in multiple dependent
direct parameters
Let us still use the length parameters of the edge < a, b > and the edge < b, c > in
the simple example, but we make them dependent by adding a constraint that the area
value of Component A is a constant (i.e., 667.04cm2). Resulting from that, if the length
value of the edge < a, b > is increased, then the length value of the edge < b, c > is
decreased correspondingly and verse vice. Suppose now that one change (denoted as
change01 due to alteration
0
1) makes the edge < a, b > increased by 3cm, and the other
one (denoted as change02 due to alteration02) makes the edge < b, c > decreased by 4cm.
If alteration01 is introduced first, then the consequence from the simultaneous
changes would make the parameter value of the edge < a, b > shifted to 33cm. Due
to the first alteration, another alteration through the dependency between the direct
parameters would introduced into the edge < b, c > and cause a change shifting its
parameter value to 27.27cm, i.e, decreased by 2.73cm. However, due to the introduced
alteration02, the edge < b, c > should be decreased by 4cm. In this condition, some
decision should be made by the simulation user.
5.2.1.2 Treating simultaneous changes
In consideration of the characteristics of the above three conditions, we suggest a
set of simulation strategies.
For the simultaneous alterations in the first condition, i.e., C1 : multiple changes
occurring in one direct parameter, we treat them with the full permutation ordering
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algorithm and then introduce each of them into the direct parameter by turns. Given
the number of the simultaneous alterations as na, we execute the simulations for n!
times.
For the alterations in the second condition, i.e., C2 : multiple changes occurring in
multiple independent direct parameters, it is not necessary to order them since the
consequences caused by each change would not affect each other. In this condition,
we select each of the alteration by chance and introduce them one by one into the cor-
responding direct parameter.
For the alterations in the third condition, i.e., C3 : multiple changes occurring in
multiple dependent direct parameters, we use the same ordering algorithm as that in
the first condition to treat the changes. The number of the solutions to introduce the
alterations is also calculated by the factorial operations onto the number of the alte-
rations. Referring to the potential conflicts between the extra alteration(s) brought in
through the dependency(s) due to the introduced one(s) and the alteration(s) to be led
in, the decision is left to the simulation user to make.
Referring to the conditions combined by the above three ones, we treat them as
follows.
1. In the combined condition, the involved direct parameters which do not have
any dependency with each other are firstly selected as one group (denoted as
“independent direct parameter group”). In the group, if C2 condition is identified,
then the C2 condition is treated through introducing the concerned alteration(s)
into the direct parameter(s).
2. After treating the C2 condition in the independent direct parameter group, if C1
condition is identified, then the C1 condition is treated.
3. In the combined condition, the involved direct parameter which are connected
by the dependencies are selected as one group (denoted as “dependent direct
parameter group”). In this group, if C1 condition is identified, then its concerning
alterations are ordered by the strategy preset in the C1 condition. If there is no C3
condition being identified in the group, then the identified C1 condition is treated.
4. If C3 condition is identified after ordering the alterations concerned in the C1
condition, then the ordered alterations concerned in the C1 condition are com-
bined together with the ones concerned in C3 condition. Then the alterations are
treated by the preset strategy in the C3 condition.
5.2.2 Invoking change propagation
Between the constructs, the phenomena of change propagations reflect the global
consequence from introducing alterations into the PD project. The change propagations
are modeled and identified with respect to the knowledge areas as well as the relations
between the involved building blocks. In this way, the change propagation phenomena
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are analyzed according to the specific management issues and the characteristics of
change propagation channels. In further, the change propagations are regarded as the
chained consequences of introducing alterations into the direct parameters which are
interrelated to each other with dependencies.
Relying on the simulation strategies of change occurrence, we extends to study si-
mulating the change propagations between two dependent direct parameters (denoted
as upstream direct parameter and downstream direct parameter in accordance with the di-
rection of their dependency). It mainly concerns two issues :
1. Between the two dependent direct parameters, identifying and determining the
possible propagation scenario(s) for the simulation, i.e., creating the propagation
plans.
2. Relying on the identified propagation scenarios and the structure of constructs,
proposing the procedures of simulating the change propagations between two
constructs.
5.2.2.1 Propagation plans
With the simulation strategies of introducing alterations, we firstly study the change
occurrence within the upstream and the downstream direct parameter respectively, and
then combine the change occurrences in both the direct parameters to propose the pro-
pagation scenario(s).
Referring to all the alterations into each direct parameter, if they arrive at the di-
rect parameter by turns instead of being introduced simultaneously, then they are just
treated one by one at their arrival order which means there only exists one simula-
tion scenario. Otherwise, the alterations are identified as the simultaneous ones which
means there exist a number of possible orders of introducing the alteration (cf. section
5.2.1.2). Therefore, we focus on investigating the change propagations in which the si-
multaneous changes occur in the upstream and downstream direct parameters.
As illustrated in Figure 5.8, the upstream direct parameter receives the potential al-
terations in twoways. First, some alterations are introduced through the inward depen-
dency(s) (the number of the inward dependencies is denoted as Nudep) to the upstream
direct parameter (the number of the alterations brought in by one of the inward depen-
dencies is denoted as nui and i 2 [1,Nudep] refers to the identity of the dependency, i.e.,
dependencyi). Second, some other alteration can be introduced into the direct parame-
ter directly (the number of the direct introduced alterations is denoted as nualt). Then the
number of simulation solutions to introduce all the alterations into the upstream direct
parameter (denoted as Sualteration) is calculated as follows.
Sualteration = (
Nudep
å
i=1
nui + n
u
alt)!
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FIGURE 5.8 – Alterations and dependencies in upstream direct parameter
According to the simulation solutions, all the alterations are introduced into the
upstream direct parameters and then the consequences are transferred through the out-
ward dependency(s) and the propagation involved dependency.
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FIGURE 5.9 – Alterations and dependencies in downstream direct parameter
As the upstream direct parameter does, the downstream direct parameter receives
some alterations from its inward dependency(s) (the number of the inward dependen-
cies is denoted as Nddep and the number of the alterations brought in by one of the inward
dependencies is denoted as ndj and j 2 [1,Nddep] refers to the identity of the dependency,
i.e., dependencyj) and/or some other ones are introduced directly (the number of the
direct introduced alterations is denoted as ndalt). Besides these two ways, the downs-
tream direct parameter also receives the alterations through the dependency with the
upstream direct parameter (see Figure 5.9).
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Through combining both the direct parameters connected by the propagation invol-
ved dependency, we calculate the total number of simulation solutions to introduce all
the received alterations (denoted as Sdalteration) as follows.
Sdalteration = (
Nddep
å
j=1
ndj + n
d
alt + S
u
alteration)!
which could be treated as follows in further.
Sdalteration = (
Nddep
å
j=1
ndj +
Nudep
å
i=1
nui + n
d
alt + n
u
alt)!
5.2.2.2 Procedures of propagation
Through the above section, we identified the possibilities of the change propa-
gations between two direct parameters under the various conditions and calculated
the number of the simulation solutions. Then relying on the multi-layer structure of
constructs, we take the characteristic issues from the layers into account and then pro-
pose the detailed simulation procedures.With incorporating the simulation procedures,
an introduced alteration into each construct in the network could be responded in order
to imitate the possible chained consequences, i.e., simulating change propagations.
Corresponding to the top-down viewpoint onto the multi-layer structure of
construct, we identify the characteristic issues as follows :
1. Freezes : In the construct network, the constructs are incorporatedwith the freezes
in order to cover the time and/or the cost management issue. The freezes are
categorized into three classes that are mapping to the aggreating levels of the KID
of the PD project, i.e., construct, building block, direct parameter.
The construct freezes are mainly used to indicate the project progress. Once a
construct is frozen, it will be eliminated from the network and never participate
the simulation.
The building block freezes present the specific time-based constraints according
to the management issues from the knowledge areas. When a building block is
frozen, its owned relations to the other ones are cut off. In this way, the building
block will neither accept nor generate any alteration.
The direct parameter freezes are used to lock the parameter value to indicate
the progress of the procedures during executing a task. When a direct parame-
ter is frozen, its upstream dependent direct parameter(s) would be constrained
and prevented from being changed.
2. Consequences : As the conceptual model of change occurrence and change pro-
pagation, there are three possible consequences (cf. section 4.2.2). When a dys-
functional change occurs, it is meant that the corresponding direct parameter is
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invalid and the involved building block would manifest itself with invalid per-
formance and should not be adopted by the construct any further. Moreover, the
change propagation(s) taking the dysfunctional change as the initial one is/are
also invalid. Therefore, a set of regulations are created in order to eliminate the
invalid simulation solutions.
If the alteration would cause regular alteration or change, then it is accepted and
the corresponding direct parameter is modified according to the introduced alte-
ration specifies. Otherwise, i.e., a dysfunctional change is identified, the corres-
ponding direct parameter value would not be modified. Then the current simu-
lation solution is terminated and the aborting event is recorded. If there are still
other simulation solution(s) is/are waiting, the next simulation solution is started.
5.3 Agent-based System Architecture
Due to the topology of the relations between the constructs, some of change propa-
gations can be executedwithmore than one solution in order to simulate all the possible
consequences of change occurrence. To simulate the change propagation effectively and
efficiently, all the possible change occurrence and the propagations should not only be
planned but some communications between the involved constructs should be execu-
ted autonomously. The communications enable to achieve the co-decision-making in
order to simulate the change propagations that could be composed in multiple solu-
tions.
To satisfy the above requirements for simulating all the possible change propaga-
tions within the network, we turn to the agent-based technical solution to model the
change propagation network and the behaviour of constructs. By means of agent-based
technical solution, each construct is modelled as one agent and the deployed proce-
dures in it are modelled and designed as the behaviours of the agent. Through the rela-
tions between the constructs, the agents can communicate with each during simulating
change propagations.
Looking for keeping the chapter understandable for non-expert readers, we will
provide only those concepts necessary for understanding the core idea of agent-based
technical solution for simulation.
To deploy the agent-based technical solution, we compose the requirements to the
agent-based system. To implement the simulation methodology, we identify several
agent classes which are deployed to perform their different behaviours. Meanwhile,
each class of agent is designed with the multiple states along their life cycle. These
states can be transformed according to the potential situations. Among the agents, we
model their interactions with specifying the concerned agent behaviours as well as the
communicating messages.
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The simulation solution is constructed in a multi-layer architecture that contains
four layers. The top layer is logically closer to the visual presentation (i.e., Presentation
Layer), whereas the bottom layer is logically closer to the data abstraction (i.e., Data
Layer).
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FIGURE 5.10 – Multi-layer system architecture
1. Data Layer : This layer provides the structured parameters specifying the decom-
position of PD project to the overlying layer and constructs the perspective of
resolving PD project.
2. Network Layer : This layer receives the structured parameters from the under-
lying layer and defines a network in which changes and change propagations
could be invoked and perceived, and it provides the measurement data to the
overlying layer to report the current state. When performing the simulation, the
data encapsulated in this layer is operated by the overlying layer according to the
simulating method.
3. Manipulation Layer : This layer sends the configuration parameters to the over-
lying layer for presenting the outcome of simulation, and meanwhile it receives
the measurement data from the underlying layer to perceive the evolvement of
project. During the simulation, this layer operates the data from the underlying
layer according to the simulating method.
4. Presentation Layer : This layer receives the configuration parameters of visual
presentation from the underlying layer and reflects the continuous outcome of
simulation with graphical views.
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As composing simulation function, manipulation layer consists of agents and the
channels between them. The agents communicate with each other through exchanging
messages through the channels. Network layer is composed with constructs and the
couplings between them. According to the decomposition of PD project, the constructs
within network layer represent the end elements belonged to each of the three know-
ledge areas (i.e., product, project and partner) and refers to components, tasks and ac-
tors. Then the couplings between the constructs can be categorized into internal cou-
plings that state the interrelations between the constructs from the same knowledge
area and external couplings indicating the interrelations between the constructs belon-
ging to different knowledge areas (see Figure 5.10). During simulation procedure, the
agents within the manipulation layer receives the measurements from network layer to
acquire the status of construct network, and meanwhile they interact with each other to
determine the operations made onto the constructs. Through the bidirectional commu-
nication, the agents in the manipulation layer keep controlling all the constructs and
deduce the potential outcomes due to the occurrence of changes.
5.4 Agent-based System Framework : JADE
In this Ph.D. research, we selected an open source software called “JADE 1” to im-
plement the agent-based system under the the LGPL license 2. “JADE” is the abbre-
viation of “Java Agent DEvelopment Framework”, and it enables us to develop agent-
based system with a simplified software framework implemented by Java language.
Meanwhile, JADE complies with the FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents)
specifications 3 and includes all the mandatory components designated in the FIPA spe-
cifications. The agents created by JADE adopt the full FIPA communication model to
exchange information with each other with the FIPA ACL (Agent Communication Lan-
guage) messages.
The software architecture of JADE is based on the coexistence of multiple Java Vir-
tual Machines (JVM), and the communication between the JVMs is implemented with
Java RemoteMethod Invocation (RMI). Each JVMworks as a container of agents to pro-
vide an runtime environment for agent execution, and it also enables multiple agents
to execute on the same host at the same time.
For an agent, the actual action it takes is executed by some “behaviours”. JADE al-
lows the programmers to extends the pre-defined “Behaviour” class for implementing
the procedure of carrying out a task by one agent. The extended behaviour can be ad-
ded to the agent and started at any time, for example during configuring the agent, or
when the agent is executing some other behaviour. Moreover, multiple behaviours can
1. The website URL is : http ://jade.cselt.it
2. i.e., Lesser General Public License Version 2
3. Access by http ://www.fipa.org/specifications/
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be executed by one agent concurrently in a cooperative scheduling mechanism. JADE
provides three particular types of behaviours with various execution modes.
– One-Shot Behaviour : the behaviour executes its defined action only for once
then completes immediately. The behaviour can be implemented by extending
the “OneShotBehaviour” class.
– Cyclic Behaviour : the behaviour executes the same action time after time and
never complete and it can be implemented by extending the "CyclicBehaviour"
class.
– Generic Behaviour : the behaviour determines to execute its action depending on
the pre-embedded status. The behaviour can be completed when a specific condi-
tion is met. The behaviour can be implemented by extending the “Behaviour”
class.
Based on the multiple types of behaviours, JADE enables to combine the behaviours
to build up more complex ones for various objectives.
5.5 Agent Configuration
To simulate the change propagations in the construct network, each agent is
constructed with a set of plans under the potential scenarios during its life cycle.
With respect to the FIPA standard [2002], we categorize four states during the life cycle
of the agents.
– Initiated : The agent is created and to be registered with the container, and it is
waiting for assigning with its name and address used for the further communica-
tion with others.
– Active : The agent has been registered with the container with the assigned name
and address, and then it can be operated in the agent communication.
– Suspended : The agent is temporarily stopped and none of its behaviour(s) can
be executed.
– Terminated : The agent is absolutely terminated, and all its resource is dispo-
sed and all its behaviour(s) is/are shut down. The agent is deregistered from the
container.
During the life cycle, each agent manifest itself with one of the above mentioned
states corresponding to the action it is operating. One agent start to live through ini-
tialization action during initiated state, and it is terminated through quit action during
terminated state. During the other two states (i.e., active and suspended states), the agent
operates a set of actions in response to various situations. (See Figure 5.11)
We design five classes of agents which cooperate with each other through commu-
nications to simulate change propagations during the project process. The cooperation
between the agents is illustrated in Figure 5.12.
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FIGURE 5.11 – Generic life cycle of agents
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In Figure 5.12, the cooperating procedures (by the arrows) are labeled with the nu-
meric phrase indicating the particular intention owned by the agents during the coope-
ration. Each procedure is described as following :
(1) CreatorAgent creates one RouterAgent which will then load the routing informa-
tion.
(2) CreatorAgent creates one or more ConstructAgents corresponding to all the
constructs obtained through modeling methodology (see Chapter 3).
(3) CreatorAgent creates one ChangeGeneratorAgent which is then ready for introdu-
cing alterations to the ConstructAgents.
(4) CreatorAgent creates one ReporterAgent which collects data from all the other ones
to support data visualization.
(5) ConstructAgent sends query to RouterAgent to acquire the dependency information
(i.e., the routing information in the construct network).
(6) Each initialized ConstructAgent reports to ReporterAgent that it is ready to partici-
pate in the simulation.
(7) When all the ConstructAgents have been ready, ChangeGenerator introduces altera-
tions to the particular one(s).
(8) With the received alteration, each of the involved ConstructAgents analyzes it to
determine whether a change is perceived.
(9) Given an occurred change within a ConstructAgent, the agent report the change
occurrence and the relevant change propagation to ReporterAgent.
(10) Given an occurred change within a ConstructAgent, the ConstructAgent transfers
the impact of the occurred change to propagate the change.
Among the agents, the following constraints are specified :
– The CreatorAgent must be the first created agent among all the agents.
– Only after the RouterAgent has been created and ready, then the ConstructAgents
can be created.
– Only after all the ConstructAgents have been created and ready, then the Chan-
geGenerator can be created.
5.5.1 CreatorAgent
CreatorAgent is the first agent that is created once the agent container is built up.
It is responsible for loading the configuration of all the other agents and creating them
accordingly. Based on the generic life cycle (see Figure 5.11), the life cycle of the Crea-
torAgent is illustrated in Figure 5.13.
To explain the actions of the CreatorAgent in details, we present Table 5.1.
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FIGURE 5.13 – Life cycle of CreatorAgent
TABLE 5.1 – Actions of CreatorAgent
Involved
state Action Description Condition
Initiated Initializeagent
The agent is created as the first one and
bound with the data
(1) If the initialization is complete,
then agent switches to active state
Active
Load agent
parameter
When the agent is in active state,
it begins to load the parameters
of the agents to be created
(2.1) If the agent parameters have been
loaded, then the agent begins to
create the corresponding agent(s)
(2.2) If the agent is to be terminated,
then it would submit the log data
(2.3) If the CreatorAgent’s parameters
are to be updated, then the agent
would be suspended
Create
agents
When the agent has load
the parameters of the objective agents,
it creates the agents accordingly
(3.1) If the CreatorAgent is required to
create another agents after the current
creation, then it continues to load
some new parameters
(3.2) If the agent is to be terminated,
then it would submit the log data
Suspended
Update
agent
parameter
When some parameters of an activated
agent is required to be updated,
the agent is suspended with updating
(4) If the agent completes updating
its parameter, then it resumes to
be ready to load agent parameter
Submit
log
When the agent has updated the operating
data or is required to report its log, it
submits the log to the designated
destination
(5) If the agent is going to quit,
then it switches to terminate itself
Terminated Quit The agent is terminated with disposingits data -
5.5.2 RouterAgent
RouterAgent is created by the CreatorAgent and is responsible for loading the agent
communication configuration parameters to respond the routing information query
from other agents. The life cycle of the agent is illustrated in Figure 5.14.
The actions of the RouterAgent are explained in details. (see Table 5.2)
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FIGURE 5.14 – Life cycle of RouterAgent
TABLE 5.2 – Actions of RouterAgent
Involved
state Action Description Condition
Initiated Initializeagent
The agent is created and
bound with the data
(1) If the initialization is complete,
then agent switches to active state
Active
Load agent
parameter
When the agent is in active state,
it begins to load its own
parameters and the routing parameters
of the ConstructAgents
(2) If the parameters have been
loaded, then the agent begins to
listen to the query from
ConstructAgents
Listen to
query
When the agent receives a query for
routing information from
ConstructAgent(s), it begins to search
the owned routing data
in order to respond to the query
(3.1) If the routing data/information
is to be updated, then the agent
would be suspended
(3.2) If the parameters of
the RouterAgent are to be updated,
then the agent would be suspended
(3.3) If the RouterAgent finds out the
result to answer the query, then it is
to return the routing information
(3.4) If the RouterAgent does not
execute any other action, then
it keeps listening to query
Return
routing
information
The RouterAgent returns the routing
information as the result to the query
from the ConstructAgent(s)
(4) If the agent has send back
the result, then it would continue to
listen to another new query
Suspended
Update
agent
parameter
When the parameters of the RouterAgent
is required to be updated, the agent
is suspended with updating
(5) If the agent completes to update
data, then it would continue to
listen to query
Update
routing
information
When the RouterAgent is required to
update the routing information, it is
suspended
(6.1) If the agent is still in working,
then it would resume to listen to query
after updating the routing information
(6.2) If the agent is going to quit,
then it switches to terminate itself
Terminated Quit The agent is terminated with disposingits data -
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5.5.3 ConstructAgent
ConstructAgent : The agent is created by the CreatorAgent after the RouterAgent is
initialized and activated. Each of ConstructAgents represents a construct in our metho-
dology. After being initialized and activated, each ConstructAgent notifies its existence
to the RouterAgent to indicate that the ConstructAgent is ready for further operations.
As the life cycle illustrated in Figure 5.15, we explain the actions executed in details.
(see Table 5.3)
TABLE 5.3 – Actions of ConstructAgent
Involved
state Action Description Condition
Initiated Initializeagent
The agent is created and
bound with the data
(1) If the initialization is complete, then
agent switches to active state
Active
Listen to
alteration
When the agent is in active state,
it begins to listen to whether there
is an alteration is introduced
(2.1) If an alteration is introduced, then
the agent begins to analyze it
(2.2) If there is neither any alteration being
introduced nor agent state being switched,
then the agent keeps listening
(2.3) If the agent parameters are to be
updated, then the agent would be
suspended
(2.4) If the agent is to be terminated, then it
would submit the log data
Analyze
alteration
When the agent perceive an
introduced alteration, it begins
to analyze the alteration
(3.1) If the alteration causes some data to be
out of its tolerance, then the agent would
continue to identify change
(3.2) If the alteration only shifts the data
within the tolerance, then the agent
would keep listening to alterations
Identify
change
When the alteration shifts some data
out of the tolerance, the agent begins
to identify some change due to it
(4) If the agent identify the change, it would
determine some procedure to cope with
the change
Determine
procedure
With an occurred change is identify,
the agent begins to determine some
procedure to cope with the change
according to the predefined
strategies, operations.
(5) If a procedure is determined, then
the agent would update its state resulting
from the occurred change
Suspended
Update
data
When some procedure is determined
to cope with the occurred change,
the agent suspends and updates
the data it is operating due to
the change
(6) If the agent completes to update data,
then it would submit the log information
to the designated destination
Submit
log
When the agent has updated
the operating data or is required
to report its log, it begins to
submit the log to the designated
destination
(7.1) If the agent is still in working, then it
would resume to listen to alteration after
submitting the log
(7.2) If the agent is going to quit, then it
switches to terminate itself
Update
agent
parameter
When some parameters of the
agent is required to be updated,
the agent is suspended
(8) If the agent completes updating
parameters, then itresumes to listen to
alteration
Terminated Quit The agent is terminated withdisposing its data -
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FIGURE 5.15 – Life cycle of ConstructAgent
5.5.4 ChangeGeneratorAgent
ChangeGeneratorAgent : The agent is created by the CreatorAgent after all the
ConstructAgents are intialized and activated. The agent is responsible for generating
the specified alterations and introducing them to the corresponding ConstructAgent(s).
At the same time, the ChangeGeneratorAgent is also responsible for propagating the
impact of changes by introducing the propagated alterations.
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FIGURE 5.16 – Life cycle of ChangeGenerator
In Table 5.4, we describe the actions of ChangeGeneratorAgent in details.
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TABLE 5.4 – Actions of ChangeGeneratorAgent
Involved
state Action Description Condition
Initiated Initializeagent
The agent is created and
bound with the data
(1) If the initialization is complete,
then agent switches to active state
Active
Listen to
alteration
parameter
When the agent is in active state,
it begins to listen to alteration
parameters for composing alteration
(2.1) If the agent does not execute
any other action, then it keeps
listening to alteration parameters
(2.2) If the alteration parameters
have been complete to compose
an alteration, then the agent
would introduce the alteration
to ConstructAgent(s)
(2.3) If the parameters of the
ChangeGeneratorAgent are to be
updated, then the agent would be
suspended
(2.4) If the agent is to be terminated,
then it would be submit the log data
Introduce
alteration
When the agent receives the parameters
for composing an alteration, it composes
and then introduces the alteration to
the corresponding ConstructAgent(s)
(3) If the agent has finished
introducing the alteration, then
it would continue to listen to new
alteration parameters
Suspended
Update agent
parameter
When the parameters of
the ChangeGeneratorAgent is required
to be updated, the agent is suspended
with updating
(4) If the agent completes to update
data, then it would continue to
listen to alteration parameters
Submit
log
When the agent has introduced some
alteration or is required to report its log,
it begins to submit the log to the
designated destination
(6) If the agent is going to quit,
then it switches to terminate itself
Terminated Quit The agent is terminated with disposingits data -
5.5.5 ReporterAgent
The agent is created by the CreatorAgent after all the other agents have been initiali-
zed and activated. The agent is responsible for collecting data from all the other agents
and forwarding it to the user interface for presentation.
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Initialize 
agent
Quit
Compose 
report
Update agent 
parameter
Submit report
Initiated
Terminated
Suspended Active(1)
(2.4)
(4)
Agent state
Agent action
State switching
Action switching
(2.2)
(2.3)
(3)
(2.1)
Collect data
FIGURE 5.17 – Life cycle of ReporterAgent
The actions of ReportAgent are stated in Table 5.5.
TABLE 5.5 – Actions of ReporterAgent
Involved
state Action Description Condition
Initiated Initializeagent
The agent is created and
bound with the data
(1) If the initialization is complete,
then agent switches to active state
Active
Collect
data
When the agent is in active state, it begins
to collect the data produced during
the agent communication
(2.1) If the agent does not execute
any other action, then it keeps
collecting action
(2.2) If the collected data is ready,
then the agent would compose
report for the further presentation
(2.3) If the parameters of the
ReporterAgent are to be
updated, then the agent would be
suspended
(2.4) If the agent is to be terminated,
then it would be submit the log data
Compose
report
When the agent has collected the required
data for presentation, it composes a report
to support the data visualization
(3) If the agent has finished
composing the report, then
it would continue to collect data
Suspended
Update agent
parameter
When the parameters of the ReportAgent
is required to be updated, the agent is
suspended with updating
(4) If the agent completes to
update data, then it would
continue to collect data
Submit
log
When the agent is required to report its
log, it begins to submit the log to the
designated destination
(6) If the agent is going to quit,
then it switches to terminate itself
Terminated Quit The agent is terminated with disposingits data -
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5.6 Specifications of Data Entities
Based on the model of PD project and the rationale of simulating change propaga-
tions, we transform the KID into the structured entities. In this way, the KID can be
parsed and operated by the implementation solution. Referring to each entity, the data
items as the properties are explained, and meanwhile, the relations between the enti-
ties are also presented. The details of the data entities are presented in appendix D. The
entities include :
1. Construct : As aggregating the KID from the multiple knowledge areas, one
construct includes the linkages to the building blocks belonging to the knowledge
areas. At the same time, in considering that the constructs are also regarded as the
“location” where changes are observed to occur, each construct entity preserves
recording the potential changes and change propagations. (see Table D.1 for de-
tails)
2. Building block : One building block contains the KID from one of the knowledge
areas, and the information/data is organized by a set of direct parameters. The
change(s) occurring within a construct can be investigated in the specific buil-
ding block in further. So each building block entity also preserves recording the
potential changes and change propagations. (see Table D.2 for details)
3. Direct parameter : One direct parameter describes one of the attributes of a buil-
ding block. Referring to one direct parameter entity, the value of the attribute as
well as the tolerance are preserved. The concerned dependencies are also recor-
ded. (see Table D.3 for details)
4. Dependency : Considering that dependency refers to the effect that changes one
direct parameter onto another one, a dependency entity contains the formalized
specification of the relations transforming the effect between the direct parame-
ters. (see Table D.4 for details)
5. Alteration : An alteration is the shift modifying the value of the involved direct
parameter. In an alteration entity, the shift is specified corresponding to the direct
parameter data type. (see Table D.5 for details)
6. Alteration list : Corresponding to one building block, the introduced alterations
are organized as a list which can be referenced by its identity. (see Table D.6 for
details)
7. Change : An identified change is described in a change entity, and the due altera-
tion is also recorded in the entity. (see Table D.7 for details)
8. Change propagation : One perceived change propagation is described as one
change causes another one through the dependency between two involved direct
parameters. (see Table D.8 for details)
9. Change list : Corresponding to one building block, the occurred changes are or-
ganized as a list which can be referenced by its identity. (see Table D.9 for details)
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10. Direct parameter list : Corresponding to one building block, the involved direct
parameters are organized as a list which can be referenced by its identity. (see
Table D.10 for details)
11. Dependency list : Corresponding to one direct parameter, the concerned depen-
dencies are organized as a list which can be referenced by its identify. (see Table
D.11 for details)
The relations between the above entities as well as their properties are stated in a
Entity-Relation diagram illustrated by Figure 5.18.
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FIGURE 5.18 – Entity-Relation diagram
5.7 Class Specifications
Figure 5.19 illustrates the class diagram of the agent-based system.
As Figure 5.19 illustrating, a PD project contains three knowledge areas covering the
product, project and partnership management issues. From each knowledge area, a
set of building blocks are extracted as the data entities representing the KID emerged
during the PD project. All the building blocks categorized into product building blocks,
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project building blocks and partnership building blocks. Among the building blocks, there
are relations of effort-based and non-effort-based classes. The product building blocks are
also treated as the main clue to create the constructswhich enable us to consider treating
change propagations within and between the three knowledge areas simultaneously.
Referring to the product building blocks belonging to the product management
knowledge area, they emerge four states which evolve through needs, requirements, lo-
gical solution and physical solution which are recorded in the four corresponding delive-
rables. Each deliverables is a set of documents containing all the information/data ge-
nerated during the PD project. The project building block is decomposed into a set of
phases, and each phase can be decomposed into a set of tasks in further. The partner-
ship building blocks are specified as two partner classes, i.e., end product suppliers and
enabling product suppliers. For each partner class, there could exist a number of part-
ner individual representing the various companies, and the partner individuals perform
different partner responsibilities during participating in the tasks of the PD project.
Each building block is chararcterized by a set of direct parameters with the pairs of
attribute and parameter value. Each direct parameter is constrained by a couple of tole-
rance domain and absolute tolerance domain, and each domain is expressed by the mini-
mum/maximum boundary values and absolute boundary values.
Between two direct parameters, there could exist a dependency which reflects the
effect of changing one direct parameter onto the other.
Each direct parameter could be introduced into an alteration that would cause the di-
rect parameter value shifted. By comparing the consequence due to the alteration with
the direct parameter tolerance/absolute tolerance, the causes of change are suggested
and a number of changes are identified. The dependencies between the direct parame-
ters works as the change propagation channels that transfer the effect of change from one
direct parameter to the other connected one.
The dependencies between the direct parameters belonging to the different buil-
ding blocks implement the relations between their located building blocks. The buil-
ding blocks relations are categorized into the effort-based and non-effort-based ones. The
former reflects the product evolution process, and the latter reflects the rest couplings
between different building blocks. In further, the relations of the building blocks owned
by different construct implement the connections between different constructs.
Corresponding to each of constructs, an agent is initiated and activated. The agents
are incorporated with a set of plan used to determine the preset actions during simula-
ting change propagation in various possible scenario.
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5.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the methodology of how to simulate change propagation.
Based on constructs and their relations (represented by the direct parameters), a change
propagation network is established. Each node (construct) is equipped with the intelli-
gence of identifying, estimating and coping with changes according to the principles of
conceptual models of change occurrence and change propagation. The simulation solu-
tion starts with introducing the alterations. Through analyzing the alterations, whether
a change emerges or not will be judged. If a change emerges, the coping actions will be
determined and then analyzed to decide whether the change will be propagated to the
neighbor nodes.
We also proposed a multi-layer system architecture that contains four layers, i.e.,
Presentation Layer, Manipulation Layer, Network Layer and Data Layer. The Presen-
tation layer is the top layer logically closer to the visual presentation, whereas Data
Layer is the bottom layer logically closer to the data abstraction. Then this chapter tur-
ned to the introduction of the programming environment. We selected an open source
software called JADE that enables us to develop agent-based system with a simplified
software framework implemented by Java language. After the introduction to JADE,
it came to agent configuration. We categorized four states during the life cycle of the
agents and designed five classes of agents which cooperate with each other through
communications to simulate change propagations during the project process. At the
end of this chapter, we presented the specifications of data entities as well as an Entity-
Relation diagram showing the relations between the entities and their properties.
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FIGURE 5.19 – Class diagram

6
Verification and Application
B In this chapter, we aim to verify the concepts, methods and the prototype through an illustrative
case. We firstly introduce a verification paradigm illustrating our verification procedure. After, we present
the illustrative case that is used throughout this chapter. Then we introduce an application to the COCA
methodology with the case, verify the models used to identify change and change propagations, and verify
the prototype on the case. At the end of this chapter, we show how to apply the prototype in detail.
C
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6.1 Verification Paradigm
In general, verification is the evaluation of whether or not a product, service, or
system meets the requirement, the specification, the imposed condition or a regulation,
which is often an internal process (IEEE, 2011). The verification can be expressed by a
question “Are we building the things right ?” (Boehm&DeMarco, 1997). Sargent (2012)
has proposed a generalized view of verification and validation process encompassing
the conceptual model and the computerized model. In his process, conceptual model is
verified or validated by determining whether the theories and assumptions underlying
the conceptual model are correct and whether the model represents the problem entity
in a reasonable way. Whereas, computerized model verification is defined as assuring
that the conceptual model is implemented on computer correctly. Our verification pa-
radigm follows the process proposed by Sargent (2012) but slightly modified to fit our
research (see Figure 6.1).
Problem Entity
(Phenomena)
Computerized 
Model
(Prototype)
Conceptual
Model
(methods & models)
Analysis & Modeling
(COCA methodology)
Experimentation
(Simulation results 
of prototype)
Programming & Implementation
(Specification of 
computerized model)
Operational
Verification
Conceptual Model
Verification
Computerized Model
Verification
FIGURE 6.1 – Verification paradigm, adapted from (Sargent, 2012)
In the paradigm, Problem Entity is the phenomena to be analyzed and modeled. In
our research, the phenomena is change and change propagation including the back-
ground and context of their occurrence, the cause and situations of their occurrence,
the relations between change and change propagation, etc. (refer to Chapter 2). Concep-
tual Model is the representation of the problem entity. Here is the model and method
we establish to analyse and identify change occurrence and change propagation (refer
to Chapter 4). Computerized model is the implementation of conceptual models on com-
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puter. It is the prototype we design and develop to implement our model and method
(refer to Chapter 5).
Conceptual Model Verification
Conceptual model verification intends to justify whether the model and method
that reflects the problem entity is correct. In order to establish the conceptual model,
we firstly analyze the problem entity within the scope of our research (refer to Chapter
3). In this case, we verify the COCA framework first by introducing an application with
the illustrative case. And then we use the data from the case to prove the correctness
and feasibility of the conceptual models of identifying change occurrence and change
propagation. The more specific concepts and methods we are going to verify can be
seen from Table 6.1.
Computerized Model Verification
Computerized model is developed according to the specification which is a written
detailed description of how we translate the conceptual model to an implementable
model on computer (refer to Chapter 5). Therefore, Computerized model verification
is to verify whether the implementation is consistent with specification, i.e., whether
the concepts and methods are implemented correctly. We test the prototype from two
aspects. One is to check if the agents work as we expect ; the other is to see if the repre-
sentations of the results is corresponding to the design. The more specific concepts and
methods we are going to verify can be seen from Table 6.1.
Operational Verification
At last, the output behaviors of the computerized model will be tested through exe-
cuting the experimentation, that is operational verification. We achieve this point by
introducing the data from the case into the prototype and compare the simulation re-
sults with our expectation. The more specific contents can be seen from Table 6.1.
TABLE 6.1 – The concepts and methods to be verified
Verfication Methods Concepts Refer to
Conceptual Model
Verification
COCA Framework
knowledge area,
product evolution process,
construct
section 6.3
Conceptual models
change occurrence,
change propagation,
tolerance,
absolute tolerance
section 6.4
Computerized Model
Verification
Simulating methodology
multi-layer construct structure,
simultaneous changes
section 6.5
Agent-based
technical solution
agent intelligence,
agent communication
section 6.5
Operational
Verification
prototype user interface section 6.6
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6.2 Illustrative Case Background
This section is to give an overview of the illustrative case. This illustrative case is
a made-up example but tends to be as realistic as possible and is made by gathering
data from the scientific journals and specialized website. Here we provide a general
introduction of the illustrative case, the details can be referred to Annexe B.
Alouette Bicycles (a.k.a. A.B.) is a company that engineers and makes high-
performance full bicycle suspension for mountain bikes. The company offers suspen-
sion designs ranging from the simple efficiency of the single pivot designs to the cutting
edge performance. A.B. formulates the product strategy mainly through considering
two aspects : On one hand, A.B. learns the general requirements from the marketplace
in aim of earning benefit and keeping competitiveness. On the other hand, A.B. also
makes answers to the special requests for quotation from the professional athletes.
Correspondingly, there are mainly two types of orders arriving at A.B., one type is
for ordering the particular configured suspension systems that are specially installed
into the bikes used in professional competitions. The other type of order comes from
generic market requirement and the products with categorized configurations are sup-
plied to the regular customers, such as the amateur enthusiasts. For the former type of
order, the focal company produces the products in Assembly-To-Order (ATO) strategy,
whereas the latter type of order is answered by the products produced in Make-To-
Stock (MTS) strategy.
The final product in this example is a full suspension system for mountain bike.
It is generally used to hold the rider off the ground when riding a bike. Because the
various road conditions passing under the bike, the rider will have different feelings
during riding the bike, such as bumping long the road, toomuch vibration to the hands,
etc. With the full suspension system equipped within the bike, the impacts, influences
(especially the ones causing the negative feelings) can be absorbed or insulated, and
the rider is therefore enable to gain more comfort, more control. The full suspension
system for mountain bike includes the front fork and the frameset. The front fork is
installed with the front suspension in the two branches (i.e., the stanchions explained
later) to implement absorbing shocks, whereas the frameset implements the suspension
by a rear shock (i.e., an absorber) between the front section and the rear swingarm (see
Figure 6.2).
In Figure 6.2(a), a mountain bike with a full suspension system is demonstrated and
the final product in this example is highlighted by the colored stroke. The final product
is then illustrated in 6.2(b), and the main modules/components are listed as follows :
– Front fork (green stroke area)
– Front section (red stroke area)
– Rear swingarm (blue stroke area)
– Rear shock (pink stroke area)
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Front fork
Front section
Swingarm
Rear shock
aA mountain bike bFull suspension system
FIGURE 6.2 – The full suspension system for mountain bike
The details of those modules/components of the full suspension are introduced in
section B.1 of Annexe B.
6.3 Applications of COCA Framework
To apply the COCA methodology into the illustrative follows the process outlined
in Chapter 3, which involves two main aspects :
– highlighting knowledge areas
– identifying constructs
Each of them will now be discussed in detail.
6.3.1 Highlighting knowledge areas
To specify the three knowledge areas is based on the data and information collected
from case in terms of project, product and supply chains.
Project management knowledge area
The project aims to provide the full suspension system under the constraints from
time, cost and quality. According to the hierarchical model of systems in project propo-
sed in Chapter 3, this project is first modeled into five phases, and then each phase is
modeled as a set of tasks.
Phase 1 : planning. The objectives of full suspension system of new generation from
the market analysis are studied and further the project mission are established. This
phase contains six tasks : identify market opportunity, prepare Task/resource plan, ap-
prove resource and plan timing, establish technical and economic documents, deter-
mine project quality objectives, approve project mission.
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Phase 2 : concept development. The specification of full suspension systems generated
and evaluated. Meanwhile, suppliers of certain components will be selected through
negotiation and comparison. This phase contains twelve tasks : execute advanced sup-
plier quality audits, identify suppliers, categorize suppliers, gather information/data
from customers, establish target specifications, send RFQ to suppliers, check matching
of quotes to specifications, select critical suppliers, establish project plan, approve pro-
ject plan, establish final specifications, approve final specifications.
Phase 3 : system-level design. The architecture of full suspension system is defined,
including the definitions of functional elements, the physical elements (components,
modules) of the product and the interactions between themodules and/or components.
This phase contains three tasks : specify major sub-systems and interactions, authorize
proceed to next phase, and establish product architecture.
Phase 4 : detail design. The specification of all components are determined concerning
the parameters, geometry, etc, as well as the technical requirements of sub-systems.
This phase contains seven tasks : assess detailed scheduling and risk, establish techni-
cal requirements of sub-systems, approve sub-systems requirements, establish design
solution to the requirements, review design solution, authorize that the design solution
is frozen, estimate manufacturing costs.
Phase 5 : testing and refinement. The test plan, test tool and the prototype are defi-
ned. The design solution is finally validated and delivered. This phase contains eight
tasks : identify control factors and performance, establish test tool and test plan, verify
test tool, approve test plan, establish prototype, approve prototype, validate the design
solution, deliver design solution.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the dependencies between tasks. More details including the
explanation of each task, the overall arrangement of these tasks and the scheduling of
all the tasks can be found in section B.2 of annexe B.
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identify market opportunity 1
prepare activity/resource plan 2
approve resource and plan timing 3
establish technical and economic documents 4
determine project quality objectives 5
approve project mission 6
execute advanced supplier quality audits 7
identify suppliers 8
categorize suppliers 9
gather information/data from customers 10
establish target specifications 11
send RFQ to suppliers 12
check matching of quotes to specifications 13
select critical suppliers 14
establish project plan 15
approve project plan 16
establish final specifications 17
approve final specifications 18
specify major sub-systems and interactions 19
authorize proceed to next phase 20
establish product architecture 21
assess detailed scheduling and risk 22
establish technical requirements of sub-systems 23
approve sub-systems requirements 24
establish design solution to requirements 25
review the design solution 26
authorize that the design solution is frozen 27
estimate manufacturing costs 28
identify control factors and performance 29
establish test tool and test plan 30
verify test tool 31
approve test plan 32
establish prototype 33
approve the design solution 34
validate design solution 35
deliver design solution 36
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FIGURE 6.3 – Task based DSM
Product management knowledge area
The product evolves along the process of PD project. According to the product evo-
lution process proposed in Chapter 3, the product experiences four state referring to
Needs, Requirement, Logical solution and Physical solution. Meanwhile, the four deli-
verables corresponding to the four states are generated. Figure 6.4 shows the evolution
model of the full suspension system.
The needs definition deliverable mainly contains the customer needs about the full
suspension system, such as reducing vibration to the hands, allowing easy traversal of
difficult terrain, etc. It also contains some requirements in forms of metrics, which are
translated from customer needs, for example, “attenuation from dropout to handlebar
at 10Hz” which is from the needs of reducing vibration to the hands. The requirement
definition mainly contains target specifications of the full suspension system including
function requirements, design constrains and performance. For example, the margi-
nal value of spring preload is between [480N, 800N] while the ideal value is between
[650N, 700N]. The logical solution deliverable mainly contains the product architecture
including the behaviors, functions and structures of the product. The key suppliers are
also included such as Y-Focus Company and LAS Industrial Company. The physical
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solution mainly contains the geometry of the subsytems of the full suspension system
and design solution.
The detailed examples for each deliverable is presented in section B.3 of annexe B.
They show the details inside the deliverables as well as the transaction and connection
from one deliverable to another.
Needs
DefintionAcquirer needs, expectation
Stakeholder expectation
Market opportunity
Project mission statement
Stakeholder requirements
Acquirer requirements
Logical Solution
Derived technical requirements
Requirements
Defintion
Derived technical requirements
Physical Solution
Design solution of end product
Alternative physical solution(s)
Unassigned
system technical requirements
Geometry specification of subsystems
Plan of validation and verification
Specification of production
Definition of parameter tolerances
Performance, function 
requirements
System technical 
requirements
Design constraints
Enabling product 
requirements
Product capability, behaviours, 
structure
List of key suppliers
+
+ +
Validation and 
Verification
Review
Review
Review
FIGURE 6.4 – Evolution model of full suspension system
During the evolution process, the aimed final product - full suspension system for
mountain bike is specified into two major subsystems, i.e., Front fork, and Frameset.
Further, these two subsystem are divided into a number of building blocks, i.e., the
components or themodules not divided in further. The details of the building blocks are
illustrated in Figure 6.5 while the relations between those building blocks are illustrated
in Figure 6.6. Those relations are non-effort-based relations because they are reflected
by the dependencies between the direct parameters characterizing the building blocks.
Full Suspension System for Mountain Bike
FramesetFront fork
Front section
Down tube
Top tube
Head tube
Seat tube
Major subsystem
Building block
Rear swingarm
Seat stay
Chain stay
Rear axle
Rear shock
Spring
Damper
Steerer
Crown
Cap-top
Stanchion
Lower leg
Front axle
Shock absorber
Spring
Damping
Seal
FIGURE 6.5 – Architecture of full suspension system
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Figure 6.6 illustrates the component-based DSM that presents both the symmetric
(labeled by “”) and the asymmetric relations (labeled by “”) between the compo-
nents. In the matrix, the symmetric relations refers to “connecting”.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
headtube 1
toptube 2
downtube 3
seatube 4
spring (rear shock) 5
damper (rear shock) 6
seat stay 7
chain stay 8
rear axle 9
main pivot 10
front shock pivot 11
rear shock pivot 12
mount 13
spring (shock absorber) 14
damping (shock absorber) 15
front axle 16
lower leg 17
cap-top 18
steerer 19
crown 20
stanchion 21
seal 22
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X X X
X X X
X X
O
X
X X
X
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O O
O O
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O O O O
O O O
O O
O O
O
fixfi
contain and fix
seal
hold and fix
push and bounce
press
hold and surround press and tighten
tighten and push down
hold
contain and fix
H l
hold and fix
surround
FIGURE 6.6 – Component-base DSM
Partnership management knowledge area
We only focus the partners who are in direct business relationships with the com-
pany. In other words, we present a simple structured supply chain around the company,
in which no any other direct relationships are found between the partners. A.B. Main-
tains close relationships with Y-Focus Company (a.k.a. YF), LAS Industrial Company
(a.k.a. LAS) and BEAUSTEEL Industrial Company (a.k.a. BSTL) during the design and
development phase, and it obtains the components/modules from these partners in
Engineering-To-Order (ETO) manufacturing class. In other words, these suppliers are
end product suppliers.
The supply chain around the company also includes other suppliers which are
Alliance Rubber&Plastic Company (a.k.a. Alliance), FORMULA Lubricant Company
(a.k.a. FORMULA), HANSON Studio design company (a.k.a. HS) and PEAK Fastener
Technologies Cooperation (a.k.a. PEAK). From these four companies, the focal com-
pany purchases the supplied items and services in more flexible way. In other words,
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these four companies supply some standard, low-complexity and highly flexible pro-
ducts/services to the focal company. These suppliers are also end product suppliers.
The responsibilities of those end product suppliers are as follows :
YF : The company supplies the shock absorbers for bicycles and motorbikes.
LAS : The company focuses on the production of front suspension forks for bicycles.
Alliance : The company is a professional and skillful manufacturer at all silicone
products including seals, caps used in bicycle components.
BSTL : The company is an experienced producer that specializes in the line of tita-
nium bicycles product, integrated manufacture, sale and service in one.
FORMULA : The company specializes in supplying the fluid solutions for mecha-
nism products including various suspension systems.
HS : The company provides the dissemination solutions for bicycle products inclu-
ding the product outlook design, the customized stickers, the printing solutions and
services.
PEAK : The company specializes in high-quality, customized fasteners and other
non-standard parts in both small and large quantities.
6.3.2 Identifying constructs
Through highlighting the multiple knowledge areas and analyzing the interactions
between them as well as between the building blocks, we are enabled to model the PD
project progress and the product evolution process with considering the participation
of the partners at the same time. According to the methods used to identify constructs
in Chapter 3, we take product evolution as the main clue to gather the building blocks
from the three knowledge areas . We follows the guidance below :
To make the product evolves towards the design solution under the determined design me-
thodology (product), what activities/tasks will be executed under what constraints (project),
and is there any partner involved in and what their responsibilities (partner) are ?
Different constructs are identified in different product states of“front fork” in the
full suspension system along the product evolution process. In the tables, “Construc-
tID” stands for the id of the construct ; “BB_product” stands for the building block
from product ; “BB_project” stands for the building block from project ; “BB_partner”
stands for partner ; “DP_product” stands for the direct parameters for BB_product ;
“DP_project” stands for the direct parameters for BB_project ; “DP_partner” stands for
the direct parameters for BB_partner ; “Upstream ConstructID” stands for the construct
IDwhere current construct evolves from. Here we only present the identified constructs
during the state of “Physical solution” (see Table 6.2). Other examples can be found in
section B.5 in annexe B.
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6.4 Verification of the conceptual models
There are two types of conceptual models : change occurrence conceptual model
that is used to justify whether an alteration on the construct causes a change, change
propagation conceptual model that is used to justify whether a change propagates bet-
ween two constructs. We have already used simple cases to explain and prove the cor-
rectness of these two conceptual models in Chapter 4. Base on these two models, the
change propagation trajectories corresponding to the change propagation pattern pro-
posed in Chapter 4 could also be identified.
According to the design solution of the front fork, there exists dependencies bet-
ween stanchion and cap-top, between stanchion and front spring, between crown and
stanchion, between stanchion and lower leg. Readers can refer to section B.1 and B.3 in
annexe B for the structure and dependencies between components. In this case, any al-
teration that can translated into change on one of these building blocks will propagate
through the dependencies if the caused change is correspond to the change propagation
conceptual model. For example, we take the data in Table 6.2 to show how the change
propagation trajectories are found.When the internal diameter of lower leg decreases out
of the minimum tolerance boundary value, which is estimated as a change, it will cause
the internal diameter of stanchion to decrease. In further, the external diameter of front
spring is caused to decease due to the decreased internal diameter of stanchion. Based
on this result, the direct parameter oriented change propagation trajectory is from in-
ternal diameter of lower leg to internal diameter of stanchion to external diameter of front
spring ; the building block oriented change propagation trajectory is from lower leg
to stanchion to front spring ; the construct level change propagation trajectory is from
Cst_04_02 to Cst_04_07 to Cst_04_01 (see Figure 6.7).
Cst_04_07: Stanchion
internal diameter decreases (⬇)
Cst_04_02: Lower leg
internal diameter decreases (⬇)
Cst_04_01: Front spring
external diameter decreases (⬇)
1
2
3
FIGURE 6.7 – Change propagation between multiple constructs
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In some situations, the change first propagates inside one construct or one building
block and then propagates outside. When internal diameter of stanchion decreases, ex-
ternal diameter of stanchion decreases that further cause the internal diameter of crown
to decrease. Therefore, the direct parameter oriented change propagation trajectory is
from internal diameter of stanchion to external diameter of stanchion to internal diame-
ter of crown ; the building block oriented change propagation trajectory is from stan-
chion to crown ; the construct level change propagation trajectory is from Cst_04_07 to
Cst_04_04 (see Figure 6.8).
Cst_04_07: Stanchion
internal diameter decreases (⬇)
external diameter decreases (⬇)
Cst_04_04: Crown
internal diameter decreases (⬇)
1
2
3
FIGURE 6.8 – Change propagation within one construct
6.5 Computerized Model Verification
This section focuses on how to verify the computerized model on the illustrative
case, which involves in two aspects :
– verifying simulating methodology
– verifying the prototype which is implemented by agent-based technical solution.
Before explaining these two aspect verification, we firstly give an introduction to the
user interface. Take Figure 6.9 for example. The right part of the user interface shows
the construct network, where the white nodes represent the constructs, and the pink
lines connecting the nodes represent the dependencies between the constructs. The id
of the construct is labeled on the node. The number of the lines between two nodes
means the number of the different dependencies between two constructs. In addition,
the percentage of the black area inside each node tells the frequency this construct is
involved in. The more the black area is, the more times this construct is involved in
during the change propagation.
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The left part of the user interface give the information about the change and change
propagation. It firstly tells which construct is involved in and the change occurs on
which direct parameter. Then the details of change is given, followed by the potential
trajectory of change propagation.
6.5.1 Verification of simulating methodology
The simulating methodology implies the working mechanism behind the prototype
including two issues. The first is how the multi-layer structure construct works when
an alteration is introduced. The other is how the prototype deals with the simultaneous
changes.
Working mechanism of multi-layer structure construct
According to the beginning part of Chapter 5, the constructs and their relations
compose a network where constructs are the nodes while the relations are the edges.
When an alteration message is introduced to the network, it will be firstly broadcas-
ted to all the constructs(nodes), staying in the construct layer. Then the constructs will
forward the alteration message to its building blocks which will look up the contents
of the message to find out whether they have the direct parameters related to the al-
teration. Finally, if having the related direct parameters, the appointed building block
distributes this alteration to its specified direct parameters and this alteration will be
treated inside its belonging construct. If not, the building block will report to its belon-
ging construct, and this construct will do nothing. During the implementation, all the
direct parameters have their unique id.
Take the data from Table 6.2 to test this working mechanism. Constructs Cst_04_01
to Cst_04_07 and their relations compose the network. Now a message “decrease 1mm
on direct parameter and the parameter id is dp_product_32” (i.e., internal diameter of
stanchion) is broadcasted to the network. Cst_04_01 to Cst_04_07 all receive this mes-
sage and pass to their building blocks. Then the building blocks start to look up their
direct parameters list. The product building block of Cst_04_07 finds out it contains the
direct parameter corresponding to the id and executes the operation of decreasing 1
mm. All the rest constructs Cst_04_01 to Cst_04_06 will do nothing because their buil-
ding blocks does contain the parameter dp_product_32. Figure 6.9 illustrates the above
procedure.
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FIGURE 6.9 – Alteration into construct
Dealing with simultaneous changes
The simultaneous changes are caused by the simultaneous alterations are finally
identified within the direct parameter(s). We also use the data from Table 6.2 to test
them. The tolerance and absolute tolerance of each parameter can be referred to the
Table B.5 in annexe B.
There are two alterations (alt1 and alt2) being introduce into direct parameter
“dp_product_32” (i.e., internal diameter of stanchion). One change (denoted as change1
due to alt1) makes the internal diameter of stanchion decrease 1.2mm, and the other
one (denoted as change2 due to alt2) makes the internal diameter increase 1.8mm. Two
results will be concluded depending on the order of treating the alterations. If alt1 is
treated first, the result of the simultaneous change is that the internal diameter become
25.6mm and then become 27.4mm (see Figure 6.10).
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FIGURE 6.10 – Simultaneous changes situation 1
However, if alt2 is treated fist, change2 makes the internal diameter invalid, i.e., a
dysfunctional change occurs (see Figure 6.11).
FIGURE 6.11 – Simultaneous changes situation 2
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6.5.2 Verification of the prototype
The logical of the prototype is implemented by agent-based technique while the re-
presentations of the results is implemented by graphical solution. According to Chapter
5, in the construct network, the nodes(constructs) are implemented by an agent while
the edges (relations/dependencies) are represented by the communications between
agents. All the calculations and judgement is equipped on the agents, which we call
“intelligence”, such as whether an alteration could be translated into a change, whe-
ther the change will be propagated, if propagated which construct will receive the im-
pacts, and when a construct receives a propagated change which building block of that
construct and further which direct parameter(s) of that building block will be affected.
To make the prototype executing as expected, two issues need to be ensured. The
first one is wether the agents are deployed correctly. The other aspects is to check whe-
ther the prototype implements our proposed methods and models correctly. We use the
data from the illustrative case to test these two issues.
Deployment of agents
According to Chapter 5, there are five types of agents that are created in the early
beginning. Those agent are then registered with the container, communicate with each
other and execute their tasks. Figure 6.12 show the deployment of those agents.
FIGURE 6.12 – Deployment of agents
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Results of implemention
Firstly, the prototype can judge whether a change occurs and the result corresponds
to calculation simply through the conceptual model. An alteration of decreasing 1.2mm
on internal diameter of stanchion is introduced to the network. The agent implementing
Constructs Cst_04_07 receives it and finds this alteration is related to itself. After, the
intelligence on the agent (i.e., the implemented conceptual mode of identifying change
occurrence) justify this alteration is a change. Figure 6.13 illustrates the result of judging
change occurrence.
FIGURE 6.13 – Report of change occurrence
Secondly, the prototype can judge whether a change is propagated and who will be
impacted by the propagations. In the same way, the results are correspond to calcula-
tion simply through the conceptual model. When the internal diameter of stanchion of
Cst_04_07 decreases out of the minimum tolerance boundary value, which is estimated
as a change, it causes the external diameter of front spring of Cst_04_01 to decrease,
which further cause the external diameter of steerer tube of Cst_04_03 to decrease. Fi-
gure 6.14 shows the results of propagation.
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FIGURE 6.14 – Result of change propagation
Lastly, the prototype can list all the possible propagation channels when a change
occurs. Figure 6.15 shows the complete change propagation due to one change happens
to the direct parameter internal diameter of stanchion.
FIGURE 6.15 – Result of complete change propagations
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6.6 Applications of the prototype
The agents platform and user interface communicate through TCP/IP protocol. In
this case, the user can operate through user interface remotely. To use the prototype, the
first step is to start the user interface which will listen to the messages that are sent by
agents. The next step is to start agents. Once they are started, they will communicate,
do the calculation and inform the user interface the results. Then the user interface
will present the results in a graphical way with additional explanations. The followings
shows the usage of the prototype one step by one step.
1. Start the user interface. Figure 6.16 is the initial user interface, which illustrate the
network composed by constructs and their the effort-based relations.
FIGURE 6.16 – Initialization of user interface
2. Start the agents. Figure 6.17 shows the interface of started agents.
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FIGURE 6.17 – Start of agents
3. Introduce alterations. To introduce an alteration, the user should input the altera-
tion contents in the program (cf. Figure 6.9).
4. Show the results. Figure 6.13, Figure 6.15 are also examples of change propagation
results.
Before start the prototype, the data about constructs, building blocks and direct pa-
rameters should be input and stored into XML file. Figure 6.18 is part of the XML file
that stores the information of Table 6.2.
6.7 Chapter Summary
We verified our simulation models and methods basically following the verifica-
tion and validation process encompassing the conceptual model and the computerized
model proposed by [Sargent2010]. We also introduced the illustrative case background
and showed how to apply the case into our COCA methodology including specifying
the three knowledge areas and identifying constructs. In addition, we also introduced
how to use the prototype.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dependencySet>
<dependency id="dep_product_01">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_06">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>15</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>45</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_29">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV-15</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>30</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_02">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_17">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>30</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_29">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>30</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_03">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_17">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>9999</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_29">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>9999</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_04">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_29">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>15</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>9999</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_06">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV-15</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>9999</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_05">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_29">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>30</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_17">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>30</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_06">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_29">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>9999</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_17">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>9999</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_07">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_32">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>1.8</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>26.8</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_03">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV-1.8</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>25</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_08">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_03">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>1.8</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>9999</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_32">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV-1.8</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>9999</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_09">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_32">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>9999</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_20">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>9999</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_10">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_32">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>26.8</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_20">
<action>DECREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>26.8</targetAlterationMaxVal>
</target>
</dependency>
<dependency id="dep_product_11">
<KA>PRODUCT</KA>
<source id="dp_product_20">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<sourceAlterationMinVal>0</sourceAlterationMinVal>
<sourceAlterationMaxVal>9999</sourceAlterationMaxVal>
</source>
<target id="dp_product_32">
<action>INCREASE</action>
<targetAlterationValue>1*SRV</targetAlterationValue>
<targetAlterationMinVal>0</targetAlterationMinVal>
<targetAlterationMaxVal>9999</targetAlterationMaxVal>
FIGURE 6.18 – XML data for constructs, building blocks and parameters
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Conclusion and Further Work
B This chapter concludes this thesis and summarizes the contributions of this research. Limitations
of this research work are discussed along with suggestions for future works. C
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7.1 Main Conclusions
In Chapter 1, five central research questions were stated that should be answered in
this dissertation. The chapters answering these questions will be discussed here.
1.What exactly is meant by change and change propagation ?
This research question was answered in Chapter 2, where a literature review was
done about change and change propagation in Product Development project. We sorted
out the literature with a set of dimensions in considering the characteristics of change
management and clarified the concepts of change and change propagation in our re-
search.
2.What is the context of change occurrence and propagation ?
This research question was answered in Chapter 3, where the COCA framework
was proposed and discussed. This framework models the context of change occurrence
and propagation by taking into account the three knowledge areas at the same time (i.e.,
project management, product management and partnership management knowledge
areas).
3. How to identify change and change propagation ?
This research question was answered in Chapter 4, where the conceptual models of
change occurrence and change propagation were proposed. Those conceptual models
provided a qualitative method to identify change and change propagation.
4. How to simulate change propagation in an efficient way ?
This research question was answered in Chapter 5, where the methodology of si-
mulation and the techniques were presented. We explained how we implemented the
methods and models to the prototype by using agent-based technical solution.
5. How to represent and verify the research results ?
This research question was answered in Chapter 5 and 6. The prototype was desi-
gned and developed with graphical representations to illustrate our research results.
An illustrative case was applied to verify our methods, models and prototype.
All in all, the research described in this thesis provides a way of simulating change
and change propagations in product development project. Table 7.1 summarizes the
contributions of each chapter.
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TABLE 7.1 – Chapter Contributions
Chapter Contributions
Chapter 2
Literature review on change management ;
Introduction of product development project modeling, agent-based techniques
and computer-aided solution.
Chapter 3
Methods to model product development project ;
Product evolution model to help understand how the information/data is
aggregated with the project going on ;
Construct identification to find out the elements where change is analyzed
and propagated.
Chapter 4
Conceptual models to identify change occurrence and change propagation ;
Analysis of direct parameters ;
Hierarchical method used to analyze change propagation patterns in
the propagation network.
Chapter 5
Analysis of the propagation network ;
Methodology of simulating change propagations ;
Introduction the agent-based system that translate the methodology
into prototype.
Chapter 6
Introduction of how to use the prototype ;
Description of the case where the methods and prototypes are verified
and applied.
7.2 Research Contributions
In general, our research filled some gaps found during the literature review in
change management, which simulated change propagations by considering three
knowledge areas in product development project and implemented the simulation
methodology in the prototype. To be more specific, four central research contributions
were made.
Modeling the context of change occurrence and change propagation
We proposed COCA framework that models simultaneously product management,
project management, and partnership management knowledge areas as well as the in-
terrelations between them. Under the framework, methods to analyse the knowledge
areas at different granularity levels were suggested. Meanwhile, by analyzing the in-
teractions between the three knowledge areas, the change propagation channels were
revealed. Also, under the framework, the basic elements where changes could occurre
and be ananlyzed were identified.
Conceptual models of change occurrence and change propagations
The conceptual models described the procedure of identifying the occurrence of
change and change propagation. The conceptual model of change occurrence enabled
us to justify whether an alteration could result in change. While, according to the
conceptual model of change propagation, the phenomena of change propagation could
be perceived between two related direct parameters, building blocks and constructs.
Therefore, a hierarchical method to identify and analyze change propagations patterns
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was proposed. The patterns were at three different levels, i.e., direct parameter orien-
ted change propagation patterns, building block oriented change propagation patterns,
and construct network of change propagation.
Simulation methodology of change propagation
We established a change propagation network based on constructs and their re-
lations. In the network, each node (construct) was equipped with the intelligence of
identifying, estimating and coping with changes according to conceptual models of
change occurrence and change propagation. The simulation solution started with in-
troducing the alterations. Through analyzing the alterations, whether a change emerges
or not was judged. If a change emerges, the coping actions will be determined and de-
cided whether the change would be propagated along the edges (relations between
constructs). Solutions of treating simultaneous changes were also suggested during the
simulation.
Prototype implementing the methods and models
We implemented the simulation methodology in the prototype by using agent-
based technical solution. The nodes were realized by agents as well as the conceptual
models and coping actions equipped on the nodes. The relations between nodes were
realized by the communications between agent to establish the propagation channels.
In a word, agent-based technical solution implemented the logics behind the prototype.
In addition, to present the simulation result clearly, the prototype provided graphi-
cal user interfaces. It clearly illustrated the product evolution process, the propagation
network composed by constructs and their relations, the change propagation channels
when change occurs, infected constructs along the propagation channels, and propaga-
tion result on each construct.
7.3 Limitation and further Work
This research provided some limitation and it is hoped that future research will
build on the findings described in this thesis. This section describes the areas of research
that might be done in the future.
High complexity problem
With the complexity of problem increasing, the amount of the parameters to be trea-
ted by our approach also turns significantly higher, and then both the time and the
space complexity for resolving the problem become quite high. In this situation, the
performance of the technical solution might be poor. During executing the approach,
we would turn to the experts for modelling the PD project. However, the performance
of the approach would be affected by the quality of the PD project modelling proce-
dures. In other words, whether the change propagation could be simulated as precisely
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as possible partly depends on the results provided through the modelling work from
the experts.
There would exist some changes that our approach could not identify. According to
our approach, we focus on the change propagations concerning the KIDs in the ope-
rational decision-making level. While referring to the change concerning the KIDs in
the strategic and the tactical level, such as the organisational change, our conceptual
models would not be applied.
Solving loops in change propagation channels
In Chapter 5, when dealing with simultaneous changes, we mentioned that any
loop in the graph of change propagation channels might cause a resonance-like effect.
The effect could amplify the influence of occurred changes during the change propa-
gations and also reflect some too-high couplings existing the elements of the PD pro-
ject. In this thesis, we eliminated loops in change propagation channels. To deal with
loops requires more efforts in understanding the reasons causing loops, the dependen-
cies between constructs/building blocks/direct parameters, the propagated influences
along the change propagation channel of loop. Therefore, one aspect of the future work
could be to do a deep research on loops in change propagation channels and to provide
a solution to solve this problem.
Case studies
The research results and the prototype have been applied into an illustrative case
and have been verified during the application. However, there is a lack of validation on
the results and the prototype through case studies. Limited to timescale and resources
during the research, it is difficult for us to collect real cases from industrial fields.
Therefore, we hope in the future the research results and the prototype can be ap-
plied and validated through case studies. On one hand, this enable us to collect the
feedbacks about how the results help the companies during their change management
process. On the other hand, user tests regarding the prototype can reflect whether the
user interfaces are friendly or not, andwhether the operations on the prototype are easy
to execute or not. To achieve this purpose, it needs our efforts to contact the companies
and to persuade them to use our methods and prototype.
Visualization comparison
During the visualization of the research results, what we considered was just to
provide a graphical representation and we did not do a comparison between different
types of representations. Therefore, the algorithm of representing the results in our re-
search only provided a single view of the change propagation network. In fact, there are
different ways to present the same result, which bring different vision effects. Taking
tree visualisation techniques for example, there are standard trees, tree-map, radial tree
layout and sunburst.
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Therefore, the future work can do a research on visualization techniques and com-
pare them to find out a more proper way of representing the research results. In addi-
tion, the future work can incorporate a multiple view strategy.
User interface improvement
In this thesis, we provided user interfaces to show the simulation results. Howe-
ver, there was no graphical interface for other users to input the information about the
product development project such as the direct parameters, building blocks, constructs,
and the dependencies. We recorded those information in XML files, which requires the
users have some basic knowledge about XML. Therefore, to provide graphical user in-
terface to input the information could be one aspect of the future work.
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Illustrative case
B The complementary data and information of the illustrative case used for the verification and
application are presented in this annexe. C
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B.1 Components of Full Suspension System
We introduce here each of the modules/components of the full suspension system.
Front fork In the case, we specify the spring and the damping as two end com-
ponent, though they could be still taken as systems including sets of smaller compo-
nents. Thus, the components for adjusting the customized performance of front sus-
pension are excluded from our consideration. In this way, the front fork consists of
following components (see Figure B.1).
– Steerer
– Crown
– Cap-top
– Seal
– Stanchion
– Lower leg
– Damping
– Spring
– Front axle
Steerer
Crown
Stanchion
Lower
leg
Front axle
Cap-top
Shock
absorber
(Spring)
Shock
absorber
(Damping)
Seal
Seal
FIGURE B.1 – Front fork
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Front section
The front section is one of the modules in frameset and in a triangle layout (also
called main triangle), and the front wheel and the front fork are fitted on it (see Figure
B.2). The front section consists of four tubes :
– Top tube
– Seat tube
– Down tube
– Head tube
Rear swingarm
The rear swingarm controls the range in which the suspension can move, and it is
connected with the front section (see Figure B.2). The rear wheel is fitted on it. Compa-
red with the triangle layout (also called paired rear) within traditional bike frame that
is without suspension system, we can also find the formal components mentioned in
the traditional triangle layout.
– Seat stay
– Chain stay
– Rear axle
Rear shock
The rear shock is installed in line with the seat stay and connects the swingarm
with the front section (see Figure B.2). It can help to reduce vibration and small bumps
during riding. It usually contains a spring and damper.
– Spring
– Damper
Top tube
Down tube
Head tubeSeat tube
Seat stay
Chain stay
Rear shock
(Spring + Damper)
Rear axle
Main
pivot
FIGURE B.2 – Frameset
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B.2 Complementary Data for Project Management Knowledge Area
Hereafter, we give a description of the PD project. This is not a typical project de-
composition. There are many interactions and back/forward actions in order to pro-
gress in the project. Not all of the interactions are shown in order to maintain the project
simple enough for a good understanding.
B.2.1 Task description
Phase 1 : planning
Task 1 : identify market opportunity
The focal company begins a PD project with investigating the market to collect and
identify the potential business opportunity for design a product.
Upstream Task : null
Downstream Task : Task 2, Task 4
Task 2 : prepare Task/resource plan
With the identified business opportunity, the focal company prepares the plan for
organizing the relevant resources (such as human month, estimated budget, etc.) and
the schedule of the concerned activities. The plan is to be considered by the focal com-
pany to decide whether the corresponding project would be established as planned.
With the prepared plan, the focal company then starts to consider some supply chain
management issues (i.e., concerned in Task 7) in further.
Upstream Task : Task 1, Task 5
Downstream Task : Task 3, Task 7
Task 3 : approve resource and plan timing
With the prepared plan of arranging activities and assigning the resources, the focal
company considers it and then publish the official agreement on it.
Upstream Task : Task 2, Task 6, Task 20
Downstream Task : Task 5
Task 4 : establish technical and economic documents
Given the identify business opportunity of the potential product and the project
objectives/mission, the technical and economic documents are composed to analyze
the feasibility of design the product through the project from multiple aspects (mainly
concerning technical and economic issues). The documents are to support the focal
company determine the project quality objectives.
Upstream Task : Task 1, Task 5, Task 6
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Downstream Task : Task 5
Task 5 : determine project quality objectives
Based on the approved Task/resource plan, the project quality objectives are crea-
ted and determined, in which the project management issues are concerned, such as
the constraints from time, cost and/or quality aspects. The result of this Task is to be
considered by the focal to decide whether the project mission is accepted. Through this
Task, the possible iterations of adjusting Task/resource plan (i.e., Task 2) and the tech-
nical/economic documents (i.e., Task 4) would be executed.
Upstream Task : Task 3, Task 4
Downstream Task : Task 2, Task 4, Task 6, Task 11
Task 6 : approve project mission
The focal company considers the project mission and published the official agree-
ment on it. During the consideration, the resource/Task plan (i.e., concerned in Task 3)
and the technical/economic documents (i.e., concerned in Task 4) would be adjusted
iteratively. Once the project mission is approved, the further Task of gathering infor-
mation/data from the potential customers (i.e., Task 10) is started. The project mission
also supports the focal company to establish the project plan (i.e., Task 15).
Upstream Task : Task 5, Task 20
Downstream Task : Task 3, Task 4, Task 10, Task 15
Phase 2 : concept development
Task 7 : execute advanced supplier quality audits
After preparing the Task/resource plan, the focal company execute advanced sup-
plier quality audits supporting to create the potential supply chain for the product de-
velopment project. Through the audition, the potential suppliers are discovered for the
further identification.
Upstream Task : Task 2, Task 13
Downstream Task : Task 8
Task 8 : identify suppliers
With the discovered potential suppliers, the focal company identifies some of them
for building up the further collaboration in the project.
Upstream Task : Task 7
Downstream Task : Task 9
Task 9 : categorize suppliers
The identified suppliers are categorized into a set of groups according to the focal
companys criteria, which could include the criticality of the suppliers, the products
they provided, the experienced relationships, etc.
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Upstream Task : Task 8
Downstream Task : Task 14
Task 10 : gather information/data from customers
Once the project mission is approved, the focal company also gather the informa-
tion/data from the customers in order to learn their expectations/needs onto the final
product.
Upstream Task : Task 6
Downstream Task : Task 11
Task 11 : establish target specifications
With the project objectives as well as the customers expectations/needs, the focal
company creates the target specifications as the answer though neither has the product
concept been establish nor is the target specification too arbitrary to be technically fea-
sible. The target specifications will also used to compose RFQ (Request For Quotation).
Upstream Task : Task 5, Task 10, Task 13
Downstream Task : Task 12
Task 12 : send RFQ to suppliers
Based on the target specifications, the focal company sends RFQ to the identified
suppliers in order to check the matching of quotes to the specifications (i.e., concerned
in Task 13).
Upstream Task : Task 11
Downstream Task : Task 13
Task 13 : check matching of quotes to specifications
With the reply of answering the RFQ from the suppliers, the focal company checks
matching of quotes by the suppliers to the specifications. The obtained result would
support the focal company to select the critical suppliers (i.e., concerned in Task 14) in
the project and establish the project plan (i.e., concerned in Task 15). If necessary, such
as not all the specifications can be matched with the quotations from the concerned
suppliers, the focal company would either adjust the specifications or re-execute the
supplier quality audition.
Upstream Task : Task 12
Downstream Task : Task 7, Task 11, Task 14, Task 15
Task 14 : select critical suppliers
From the category of the identified suppliers (i.e., concerned in Task 9) as well as
based on the checked matching of quotes to the specifications (i.e., concerned in Task
13), the focal company selects a set of critical suppliers according to the its evaluation
criteria, such as the timing of participation of suppliers, the quality/performance of the
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supplied product and the suppliers, whether sharing risk/revenue, etc. The result of
selecting the critical suppliers would support the focal company to establish the project
plan (i.e., Task 15).
Upstream Task : Task 9, Task 13
Downstream Task : Task 15
Task 15 : establish project plan With the selected critical suppliers, the checked mat-
ching of quotes to the specifications, and the approved project mission, the focal com-
pany establishes the project plan to guide the the execution of project. Through this
Task, the objectives of the project are documented with the plan concerning what the
goals would be achieved, who would be involved, what would be the responsibilities
of the stakeholders, when a task would be started and completed, what are the mea-
ningful decision points, etc.
Upstream Task : Task 6, Task 13, Task 14, Task 16, Task 18
Downstream Task : Task 16, Task 17, Task 19
Task 16 : approve project plan
With the project plan, the focal company evaluates it and then publishes the official
agreement on it. After approving the project plan, the focal company then begins to
establish the final specifications of the product (i.e., concerned in Task 17). If the project
plan would not be accepted, then it would be re-established (i.e., concerned in Task 15).
Upstream Task : Task 15, Task 27
Downstream Task : Task 15, Task 17
Task 17 : establish final specifications
After approving the project plan, the focal company re-considers the specifications
(i.e., released through Task 11) and finalizes them with the various trade-offs (such as
technological constraints,production costs, etc.), i.e., establishes the final specifications.
Upstream Task : Task 15, Task 16, Task 18
Downstream Task : Task 18
Task 18 : approve final specifications
With the final specifications of the product, the focal company evaluates it and then
makes the official agreement on it. The approved final specifications support the focal
company to establish the product architecture (i.e., concerned in Task 19) and assess
some detailed scheduling and risk in further (i.e., concerned in Task 22). If the final
specifications would not be accepted, then it would be re-composed (i.e., concerned in
Task 17) or even lead to re-considering the project plan.
Upstream Task : Task 17
Downstream Task : Task 15, Task 17, Task 19, Task 22
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Phase 3 : system-level design
Task 19 : specify major sub-systems and interactions
Based on the final specifications as well as the constraints from the project plan,
the major sub-systems of the product are specified in order to establish the product
architecture and assessed with the detailed scheduling and risks (i.e., concerned in Task
22) in further. Meanwhile, the interactions between the sub-systems are also identified.
Upstream Task : Task 15, Task 18
Downstream Task : Task 20, Task 21, Task 22
Task 20 : authorize proceed to next phase
After establishing the product architecture, the focal company evaluates the obtai-
ned results andmakes the decisionwhether the project would proceed to the next phase
or iterate to the previous activities. If the project is agreed on being continued to the next
phase, the authorization would be made as a explicit decision point.
Upstream Task : Task 19
Downstream Task : Task 3, Task 6, Task 21
Task 21 : establish product architecture
Based on the specified sub-systems as well as their interactions, the focal company
starts to assign the functional elements to the physical elements (components, modules)
of the product and define the interactions between the modules and/or components,
i.e., establishing the product architecture. The established product architecture is criti-
cal for the focal company to make decisions concerning the product changes, market
strategies, and product development management, etc. It also supports the focal com-
pany to estimate the manufacturing costs (i.e., concerned in Task 28) in further.
Upstream Task : Task 19, Task 20
Downstream Task : Task 26, Task 28
Phase 4 : detail design
Task 22 : assess detailed scheduling and risk
With the specified sub-systems, the focal company assesses the detailed scheduling
and the risks of implementing each of them. The assessment is used to establish and
evaluate the technical requirements of the sub-systems (i.e., concerned in Task 23, Task
24) as well as review the design solution (i.e., concerned in Task 26) in further.
Upstream Task : Task 18, Task 21, Task 26
Downstream Task : Task 23, Task 24, Task 26
Task 23 : establish technical requirements of sub-systems
Based on the specified sub-systems and the assessment, the technical requirements
of the sub-systems support the focal company to established the implementations in
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further.
Upstream Task : Task 22
Downstream Task : Task 24
Task 24 : approve sub-systems requirements
With the technical requirements of the sub-systems as well as the assessment of
them, the focal company evaluates them and then makes the official agreement.
Upstream Task : Task 22, Task 23, Task 26
Downstream Task : Task 25
Task 25 : establish design solution to the requirements
Referring to the approved requirements, the focal company establishes the corres-
ponding design solutions as the implementations.
Upstream Task : Task 24
Downstream Task : Task 26
Task 26 : review design solution
The proposed design solutions are reviewed in association with the product archi-
tecture, the assessment of designing sub-systems by the focal company to evaluate the
design performance and determine whether the design process is complete. Through
the review, the focal company would adjust the assessment of scheduling/risk (i.e.,
concerned in Task 22), re-analyze the sub-system requirements (i.e., concerned in Task
24), and/or re-work onto the design solutions (i.e., concerned in Task 25).
Upstream Task : Task 19, Task 22, Task 25
Downstream Task : Task 22, Task 24, Task 25, Task 27
Task 27 : authorize that the design solution is frozen
According to the result of reviewing the design solution, the focal company autho-
rizes the design solution is frozen which implies that any change to the design would
be rejected. With the authorization, the focal company would continue the project and
turn to consider testing the product in further. If the authorization could not be made,
then the project plan would be adjusted correspondingly.
Upstream Task : Task 26
Downstream Task : Task 16, Task 30
Task 28 : estimate manufacturing costs
Based on the frozen design solution, the focal company estimates the manufactu-
ring costs for the further manufacturing process. The estimation also supports the focal
company to establish the test plan of the product prototype.
Upstream Task : Task 22
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Downstream Task : Task 30
Phase 5 : testing and refinement
Task 29 : identify control factors and performance
In order to test the prototype of the product, the focal company identifies a set of
control factors in order to measure the performance of the prototype.
Upstream Task : Task 34
Downstream Task : Task 30
Task 30 : establish test tool and test plan
With the identified control factors and performance as well as the estimation of
manufacturing costs, the focal company establishes the test tool and test plan when the
design solution is frozen.
Upstream Task : Task 27, Task 28, Task 29
Downstream Task : Task 31, Task 32
Task 31 : verify test tool
With the established test tool, the focal company verifies the test tool in order to
support to establish the prototype.
Upstream Task : Task 30
Downstream Task : Task 33, Task 34
Task 32 : approve test plan
With the established test tool and the test plan, the focal company considers the test
plan and releases the official agreement on it.
Upstream Task : Task 30
Downstream Task : Task 33, Task 34
Task 33 : establish prototype
Based on the test tool and the test plan, the focal company establishes the prototype
in advanced which would be used to test, validate and verify the design solution.
Upstream Task : Task 31, Task 32, Task 34
Downstream Task : Task 34
Task 34 : approve prototype
With the established prototype, the focal company evaluates the prototype with the
test tool according to the test plan. If the prototype performs as the focal company
specified, then the prototype is approved. Through this Task, the focal company would
identify some other control factors and/or establish other prototype(s) to resolve some
issues and/or improve the performance closer to the final product.
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Upstream Task : Task 31, Task 32, Task 33
Downstream Task : Task 29, Task 33, Task 35
Task 35 : validate the design solution
Through adopting the prototype(s), the focal company validates the design solution
of the product.
Upstream Task : Task 34
Downstream Task : Task 36
Task 36 : deliver design solution
After validating the design solution, it is delivered to the next process for manufac-
turing.
Upstream Task : Task 35
Downstream Task : null
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B.2.2 Task arrangement
See Figure B.3, Figure B.4 and Figure B.5.
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FIGURE B.3 – Task scheduling
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B.3 ComplementaryData for ProductManagement KnowledgeArea
B.3.1 Customer needs
The customer needs are organized hereafter (see Table B.1). In the table, 5 is the hi-
ghest importance and 1 is the lowest. To make this table, we rely partly on the example
developed by Ulrich & Eppinger (2007).
TABLE B.1 – Deliverable example in need state : customer needs
No. Need Importance
1 Reduces vibration to the hands 3
2 Allows easy traversal of slow, difficult terrain 2
3 Enables high-speed descents on bumpy trails 5
4 Allows sensitivity adjustment 3
5 Preserves the steering characteristics of the bike 4
6 Remains rigid during hard cornering 4
7 Is lightweight 4
8 Provides stiff mounting points for the brakes 2
9 Fits a wide variety of bikes, wheels, and tires 5
10 Is easy to install 1
11 Works with fenders 1
12 Instills pride 5
13 Is affordable for an amateur enthusiast 5
14 Is not contaminated by water 5
15 Is not contaminated by grunge 5
16 Can be easily accessed for maintenance 3
17 Allows easy replacement of worn parts 1
18 Can be maintained with readily available tools 3
19 Lasts a long time 5
20 Is safe in a crash 5
B.3.2 List of metrics for the suspension
Through generating “Needs Definition” deliverable, the customer needs are trans-
lated into some requirements in forms of “metrics” (see Table B.2 ).
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TABLE B.2 – Deliverable example in need state : metrics
Metric
No.
Need
Nos.
Metric Importance
1 1, 3 Attenuation from dropout to handlebar at 10 Hz 3
2 2, 6 Spring preload 3
3 1, 3 Maximum value from the Monster 5
4 1, 3 Minimum descent time on test rack 5
5 4 Damping coefficient adjustment range 3
6 5 Maximum travel (26-in. Wheel) 3
7 5 Rake offset 3
8 6 Lateral stiffness at the tip 3
9 7 Total mass 4
10 8 Lateral stiffness at brake pivots 2
11 9 Headset sizes 5
12 9 Steertube length 5
13 9 Wheel sizes 5
14 9 Maximum tire width 5
15 10 Time to assemble to frame 1
16 11 Fender compatibility 1
17 12 Instills pride 5
18 13 Unit manufacturing cost 5
19 14 Time in spray chamber without water entry 5
20 15 Cycles in mud chamber without contamination 5
21 16, 17 Time to disassemble/assemble for maintenance 3
22 17, 18 Special tools required for maintenance 3
23 19 UV test duration to degrade rubber parts 5
24 19 Monster cycles to failure 5
25 20 Japan Industrial Standards test 5
26 20 Bending strength (frontal loading) 5
B.3.3 Target specification
The preliminary version of product specifications that specifies the target specifica-
tions according to the customer needs (see Table B.3).
B.3.4 Final specification
By considering the constraints, executing benchmarking, etc., the final specifications
are composed and released.
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B.3.5 Product architecture
See Figure B.6, FigureB.7.
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FIGURE B.6 – Product functions
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B.3.6 Bill-Of-Materials (BOM)
See Figure B.8.
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B.3.7 Design solution
See Figure B.9, Figure B.10.
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Overall physical 
system
……
functional 
building block
physical 
building block
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Functional
reasoning
FIGURE B.9 – Design methodology (Functional reasoning methodology)
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Bottom Bracket (BB) height
Headset
FIGURE B.10 – Frameset geometry
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B.4 Supply chain of A.B.
See Figure B.11.
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FIGURE B.11 – Supply chain of A.B.
B.5 Identified constructs
Table B.4 shows the example identified constructs during the state of “Logical solu-
tion”.
Table B.5 adds two additional fields for the identified constructs during the state of
“Physical solution”.
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TABLE B.5 – Identified constructs during the state of “Physical solution”
ConstructID DP_product(mm) tolerance(mm)
Abs.
tolerance(mm)
cst_04_01
travel = 100 [-3 , +3 ] [-3.5 , +3.5 ]
material = titanium alloy
external diameter = 25 [-1 , +2 ] [-1.5 , +2.5 ]
free length = 162 [-5 , +5 ] [-6 , +7 ]
cst_04_02
length = 370 [-5 , +7 ] [-7 , +9 ]
internal diameter = 45 [-1.5 , +3 ] [-1.8 , +3.5 ]
thickness = 1.2 [-0.1 , +0.3 ] [-0.2 , +0.5 ]
color = black
leg distance = 100 [-2 , +2 ] [-4 , +4 ]
cst_04_03
length = 150, 170, 190, 210, 230 [-2 , +2 ] [-5 , +5 ]
external diameter = 28.58 [-0.3 , +0.3 ] [-0.5 , +0.5 ]
material = steel
tube thickness = 2 [-0.1 , +0.3 ] [-0.2 , +0.5 ]
cst_04_04
material = alloy
width = 120 [-5 , +5 ] [-6 , +6 ]
height = 35 [-1 , +2.5 ] [-3 , +4 ]
internal diameter = 30 [-0.3 , +0.3 ] [-0.4 , +0.4 ]
internal diameter = 28.58 [-0.3 , +0.3 ] [-0.4 , +0.4 ]
cst_04_05
bore diameter = 3.2 [-0.1 , 0.1 ] [-0.15 , 0.15 ]
threaded race diameter = 26.8 [-0.3 , +0.3 ] [-0.35 , +0.35 ]
outside diameter = 32 [-1 , +3 ] [-1.5 , +4 ]
color = black
material = carbon fiber
cst_04_06
diameter = 15 [-0.5 , +0.5 ] [-0.6 , +0.6 ]
length = 120 [-0.5 , +5 ] [-0.6 , +7 ]
material = hi-alloy
cst_04_07
material = hi-tensile steel
stanchion surface = bronze
external diameter = 30 [-0.3 , +0.3 ] [-0.5 , +0.5 ]
thickness = 1.6 [-0.3 , +0.3 ] [-0.4 , +0.4 ]
length = 200 [-5 , +7 ] [-8 , +9 ]
internal diameter = 26.8 [-1 , +1 ] [-1.5 , +1.5 ]
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Alteration
The statement of the phenomenon that something is made different.
Attribute
A quality or feature regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of system.
Building block
The intermediate system obtained during decomposing a PD project, product or
partner.
Construct
An artefact perceived and determined by its owned single particular functionality.
The functionality is specified by some direct parameters characterizing the building
blocks from the product management, project management and/or partnership mana-
gement knowledge areas.
Contribution
The relationship between two adjacent deliverables reflects the plan/solution in the
downstream deliverable contributes in achieving the corresponding goal created in the
upstream deliverable through supplying effort.
Coupling
The act of joining two system together.
Deliverable
A set of generated documents that indicates the obtained results from aggregating
the efforts, the specified objectives of designing and developing the product, and the
means used to determine whether the objectives are achieved.
Dependency
The effect of the change in one system’s KID on another.
Direct parameter
Ameasure item determining the response, the characteristics and/or the behaviour
of a system obtained through decomposing the knowledge areas.
Generation
The relationship between two adjacent deliverables reflects the corresponding
plan(s)/solution(s) in the downstream deliverable is/are created or produced by the
upstream deliverable.
197
Knowledge area
A scope of specialization.
PD project
An endeavor comprised of the myriad, multi-functional activities done between
defining a technology or market opportunity and starting production.
Tolerance
An allowable amount of variation of the corresponding value belong to the direct
parameter.

D
Data Entities
B The data entities created and used in the Agent-based technical solution are explained in this
annexe. C
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TABLE D.1 – Specifications of construct entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Construct
ID The identification of entity : construct -
Class The type of entity : construct -
Building block
ID (Product)
The identification of the composite building block
from product management knowledge area
Building block
entities
Building block
ID (Project)
The identification of the composite building block
from project management knowledge area
Building block
entities
Building block
ID (Partnership)
The identification of the composite building block
from partnership management knowledge area
Building block
entities
Change
occurrence
The record of the occurrences of changes
within the construct Change entities
TABLE D.2 – Specifications of building block entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Building
block
ID The identification of entity -
Class The type of entity : building block -
Involved
knowledge area
The involved knowledge area : product,
project, partnership knowledge areas -
Building block description The description of the building block -
Direct parameter
list ID
The list identification of the involved direct
parameters characterizing the building block
Direct parameter
entities
Alteration
list ID
The list identification of
the led alterations in the building block Alteration entities
Change
list ID
The list identification of the occurred
changes in the building block Change entities
TABLE D.3 – Specifications of direct parameter entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Direct
parameter
ID The identification of entity : direct parameter -
Class The type of entity : direct parameter -
Involved
knowledge area
The involved knowledge area : product,
project, partnership knowledge areas -
Name The direct parameter name -
Attribute The property name of the building blockcharacterized by the current direct parameter -
Value The quantitative value of the direct parameter -
Tolerance The boundary of the direct parameter -
Absolute
tolerance
The extreme boundary of
the direct parameter and it is optional -
Description The description of the direct parameter -
Dependency list
ID
The list identification of the dependencies
concerning the current direct parameter
Dependency
entities
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TABLE D.4 – Specifications of dependency entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Dependency
ID The identification of entity : dependency -
Class The type of entity : dependency -
Source The upstream direct parameter ID Direct parameter entity
Target The downstream direct parameter ID Direct parameter entity
Dependency
type
The potential type of dependency :
generation, contribution, parameter coupling -
Description The description of the dependency -
Effect The formalized specifications ofthe effect transferred by the dependency -
TABLE D.5 – Specifications of alteration entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Alteration
ID The identification of entity : alteration -
Class The type of entity : alteration -
Involved
direct parameter ID
The identification of the direct parameter
where the alteration is led in
Direct parameter
entity
Description The description of the alteration -
Shifting effect The formalized specifications ofthe shifting effect led in by the alteration -
Format The data format of the involved direct parameter -
TABLE D.6 – Specifications of alteration list entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Alteration
list
ID The identification of entity : alteration list -
Class The type of entity : alteration list -
Included
alteration IDs
The set of the alterations
corresponding to the related building block
Alteration
entity
TABLE D.7 – Specifications of change entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Change
ID The identification of entity : change -
Class The type of entity : change -
Involved
direct parameter ID
The identification of the direct parameter
where the change occurs
Direct parameter
entity
Description The description of the change -
Due alteration
ID
The identification of the alteration
causing the change Alteration entities
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TABLE D.8 – Specifications of change propagation entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Change
propagation
ID The identification of entity :change propagation -
Class The type of entity : change propagation -
Involved
direct parameter ID
(upstream)
The identification of the upstream
direct parameter where the initial change
occurs and is propagating
Direct
parameter
entity
Involved
direct parameter ID
(downstream)
The identification of the downstream
direct parameter where the propagated
change is caused by the propagation
Direct
parameter
entity
Due change
ID
The identification of the initial change
occurring in the upstream direct parameter Change entity
Involved
dependency ID
The identification of the dependency
transferring the effect of the intitial change
Dependency
entity
Description The description of the change propagation -
TABLE D.9 – Specifications of change list entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Change list
ID The identification of entity : change list -
Class The type of entity : change list -
Included change IDs The set of the changes corresponding tothe related building block Change entity
TABLE D.10 – Specifications of direct parameter list entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Direct
parameter
list
ID The identification of entity :direct parameter list -
Class The type of entity : direct parameter list -
Included
direct parameter IDs
The set of the direct parameters
corresponding to the related building block
Direct parameter
entity
TABLE D.11 – Specifications of dependency list entity
Entity Property Description External relation
Dependency
list
ID The identification of entity : dependency list -
Class The type of entity : dependency list -
Included
dependency IDs
The set of the dependencies
corresponding to the related direct parameters
Dependency
entity
E
Extended Abstract
Contribution to Engineering Change Management in Product
Development Projects
With the business context growing, companies are facing more and more challenges
from product management and supply chain management simultaneously during Pro-
duct Development (PD). On one hand, products are expected to be designed and de-
veloped in a shorter period to satisfy the requirements as far as possible, whereas on
the other hand the concerned partners should establish an effective and efficient com-
munication to achieve their own objectives and take the profit through the product
development project. When considering the above aspects, one of important issues is
change management. During a PD project, changes reveal multiple senses. Changes
could bring the opportunity to a company for innovations. However, changes could
also enhance the risk of failing to release the final product within the constraints (lead
time, requirements, cost, etc.). Therefore, the changemanagement during the PD project
generally aims at supporting companies to cope with alterations through the PD pro-
ject in order to achieve the objectives. Moreover, one change can cause the occurrence of
other changes, and it is to say that the change is propagated through the potential rela-
tions between the parts, roles, activities and any other element involved in the product
development project.
In this Ph.D. research, we aim at providing the contributions with the methodolo-
gies and tools to improve the performance in engineering change management. The
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research achievement is disseminated by a multi-agent based technical solution of si-
mulating change propagations in Product Development (PD) projects.
In a PD project, change can occur at any time and propagate through the potential
relations between the multiple knowledge areas of the product development project. In
other words, a change occurring in one element belonging to one knowledge area could
cause other change(s) in other area(s). However, the research on engineering change
considering multiple knowledge areas are limited. To file this gap, we firstly establish
a general framework presenting our research point of view in engineering change ma-
nagement, i.e., Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis (COCA) framework.
The COCA framework enables us to :
– Model product design and development process by indicating how the product
evolves considering those three knowledge areas simultaneously ;
– Acquire the knowledge/information/data derived from the multiple knowledge
areas. The knowledge/information/data can be aggregated to reflect the product
functions ;
– Identify the dependencies between the knowledge/information/data belonging
to the same/different knowledge area(s) ;
– Identify the potential change propagation channels, and analyze the mechanism
of change propagations.
It provides a simultaneous modeling consideration in three knowledge areas as well as
their interrelations :
1. Project management : this knowledge area manages product design and develop-
ment activities with a set of milestones and makes sure they are under the time,
quality and cost constraints ;
2. Product management : this knowledge area covers the process during which pro-
duct model evolves from customer needs to design solution, and then the product
solution is released to achieve the expected performance and expected needs ;
3. Partnership management : this knowledge area considers the activities and roles
of the partners participating in the PD project along the evolution of the product.
Corresponding to the project management knowledge area, we employ the generic pro-
duct design and development process proposed by Ulrich et al. (2007) to model the
process of project. The generic product design and development process stresses an
endeavor from the viewpoint of the project evolution, during which the six phases im-
ply a serial of critical activities that are executed to achieve the prescribed milestones.
We propose a hierarchical model of analyzing project and obtain the three groups of
building blocks as : project, phase and task building blocks.
Corresponding to the product management knowledge area, we propose a four-
state product evolution model that reflects the procedures of efforts to generate the
product design solution. In the product evolution model, the four states refer to Needs,
Requirements, Logical solution and Physical solution. These states capture a set of mi-
lestones in the evolution of the product model. There would exist lots of back and forth
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between each couple of the adjacent states, which reflects the possible iterations du-
ring the PD project and implies the mutual relations between the states. The product
evolution process enables to model the product data with investigating the relations
between the states and the relations between the building blocks belonging to the same
state. Four groups of product building blocks are obtained as : need, requirement, func-
tional and physical building blocks.
Corresponding to the partnership management knowledge area, we divide all the
partners into the classes according to their contributions. We then identify the partner
individuals (the companies or business units) in each class according to their own spe-
cific business scopes. During the product evolution process, the partners participate
in the project with performing their responsibilities. Three groups of partner building
blocks are obtained as : partner class, partner individual and partner responsibility buil-
ding blocks.
When analyzing the three knowledge areas simultaneously, we take use of product
evolution process (product management knowledge area) as the main clue to connect
the other two knowledge areas. Then we are enabled to model the PD project progress
and the product evolution process with considering the participation of the partners
at the same time. In this way, we structure the PD project through aggregating the
knowledge/information/data as the structured representations which are denoted as
"constructs".
As follows, to analyze change and change propagation in the PD project, we conti-
nue to present the conceptual models of change occurrence and propagation. The
conceptual model of change occurrence enables us to justify whether an alteration
could result in change, and it reveals a set of characteristics of changes. While, with
the conceptual model of change propagation, the channels through which the impact
of occurred change is transferred are identified.
With the modeled constructs and their relationships, a change propagation network
is established, in which constructs are designated as the nodes and their relationships
are the edges. By adopting the conceptual models of change occurrence and change
propagation, an alteration introduced into one construct can be identified and analyzed
to determine whether a change is occurring or not. If a change occurs, its influence can
be transferred to other node(s) through the edge(s). A construct is an artefact obtained
through aggregating the building blocks from the three knowledge areas respectively.
Moreover, each building block is characterized by a set of direct parameters. Relying on
the hierarchical structure of constructs, we are enabled to treat the change propagations
among the constructs as the multi-layer communication. According to the construct
structure, we build up three communication layers through encapsulating their internal
behaviours respectively. The three communication layers are :
1. Construct layer : this is the scope within which the constructs receive alterations,
forward the alterations to other procedures and determine the response according
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to the preset plans. The introduced alterations into one construct would be treated
in local to be qualified as causing the consequences (i.e., regular alteration, change
occurrence, dysfunctional change occurrence), and they are quantified to invoke
the change propagations to other constructs.
2. Building block layer : this layer is the scope within which the building blocks search
the involved direct parameters in term of the query from their located construct(s)
and look up the relations (cf. Table 3.7 in section 3.6) for supporting to execute the
potential change propagations.
3. Parameter layer : this layer is the scopewhere the alterations introduced into the in-
volved direct parameters are treated according to the conceptual model of change
occurrence and propagation. In this layer, the relations between building blocks
are embodied as the dependencies between the direct parameters.
One realistic problem in engineering change management is how to handle the
changes efficiently and effectively. This constitutes the main problemwhich our work is
answering. To answer this problem,we provide themethodology and tool of simulating
change propagation. We firstly build up a multi-layer structured change propagation
network, which is composed with the constructs as nodes and their relations as edges.
At the same time, we propose the rationale of simulating change propagations based
on the identified change propagation mechanism. Each node is equipped with the pro-
cedures of identifying, estimating and coping with changes according to conceptual
models of change occurrence and propagation. The simulation solution starts with in-
troducing the alterations. Through analyzing the consequence due to the alterations,
whether a change occurs or not is judged. If a change is perceived, the coping actions
will be taken and the change would be propagated along the edges. Meanwhile, the
solutions to treat simultaneous changes encountered during the occurrence are also
executed.
Lastly, we select the multi-agent-based technique to implement the simulation
methodology in view of the structure of the change propagation network and the
constructs equipped with the distributed procedures. The implemented tool clearly
illustrates the product evolution process, the change propagation network, the change
propagation channels when change occurs, the infected constructs along the propaga-
tion channels, and their propagation parameters.
Keyword : Product Development project, product evolution process, engineering
change, change propagation, multi-agent system, Co-evolution Oriented Change Ana-
lysis framework, change propagation simulation, product-project-partnership.
F
Resume etendu en francais
Contribution à l’ingénierie du changement dans les projets de
développement de produits : modèle de référence et simulation
par système multi-agents
Avec le contexte d’affaires en croissance, les entreprises sont de plus en plus
confrontées à des défis la gestion des produits et la gestion de la chaîne d’approvi-
sionnement simultanément pendant le développement du produit (PD). D’une part,
les produits devraient être conçus dans un délai plus court pour satisfaire aux exi-
gences autant que possible, tandis que d’autre part les partenaires concernés devraient
établir une communication efficace et efficiente pour atteindre leurs propres objec-
tifs et prendre les bénéfices à travers le produit projet de développement. Lorsque
l’on considère les aspects ci-dessus, l’une des questions importantes est la gestion du
changement.
Durant la durée du PD projet, les changements révèlent plusieurs sens. Des change-
ments pourraient apporter la possibilité à une entreprise pour des innovations. Toute-
fois, les changements pourraient aussi augmenter le risque de ne pas libérer le produit
final dans les contraintes (de délai, les exigences, les coûts, etc.) Par conséquent, la ges-
tion du changement au cours du PD projet vise généralement à soutenir les entreprises
à faire face aux changements à travers le PD projet afin d’atteindre les objectifs. En
outre, un changement peut entraîner l’apparition d’autres changements. Cela signifie
que la modification est propagée à travers les relations possibles entre les parties, les
rôles, les activités et tout autre élément impliqué dans le PD projet.
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Dans mes travaux de thèse, je mintéresse aux méthodes et outils visant à améliorer
la gestion du changement en ingénierie. Je propose ainsi une solution technique basée
sur une modélisation multi-agents permettant de simuler la propagation du change-
ment dans les PD projets.
Dans un projet de PD, le changement peut survenir à tout moment et se propager
à travers les relations possibles entre les domaines de connaissances multiples du PD
projet. En d’autres termes, un changement survenu dans un élément appartenant à un
domaine de la connaissance pourrait causer d’autres changements (s) dans une autre
domaine(s). Cependant, la recherche sur les changements d’ingénierie compte tenu des
domaines de connaissances multiples sont limitées. Pour déposer cette lacune, nous
établissons d’abord un cadre général de présenter notre point de vue de la recherche
dans la gestion du changement en ingénierie , nommé COCA (Co-evolution Oriented
Change Analysis).
COCA associe les domaines produit, projet et partenaires et nous permet de :
– Modéliser processus de conception et développement de produits en indiquant
comment le produit évolue compte tenu de ces trois domaines de connaissances
simultanément ;
– Acquérir les connaissances/informations/données provenant des domaines de
connaissances multiples. Les connaissances/informations/données peuvent être
agrégées pour refléter les fonctions du produit ;
– Identifier les dépendances entre les connaissances/informations/données appar-
tenant au(x) même/différente domaine(s) même/différente de la connaissance ;
– Identifier les canaux potentiels de la propagation du changement, eta˘ analyser le
mécanisme de la propagation du changement.
COCA fournit une méthode de modélisation en compte les trois domaines de
connaissances ainsi que leurs interrelations :
– Gestion de projet : ce domaine de connaissances gère les activités de conception et
de développement de produits avec un ensemble de jalons et s’assure qu’ils sont
sous des contraintes de temps, de qualité et de coût ;
– Gestion de produit : ce domaine de connaissance couvre le processus au cours du-
quel le modèle de produit évolue des besoins du client aux solutions de concep-
tion, puis la solution de produit est libéré pour atteindre les performances atten-
dues et les besoins prévus ;
– Gestion de partenariat : ce domaine de la connaissance considère les activités et
les rôles des partenaires participant au PD projet sur l’évolution du produit.
Correspondant à le domaine de la connaissance de la gestion de projet, nous em-
ployons le processus générique de la conception et le développement du produit, pro-
posé par Ulrich et al. (2007) pour modéliser le processus de projet. Ce processus sou-
ligne un effort du point de vue de l’évolution du projet, au cours de laquelle les six
phases impliquent une série d’activités critiques qui sont exécutées pour atteindre les
jalons prévus. Nous proposons un modèle hiérarchique de l’analyse de projet et nous
obtenons les trois groupes de « building blocks » comme : « project building block »,
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« phase building block » et « task building block ».
Correspondant à le domaine de la connaissance de la gestion de produit, nous pro-
posons un modèle d’évolution de produit qui reflète les procédures d’efforts pour gé-
nérer la solution de conception de produits. Le modèle d’évolution du produit a quatre
états qui se réfèrent à «Needs », « Requirements », « Logical solution » and « Physical
solution ». Ces états de capturer un ensemble de jalons dans l’évolution du produit. Il
existerait beaucoup de va-et- vient entre chaque couple des états adjacents, ce qui re-
flète les itérations possibles au cours du PD projet et implique les relations mutuelles
entre les etats. Le processus de l’évolution du produit permet de modéliser les données
du produit et d’analyser les relations entre les etats et les relations entre les building
blocks appartenant à le même état. Quatre groupes de « building blocks » de produit
sont obtenus sous la forme : « need building block », « requirement building block »,
« functional building block » et « physical building block ».
Correspondant à le domaine de la connaissance de la gestion des partenariats, nous
divisons tous les partenaires dans les classes en fonction de leurs contributions. Nous
identifions alors les individus de partenaires (les entreprises ou unités d’affaires) dans
chaque catégorie en fonction de leurs propres champs d’activité spécifiques. Pendant le
processus de l’évolution des produits, les partenaires participent au projet avec l’exer-
cice de leurs responsabilités. Trois groupes de « building blocks » sont obtenus comme :
« partner class building block », « partner individual building block » et « partner res-
ponsibility building block ».
Lors de l’analyse des trois domaines de connaissances simultanément, nous utili-
sons des processus d’évolution du produit (domaine de connaissance de la gestion des
produits) que l’indice principal de relier les deux autres domaines de connaissances.
Ensuite, nous sommes capables de modéliser l’évolution du PD projet et le processus
d’évolution de produit compte tenu de la participation des partenaires au même mo-
ment. Cette méthode sappuie sur des éléments appelés « constructs » pour procéder à
lanalyse ; ces éléments associent de la connaissance issue des trois domaines cités ci-
dessus. Ils constituent les éléments de base dun réseau sur lequel sappuiera lanalyse de
loccurrence et de la propagation du changement.
Comme suit, pour lidentification des changements et leur propagation dans le PD
projet, nous établissons les modèles conceptuels. Le modèle conceptuel des change-
ments nous permet de justifier de savoir si une « alteration » peut entraîner des chan-
gements, et il révèle un ensemble de caractéristiques des changements. La notion d« al-
tération » est une dénomination originale de lauteur pour désigner une modification
sur le projet à lorigine dun changement. Avec le modèle conceptuel de la propagation
des changements, les canaux par lesquels l’impact du changement survenu est transféré
sont identifiés. Avec les constructions modélisés et leurs relations, nous établissons un
réseau de propagation du changement, dans lequel les nuds sont les « constructs », via
lesquels le changement se propage, et les liens les relations entre « constructs ». En uti-
lisant les modèles conceptuels de la apparition et la propagation des changements, une
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« altération » peut rester dans le domaine de tolérance de lattribut ou non. La modélisa-
tion de la propagation des modifications est alors présentée. Les scénarios conduisant à
une « altération » sont alors présentés. Si un changement intervient, son influence peut
être transférée à un autre noeud (s) par le bord (s). Une « construct » est un artefact
obtenu par l’agrégation des « building blocks » des trois domaines de connaissances
respectivement. De plus, chaque « building block » est caractérisé par un ensemble
de paramètres directs. S’appuyant sur la structure hiérarchique de constructions, nous
sommes capables de traiter les propagations de changement parmi les constructions
que la communication multi-couche. Selon la structure de « construct », nous construi-
sons trois couches de communication par encapsulation leurs comportements internes
respectivement. Les trois couches de communication sont les suivants :
– Construct layer : c’est le cadre dans lequel les « constructs » reçoivent « altéra-
tion», transmettre les « altération» à d’autres procédures et déterminer la réponse
selon les plans préétablis. Les « altération » introduites dans une « construct » se-
raient traités en local pour être qualifié comme causant les conséquences (« altéra-
tion» régulière, changement occurrence, dysfonctionnel changement occurrence),
et ils sont quantifiées à invoquer les propagations des changements à d’autres
« constructs » ;
– Building block layer : cette couche est le cadre dans lequel la recherche les « buil-
ding blocks » les paramètres directs concernés en terme de la requête de leur
« construct » situé et se tournent vers les relations de soutien pour exécuter les
propagations des changements potentiels ;
– Parameter layer : cette couche est du domaine dans lequel les « altération » intro-
duites dans les paramètres directs concernés sont traités selon le modèle concep-
tuel de changement apparition et la propagation. Dans cette couche, les relations
entre les « building blocks » sont réalisés en tant que les dépendances entre les
paramètres directs.
Un problème réaliste dans la gestion du changement de l’ingénierie est de sa-
voir comment gérer les changements efficace et efficiente. Pour répondre à ce pro-
blème, nous proposons la méthodologie et un outil de simulation de la propagation
des changements. Nous construisons d’abord un réseau structuré changement propa-
gation multi-couche, qui est composé avec les « construct » comme des nuds et leurs
relations que les bords. Dans le même temps, nous proposons la logique de simuler
les changements propagations sur la base du mécanisme de changement de propaga-
tion identifié. Chaque nud est équipé avec les procédures d’identification, l’estimation
et l’adaptation aux changements selon les modèles conceptuels de changement appa-
rition et la propagation. La solution de simulation commence par l’introduction de ces
« altération ». En analysant la conséquence due aux « altération », si un changement
intervient ou pas est jugé. Si un changement est perçu, les actions d’adaptation seront
prises et le changement seraient propagées le long des bords. Pendant ce temps, les
solutions pour traiter les changements simultanés rencontrés lors de l’événement sont
également exécutées.
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Enfin, on sélectionne la technique à base de multi-agent-de mettre en uvre la mé-
thodologie de simulation en vue de la structure du réseau de propagation du change-
ment et les « construct» équipées des procédures distribués. L’outil mis en place illustre
clairement le processus de produit de l’évolution, le réseau de changement de propa-
gation, les canaux de propagation du changement quand le changement intervient, les
« construct » infectés le long des canaux de propagation, et leurs paramètres de propa-
gation.
Mots clés : les projets de developpement de produits, processus de l’évolution des
produits, l’ingenierie du changement, la propagation des modifications, systeme multi-
agents, Co-evolution Oriented Change Analysis framework, la simulation de propaga-
tion de changement, produit-projet-réseau de partenaires.
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